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(ABSTRACT)

This dissertation examines the process by which buyers encode and

store price information in their memories and how the information is re-

trieved when such a need arises. Using theories in human learning and

memory, it has been argued that buyers° learning of price information is

primarily influenced by their learning plans and the criteria they use

pin choice decisions. Because of the differences in learning and choice

task orientations, buyers are postulated to encode and store the infor-

mation differently and therefore, different memory tests are necessary

to investigate the retrieval mechanisms and thereby making inferences

about their knowledge of price. While it is recognized that buyers may

encode and retrieve price information in many different ways, this re-

search has examined the differential impact of learning and choice task

orientations on their recall, recognition, and rankiing performances.

The hypotheses developed in this research were tested in a laboratory

experiment using ninety women shoppers as subjects. The two levels of

learning (incidental and intentional) and the three levels of choice task

orientations (non-price, mixed, and price) were fully crossed in a 2 x 3
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full-factorial between-subjects design. Subjects, after being randomly

assigned to one of the six experimental conditions took part in a simu-

lated grocery shopping. Having made their selections, subjects responded

to recall, recognition, and ranking memory tests involving prices of the

items selected. Subjects also indicated their confidence about the ac-

curacy of their responses. The accuracy and confidence ratings were used

as dependent measures when testing the hypotheses. Since accuracy meas-

ures were dichotomous (correct or incorrect) in nature, loglinear modes

were tested using maximum likelihood estimation procedure. For contin-

uous dependent measure (e.g. confidence), ordinary least square esti-

mations were carried out in a univariate ANOVA framework. In addition,

several multiple comparison procedures were used to test differences be-

tween mean accuracy and confidence scores.

The data analysis supported fifteen out of sixteen hypothesized re-

l

lationships. The results supported the argument that buyers° learning

of price information improves with greater use of price in their choice

decisions and with greater need to remember the information for later use.

Overall, recognition was found to be a more appropriate retrieval mech-

anism than recall. Need for remembering specific prices did not signif-

icantly improve buyers° ability to rank items in terms of their

expensiveness.

The conceptualization and the research results are expected to make

both theoretical and methodological contributions in pricing research.

Particularly, the issues involving formation of reference prices and the

manner in which the internal reference prices are retrieved and used in
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choice decisions are partially addressed using a consumer information

processing perspective. Nonetheless, future research is needed to re-

solve additional issues in price perception research.
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CHAETEg I '

INTg0QUCIIO§

This dissertation research used theories in human memory and learn-

ing to investigate the effects of learning intention (or the lack of it)

and choice task orientations on buyers' point-of-purchase learning of

prices. Specifically, it is argued that buyers may differ in terms of

their relative reliance on internal and external memories for price in-

formation and their perceived importance of price in a given choice task.

Because of these differences, buyers provide different degree of atten-

tion to price information and employ different learning plans and there-

fore, encode and store the information differently in their memories.

To assess the extent buyers learn prices with different learning plans

and with different choice task orientations, this research uses exact

price recall, recognition, and relative price recall memory tests. The

successes or failures of buyers to respond to the different memory tests

were used to infer about how buyers encode price information under dif-

ferent conditions.

IH; Eß0BL;§

According to the classical economic view buyers are assumed to know

not only the prices of products and services they purchase, but they also
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must know the prices of all other products in their choice set that po-

tentially can contribute to their utilities or satisfactions (Marshall

1920). Intrigued by the assumptions of classical theory about buyers°

possessing perfect price information, a number of researchers have in-

vestigated whether or not buyers indeed pay attention to prices in their

day-to—day shopping activities (Gabor and Granger 1961; Progressive

Grocer 1974, 1977; Allen, Harrell, and Hutt 1976). These researchers

typically have used shoppers° ability to correctly recall prices of pre-

viously purchased grocery items as a measure of their price awareness.

This stream of research has shown that shoppers, when asked, experience

considerable difficulty in recalling the exact prices of previously pur-

chased items. Anomalous, as this finding is, it has led to two unresolved

but extremely important issues in pricing research.

First, if price is to be considered an important factor in buying

decisions, why do shoppers exhibit such a poor level of price recall ac-

curacy? Also, can such failure to recall exact prices be used to infer

that buyers have no memorial references of the prices of different pro-

ducts they purchase?

Second, some buyers were found to recall prices more accurately than

others. In order to explain this difference, researchers have generally

relied upon a variety of explanatory variables pertaining to shoppers°

demographics, point-of-purchase behavior, product- and store-related

characteristics. However, these variables by and large have not been able

to explain the variations in shoppers° recall accuracies.
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gVEßV;EW OE THE CQNCEPTUALIZATION

It is argued that whenever buyers attempt to retrieve previously

learned price information, either in response to an interviewer°s ques-

tion or for making a purchase decision, they are in essence responding

to some form of memory test. Therefore, it is imperative that research

in price awareness and price perception draws upon the available theories

on human memory and learning instead of relying mainly on shoppers° de-

mographics or other externally manifest criteria to address the issues

stemming from previous research.

Theories on human memory and learning suggest that the ability or

inability of individuals to retrieve previously learned information de-

pends upon: (1) how the information was encoded and stored in their

memories, and (2) whether or not the cues provided during the retrieval

process are compatible with the original encoding process (Craik and

Lockhart 1972; Wingfield and Byrnes 1981). The manner in which informa-

tion is encoded and stored is influenced, among other factors, by the

learning plans employed and by the extent the information was elaborated

producing associative pathways connecting the target information with

other information (Craik and Lockhart 1972; Anderson and Bower 1972).

The retrieval process on the other hand involves activating the associa-

tive pathway, searching for the target information along the links, and

deciding whether or not the information found is correct to report

(Collins and Loftus 1975; Anderson 1974). Cues that are compatible with
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the original encoding are likely to activate the information nodes more

effectively than unrelated cues (Tulving and Thomson 1973).

As far as this research is concerned, it has been argued that shop-

pers differ on their overall shopping orientations depending upon their

individual factors and shopping goals (Guiltinan and Monroe 1980). For

example, some shoppers are extremely price conscious and use prices of

different items as overriding criteria for choice decisions. Some of

these shoppers may also exhibit explicit intent to remember prices to

facilitate their prepurchase planning, store selections, or for following

price movements over time. At the other end there are shoppers who are

more convenience oriented and who use non-price factors for making pur-

chase decisions. When necessary, these shoppers typically rely on

point-of·purchase price information and do not feel the need for remem-

bering prices for later use. Given this difference in overall shopping

orientations, shoppers are likely to use different cognitive strategies

to learn about prices and other information available from various

sources. Thus, even though the external environment provides shoppers

many opportunities to learn about prices of various items, the extent to

which they are exposed to the information, the strategy they employ in

attending to the information, and how elaborately they process the in-

formation in their memories will vary across shoppers (Helgeson and Beatty

1985).
V

The factors that influence human learning are: (1) individual mo-

tivation or intention to learn, and (2) the nature of tasks they perform

during the process of learning, usually referred to as "orienting tasks"
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(Eysenck 1982). This is true for consumer learning of price information

as well (Bettman 1979b). For example, some shoppers may rely on their

internal memories for price information for facilitating purchase deci-

sions because they may anticipate that the required price information will

not be easily available externally when needed. These shoppers are likely

to make an attempt to remember price in order to prepare their shopping

list, compare prices of different stores, and follow price movements over

time. Also, there are other shoppers who do not make intentional efforts

to memorize prices but rely on point-of-purchase price information in

making a purchase decision (Bettman 1979b; Dickson and Sawyer 1986).

Given this difference in shoppers' intention to learn about prices, it

is postulated that the manner in which they guide their learning plans

will differ. ·

While reliance on internal memory or point-of-purchase price infor-

mation may influence buyers° learning of prices, the nature of the tasks

they perform during the choice process assists or interferes with the

learning (Bettman 1979b). For example, when choice decisions involve

usage of non-price information (e.g., nutritional values, brand names),

the buyers are distracted from the to-be-learned price information. On

the other hand, when choice tasks require extensive usage of price in-

formation (e.g., searching for a low price due to limited shopping

budget), buyers would pay close attention to prices and would elaborately

process the information. ·

To summarize, this research proposes that the manner in which buyers

encode and store price information in their memories will vary according
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to their explicit intent to learn (or remember) price information and

their perceived importance of price in a given choice task. In some

learning contexts, encoding may be isomorphic with the numeric value of

the price stimuli and can be recalled easily by a buyer when such a need

arises (Bettman 1979b). In other cases, buyers may not perceive the need

to encode price information for later recall, but can recognize whether

or not a given price matches the original prices (Monroe, Powell, and

Choudhury 1986). Yet, there may be other situations, where buyers can

rank items in terms of their prices even though they may not be able to

successfully recall or recognize the correct price (Zeithaml 1981, 1982).

Given the possibility of differences in the encoding process, shop-

pers are postulated to perform differently in different memory tests for

price information. The hypotheses developed in this research primarily

consider the differential effects of learning intention and task orien-

tations on recall and recognition performance. However, it is recognized

that these two memory tests may not capture other forms of encoding and

therefore some proportion of subjects may not perform well in either test.

Such results under most situations may be explained as retrieval failure

rather than absence of information in memory (Murdock 1982). Additional

research is needed in this area to develop other memory tests to tap these

forms of memory organization of prices.
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QVEßy;Ey OF II·I§ |jETHODOLOGY

The hypotheses developed in this research were tested through a
‘

laboratory experiment using ninety women shoppers as subjects. A two

factor (learning intention and choice task orientations) fully crossed

experimental design with two levels of learning (intentional and inci-

dental, between subjects), and three levels of choice task orientations

(price-based choice task, non-price-based choice task, and mixed choice

task, between subjects) was used. .

Subjects after being randomly assigned to one of the six experimental

conditions (fifteen per cell) took part in a simulated grocery shopping

task where they were provided with salient attribute information about

seven packaged food products with the help of an information chart.

Subjects were asked to select one item from each of the seven product

categories based upon specific choice criteria that were varied to induce

different choice task orientations. For example, the non-price-based

choice task was induced by having the subjects make their selections using

calorie and nutritional information. Subjects in the mixed choice task

selected items on the basis of the nutritional value and prices. The

price-based choice task was induced by requiring the subjects to make

their purchase decisions using only price-related information.

Intentional learning was induced by alerting the subects about a

possible memory test involving prices of the selected items. No such

instructions were given to subjects in the incidental learning condition.
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After the subjects completed their selections, they responded to

recall, recognition, and relative recall tests. Subjects performance in

the memory tests were evaluated by (1) their response accuracy and (2)

confidence ratings of the correctness of their responses. Accuracy was

operationalized by the proportion of correct responses in the tests and

confidence was measured with the help of a certainty rating scale.

Univariate ANOVA procedure was used to test for main effects and

interaction effects of learning intention and choice task orientations

on recall and recognition performance separately. When responses were

dichotomous (correct or incorrect), the general linear model and the

log-linear models were tested using weighted~least square and maximum
l

likelihood estimation procedures respectively. However, for continuous

‘ response variables OLS estimations were used. The analysis also included

multiple comparison procedures for comparing the memory test performances

under different experimental conditions using tests for difference in

proportions. (

SUBSIA§I[V§ E;NDI§G§

Several substantive conclusions can be drawn from the research re-

sults. First, buyers° ability to recall and recognize previously en-

countered prices increases with greater use of price in their choice

decisions. In other words, buyers who use prices of different items as

their main choice criteria will have more stable memorial references of
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price than buyers whose purchase decisions are primarily based on non-

price factors.

Second, when buyers anticipate that the required price information

may not be easily available from external sources, they guide their

learning plans in a way that facilitates later recall of prices. There-

fore, these buyers are more accurate in recalling previously encountered

prices than those who do not anticipate such a need. Although not hy-

pothesized, the results show that anticipation of a later need of price

information improves buyers' recognition accuracy as well.

Third, overall, buyers are more successful in recognizing previously

encountered prices than they are in recalling them without the help of

external cues. Methodologically, this implies that recognition accuracy

is a superior measure of buyers' price knowledge than recall, provided

however that their learning and choice task orientations are comparable.

Finally, when buyers are preoccupied with remembering a specific

price, their attention is focused on the to-be-remembered price, so much

so that they are unable to consider the expensiveness of the item relative

to other items with the product category. Also, when buyers use unit

price information, they usually rank the expensiveness of different

prices on the basis of unit prices rather than their item prices.

§1G§IE;CANC§ OE IQ; EROP0§§§ ß§SEARC§

This research contributes to the marketing knowledge at the concep-

tual, substantive, and methodological levels. At the conceptual level,
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a theoretical foundation has been developed that could guide future re-

search in price awareness and price perceptions. Practitioners are likely

to benefit as well by understanding the determinants of price awareness

and recognizing the fact that the manner in which prices are learned

differ across shoppers depending upon their need for the information and

the nature of choice tasks they perform during the purchase decision

process. At the methodological level, it is argued that a single measure

of recall is incapable of assessing buyers° price awareness and therefore

different memory tests need to be used to tap different levels of encoding

of price information. These issues are expanded below.

Iheogetggal Knowlgdgg

It has been long recognized by price researchers that buyers do not

perceive price information in a similar manner (Monroe 1973). Also, it

is the perceived (or subjective) price and not the actual (or objective)

price that is encoded in buyers' memories and eventually guides their

purchase decisions (Jacoby and Olson 1977; Olson 1980). Despite these

arguments, previous price awareness research has generally assumed a

single memorial representation in the form of exact price in buyers° minds

and has used exact price recall as a measure of price awareness. This

research uses theories of human memory and learning to argue for using

different memory tests to tap the appropriate encoding.

The other important theoretical contribution of this research is .

that it identifies psychological variables that can explain variations
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in buyers° price perceptions better than shopper demographics, point-of-

purchase behavior, and product and store characteristics which have been

typically used in price awareness research. Few previous price awareness

investigations could provide theoretical justifications as to why these

variables might influence the differences in shoppers° price recall ac-

curacy.

Third, price researchers have generally agreed that buyers possess

perceptual reference prices that serves as adaptation levels when judge-

ments about newly exposed prices are made (Monroe 1973; Monroe and

Petroshius 1981; Helgeson and Beatty 1985). However, it is unclear as

to how such references are formed (Monroe 1973). Last price paid (Uhl

1970; Winer 1986) and price most frequently charged or normally paid

(Olander 1970; Gabor and Granger 1966) are usually considered to have

important influence on buyers° formation of reference prices. It is ar-

gued in this research that the extent the last price paid can produce a

stable or lasting memorial representations will depend upon the buyers°

learning plan and the relative importance of price in the choice deci-

sions. It is possible that for buyers making purchase decisions based

on non-price factors may pay little or no attention to prices and there-

fore the prices they pay may not have much impact in formation or adap-

tation of reference prices.

At the methodological level when buyers° ability to recall is used

to assess the existence of reference prices, the results may lead to er-

roneous conclusions because on many occasions buyers may be able to rec-

ognize previously paid prices when such prices are presented to them even
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though they may not be able to accurately recall those prices. Also in

some situations, buyers may neither recall nor recognize the prices paid

but they may have a fairly accurate idea about the rank of the item's

price relative to other prices.

Finally, this research raises some fundamental issues that may have

important implications for economic theory of buyer behavior in relation

to price. Echoing the concern of Brown and Oxenfeldt (1972), this resarch

argues that buyers may not perceive prices as accurately as the economic

theory suggests because of their motivational or choice task-related

factors. Widespread "misperception" such as this may result in

imperfections in the functioning of the market which may have adverse

consequences in the welfare of buyers and sellers, two important partic-

ipant in the economic system (Brown and Oxenfeldt 1972).

ganagegiag, ;mg1;cat;og5_

Managers are often confronted with making sound pricing decisions.

While economic theory provides some aggregate level guidelines about

setting prices, the economic models are not designed to describe realis-

tically the way firms make pricing decisions or the way consumers respond

to those decisions (Nagle 1984). From the demand side, if consumers

differ in the way they learn or perceive the same objective prices, then

it is imperative for price setters to takf notice of these differences

especially in an environment that uses price as one of many demand stim-

ulating devices. Several key issues have been addressed in this research
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that could be of importance for managerial decisions. First, this re-

search finds that shoppers employ different cognitive strategies for

learning or remembering price information depending upon their antic-

ipated need for the information and the nature of choice criteria they

use during their purchase decisions. Second, given the different learning

strategies and choice task orientations, shoppers were found to be able

to learn prices differently. Some shoppers remember the exact prices,

others may differentiate items in terms of their relative expensiveness,

yet others may be able to recognize only when the previously exposed

prices are presented.

These issues are also likely to serve firms and retailers in devel-

oping appropriate pricing, positioning and merchandising strategies on

the basis of shoppers° sensitivities to price as well as price changes.

For example, when a segment of shoppers perceives prices not in the form

of exact prices but in terms of expensiveness in relation to the leading

brand prices, firms must take into account this factor in pricing and

promotional decisions. Also, when a segment of shoppers does not pay much

attention to price, but is more interested in other non-price factors,

then providing deals and other price inducements to this segment may not

be very effective.

Qy§Ry;EW QE C§API§ß ;;

The next chapter begins with a discussion of some important issues

in the behavioral pricing literature that have direct implications for
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this research. The chapter then reviews past empirical investigations

in price awareness and delineates the state of knowledge generated from

this research stream. Finally, this chapter develops a conceptual model

and reviews literature on human memory and learning to propose theoretical

propositions for this research.

OVEßy;E§ OE CHAPTEE ;;;

Chapter III converts the theoretical propositions into operational

hypotheses and discusses the methodological issues for carrying out a

laboratory experiment. The details about the proposed research designs,

operationalizations of variables, sampling plans and experimental proce-

dures of analysis are presented. The pre·experimental procedures and

their impact on development of instruments are also enumerated.

OV§RV;Ey OE QHAEIEE ;V

Chapter IV analyzes the data collected in the experiment and presents

the results. It begins with the assessment of the strengths of exper-

imental manipulations. Individual hypotheses are then tested. Analyses

regarding the impact of potential confounds are also carried out to

eliminate the possibility of alternative explanations.
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OVEEVIEQ OE QHAEIER V

Chapter V assesses the substantive issues stemming from the research

results. The strengths and limitations of the study are highlighted.

Possible extension and future research opportunities are identified.

SUMMARY

Previous research shows that even though price is assumed to be an

important criterion in buying decisions, buyers, when asked, have con-

siderable difficulty in recalling prices of previously purchased items.

It is argued that such results may not be necessarily due to lack of price

information in buyers' memories but these may be cases of retrieval

failure due to insufficient cues. In order to address this issue, it is

suggested that buyers° learning of price information is influenced by

their learning plans and the nature of tasks they perform during their

choice process. Because of the differences in motivational and task

factors, buyers tend to encode prices differently and different cues that

are compatible to the original encoding are necessary to facilitate re-

trieval.

The research hypotheses developed in this research were tested in a

laboratory experiment where the learning and task factors were suitably

manipulated. Subjects° learning of price information were measured

through three memory tests: recall, recognition, and relative recall.

The scores of these tests were used for testing the hypotheses.
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The research provides a theoretical foundation for price awareness

and price perception research and opens up possibilities of new research

within the domain. Given the support of the hypotheses, the research may

raise some fundamental questions for economic price theory.

Practitioners are likely to benefit from this research as well, by

understanding the determinants of price learning and recognizing the fact

that buyers encode prices differently depending upon their internal mo-

tivation as well as the nature of tasks they perform during their purchase

decision process.
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One of the critical assumptions in economic theory of buyer behavior

is that buyers must not only have accurate knowledge of specific prices

of the products they purchase, but they also must know the prices of all

other products that potentially can contribute to their utilities

(Marshall 1920). This assumption has been questioned by price researchers

on both empirical and theoretical grounds (Gabor and Granger 1961; Emery

1969). Past research shows that even though price is assumed to be an

important criterion in buying decisions, a large number of buyers, when

asked, could not recall the correct prices of previously purchased items

(Gabor and Granger 1961; Progressive Grocer 1964, 1974, 1977; Allen,

Harrell, and Hutt 1976). This finding has led some researchers to infer

that perhaps buyers do not pay much attention to prices during their

buying decisions (Gabor and Granger 1961; Progressive Grocer 1964, 1974,

1977).

Other researchers, however, have argued that buyers do not learn and

retain in their memories the prices of numerous items they purchase for

two reasons. First, buyers' limited cognitive capacity does not allow

for processing and storage of such vast amounts of information (Jacoby
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1977; Jacoby, Speller, and Kohn 1974a, 1974b). Second, the shopping

setting provides the necessary information, including price, that is

usually sufficient for making a purchase decision (Dickson and Sawyer

1986).

While both arguments are valid, it appears that if prices are to

serve as important purchase decision criteria, buyers should have some

memorial reference of price in order to be able to make meaningful com-

parisons in shopping situations and thereby make a choice (Emery 1969).

In fact, evidence has emerged confirming existence of reference prices

in buyers° minds serving as adaptation levels when making judgments about

prices. However it remains unclear as to how buyers perceive the prices

that they are exposed to and how reference prices are formed (Monroe 1973;

Olson 1980).

Perception is the process by which an individual organizes, inter-

prets, and gives meaning to a given stimulus (Monroe and Petroshius 1981;

Helgeson and Beatty 1985). Researchers suggest that an individual, once

exposed to a stimulus, goes through the process of attention, comprehen-

sion, and retention of the stimulus information in memory (Assael 1984;

Helgeson and Beatty 1985). Thus, it is not the stimulus alone that de-

termines whether or how it will be perceived; the perceptual process is

also influenced by the interest, needs and values of the individual who

is exposed to the stimulus (Berkman and Gilson 1978). Therefore, in the

context of price, these individual factors determine the strategy that

buyers use in attending to and encoding of price information for later

use (Helgeson and Beatty 1985; Bettman 1979b). Moreover, the perceptual
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process is also influenced by a number of contextual and task-related

factors confronting the buyer during the purchase situations (Monroe

1977; Bettman 1979b). The choice tasks that require usage of price in-

formation are likely to produce a more stable memory trace in buyers' mind

than the tasks that distract buyers from price information (Bettman

1979b).

Given this background, the two fundamental questions that this re-

search seeks to answer are: (1) how do buyers learn price information

during their buying process and encode the information in their memories?

and (2) what effects do buyers' motivational and task-related factors have

on such learning and encoding process?

In order to address these two issues and to provide a conceptuali-

zation for this research, this chapter is organized in five sections.

The first section reviews consumer information processing and related

memory literature to identify the cognitive functions that are considered

important for this study. Specifically, the roles of encoding, storage,

and retrieval functions in making inferences about buyers' knowledge of

price information are examined.

The second section reviews relevant literature to identify important

factors that influence buyers' memory processing and learning of price

information. This section suggests that buyers' learning of price will

be influenced primarily by two factors: (1) their intention (or the lack

of it) to learn the information depending upon their relative reliance

on internal or external memories, and (2) the nature of tasks that shop-

pers perform during the choice process.
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The third section describes the different memory tests for retrieval

of stored information in memory. In brief, what this section brings out

is that buyers usually encode·or guide their learning plans in antic-

ipation of a retention test. Apart from the expected retention test,

buyers° encoding process will also be affected by the nature of choice

tasks they perform. Because of the differences in learning plan and

choice task-related factors, buyers are likely to perform differently in

different memory tests. _

The fourth section integrates the literature reviewed in the earlier

sections to generate several theoretical propositions involving re-

lationships between recall and recognition test performances and buyers°

motivational and task—related factors.

Finally, a summary of Chapter II is presented and basic theoretical '

issues involved in this research are highlighted.

gONSUMER EEOCEQSING OE PRICE INFORMATION

When buyers perceive price to be an important factor in their pur-

chase decisions, they make some effort, conscious or unconscious, to

gather price information from various sources and retain the information

in their memories for later use (Olson 1980). Therefore, the research

involved in understanding buyers° responses to price necessarily requires

investigation of the cognitive dimensions of buyers and use available

theories of human memory to provide a conceptualization of the research
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(Cooper 1969; Monroe 1973; Monroe and Petroshius 1981; Jacoby and Olson

1977; Olson 1980).

Jgggby ggg 01s0g'g [1,911} Schemg

Jacoby and Olson (1977) provided a conceptual framework for ex-

plaining consumer reaction to price from an information processing per-

spective. An adaptation of the Jacoby and 0lson°s (1977) schema is

presented in Figure 1. According to the model, buyers after being exposed

to price performs three sequential memory operations: encoding, storage,

and retrieval. _
Encoding refers to the mental process by which external information

is transformed into a meaningful representation (Murdock 1982). Thus,

buyers after acquiring the price information interprets the objective

E

stimulus in a meaningful manner. The meaning however resides in the as-

sessment of that stimulus by the individual, in how the individual in-

terprets the stimulus, rather than the stimulus itself. Thus, the meaning

of a stimulus is human construction depending upon the individuals° view

of current context to events (Bettman 1979b). For example, a buyer com-

paring prices of two items at the point-of-purchase may encode the in-

formation as one item being more expensive than the other rather than

encoding the exact prices of the two prices (Zeitham1 1982). Also, buyers

may categorize prices as being °too high' or °too low' rather than en-

coding the exact physical prices.
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Figure 1

A conceptual Model of consuners' Reaction to Price

Objective Price
(Item Price, Unit
Price, Sale Price)

Acquisition of
Objecti e Price

Encoding

Interpretation and
Assignment of Meaning

Perceived Price

Cognitive Storage‘
Responses of Perceived Price

(Price Consciousness)

Retrieval

(Ability to Recall)

Affective and
Behavioral Responses

Source: An adaptation from Jacobv and Olson (1977)
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Thus, the ways buyers encode price information may or may not be

isomorphic with the physical price, depending upon how buyers interpret

and assign meaningfulness to the stimulus. Understanding of the encoding

process is therefore critical because it is the form in which buyers en-

code or perceive price information, and not necessarily the physical or

objective price, that influences buyers' purchase decisions.

Storage refers to the persistence of information in memory over time

(Murdock 1982). The information which is stored only at sensory or

short·term memory is lost rapidly. However, the information that finds

its place in the long·term memory is associated with other bits of in-

formation (Craik and Lockhart 1972). For example, price may be associated

with the brand names, store names, and prices of other brands. Jacoby

and Olson (1977) equated longterm storage of price information with price

consciousness.

Retrieval is the process by which an individual utilizes the infor-

mation stored in memory when such a need arises (Murdock 1982). Unfor-

tunately, the Jacoby and 01son°s (1977) schema does not provide a

comprehensive description of the retrieval function. However, they argue

that for most buyers, the encoded prices may not be isomorphic with the

objective dollars and cents prices and therefore, many buyers fail to

recall prices. Therefore, failure to recall may not provide a conclusive

evidence that the price information is not in store (Jacoby and Olson

1977).
1
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gelgeson ang Beagty (1985) Extensiog

Maintaining the same hierarchical view of information processing,

Helgeson and Beatty (1985) Jacoby and 0lson°s (1977) information proc-

essing schema, in three important ways (Figure·2). First, Helgeson and

Beatty (1985) identified two antecedent factors, exposure and attention,

mediating the encoding process. Second, the encoding process has been

explained in the context of lengths and breadths of processing of infor-

mation. Finally, the model provides a more comprehensive description of

the retrieval function. These issues are addressed next.

Exposure and Attention

Even though price is one of the most ubiquitous form of product in-

formation and presents consumers with many exposure opportunities, the

extent to which buyers are actually exposed to such information depends

upon their goals and motivations (Bettman 1979b). Buyers are usually

selective in what they want to be exposed to. For example if a buyer's

goal is to find out which brand is on sale today, the buyer is selectively

looking for the price tages marked °sale° or °specia1° disregarding the

'regular° prices of other brands. Like exposure, buyers are selective

in providing attention to a myriad of price and non—price information that

they are exposed to. Selective attention involves picking up certain

information and leaving the rest unused (Seamon 1980). The main reason

why shoppers attend.to price information selectively is because they have
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limited cognitive capacity and therefore, they make a perceived cost-

benefit trade-off in deciding which information should be given more at-

tentional capacity (Kahneman 1973). Clearly, this decision is guided by

shoppers° task goals (Bettman 1979b). For example, a health conscious

shopper desiring to buy the most nutritious food items may provide at-

tention only to the nutritional and calorie information and disregard the

price information. Also, a price conscious buyer may pay a close atten-

tion to prices and weights of a number of alternatives before making a

purchase decision.

While important, goal directed allocations of attentional capacity

are not the only influence on selective aspects of attention. Attention _

is also allocated to events in the environment which are surprising,

novel, unexpected or potentially threatening (Bettman 1979b). Kahneman

(1973) calls this type of attention involuntary, in that it is a function

of more automatic, built-in mechanisms, rather than‘guided by a current

goal. For example, a shopper having no plans for buying a particular item

notices that the price of that item is reduced to half of its regular

price. This unusual price reduction may induce the buyer to provide at-

tention to the event regardless of the shopping goal.

Encoding

Using the levels of processing view (Craik and Lockhart 1972),

Helgeson and Beatty (1985) suggest that the manner in which price infor-

mation will be encoded and how memorable this information will be is de-
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termined by how deeply or how broadly the information is processed. As

discussed later, the depth of processing is determined by the extent to

which meaningfulness is extracted from stimulus information. At the

physiological level, the initial memory for a visual stimulus produces

an iconic trace which usually lasts for only a brief period of time

(Lachman, Lachman, and Butterfield 1979). Initial visual contact with a

price stimulus can produce this type of iconic image and unless shoppers

provide specific attention to the stimulus information, the information

finds no place in buyers' memories.

According to Helgeson and Beatty (1985), processing at an interme-

diate depth is carried out when a visual code is recorded of the physical

features of the stimulus, e.g., the literal numeric symbols representing

a price. This code may be rehearsed to assure its place in memory.

Possible outcome of this type of processing could be: (a) remembering

exact prices, (b) remembering only the first digit of the price, or (c)

whether or not the numeric price had a specific digit. .

Processing at a still deeper level involves assigning meaning to

price stimuli, known as semantic processing. Some of the outcomes of

semantic processing could be: (a) broadly categorizing brands in terms

of price, e.g. expensive, average-priced, inexpensive, or high-priced ·

low priced (Olsen 1980; Zeithaml 1982, 1984), (b) classifying a price

relative to the price of a reference brand, e.g., more expensive - less

expensive than brand A, (c) assigning some quality meaning to the price

(Tull, Boring, and Gonsior 1964; Monroe and Krishnan 1985), and (d) cat-

egorizing the brands in terms of affordability.
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Breadth of processing refers to the number and types of traces

produced during the encoding process (Anderson and Reder 1979). Thus,

the degree to which the stimulus information is elaborated and is asso-

ciated with other information during processing will determine the proc-

essing breadth. Elaboration occurs when interconnections among different

concepts or information are produced through an associative network dur-

ing processing. For example, a shopper, intent on making a 'best buy'

decision, considers different pieces of information like package size,

brand names, nutritional information along with prices of the brands.

This type of processing creates linkages between the price and other

pieces of information.

. storage or Memory

According to the model, storage and encoding are closely

intertwined. Thus, greater depth and breadth of processing of price in-

formation will result in greater memorability of the information.

Retrieval

According to Helgeson and Beatty (1985), price information is as-

signed meaning before it is stored in memory. Stimuli obtain meaning by

being linked to other concepts of information that are similar to them.

This linking process actually builds a network of information in memory

and is called a propositional network. If a stimulus is linked to se-
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mantic concepts, greater depth of processing occurs, and the more concepts

to which a stimulus is linked the greater the breadth of processing

(Helgeson and Beatty 1985). Price can be linked or related to many con-

cepts such as brand name, value, quality, and social status. In addition

to this, the nearer a concept is to another in the network, the more

memorable it will be when the first concept is brought to mind.

Although an item may be stored in the propositional network in mem-

ory, it is not always easily accessible. Retrieval of information is

enhanced by the number of links to an item in propositional networks in

memory, the strength of the relationship between items in memory, and the

general depth and breadth of processing (Helgeson and Beatty 1985). Re-

trieval of information is brought to active memory (out of storage)

through a process of spreading activiation (Collins and Loftus 1975):

"This spread of activation has been compared to the flow of
electrical current through a wiring system. The various
facilitators of memory retrieval, in a sense, reduce the re-
sistances in the wires (i.e., the links). Some pathways through
the propositional networks are much more readily traveled. The
persistent covariance of price and quality in the minds of
consumers may be an example of a readily activated, much trav-
eled (low resistance) pathway between two concepts." (Helgeson
and Beatty 1985, p. 4) _

In summary, the Helgeson and Beatty°s (1985) model suggests that even

though price information is widely available from sources external to

shoppers° memories, their exposure to this information, the degree to

which they attend to the information, and how deeply and elaborately they

process this information will differ across shoppers. Because of these

differences, buyers are likely to encode price information differently

and therefore, will not perform equally well in different retrieval tasks.
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For some shoppers, the memory functions do not go beyond the initial ex-

posure of external price stimuli and therefore, it is unlikely that price

information will find a place in memories of these buyers. But for other

shoppers, price information may be processed at different levels of depth

and at different degrees of elaborations. Such differences would produce

different memory traces and different kinds of associative linkages with

other information. Therefore, different memory tests would be necessary

to retrieve price information from buyers' memories.

Iheogies gj gumag ßemogy

It may be clear from the above discussion that research involving

buyers' price knowledge requires a clear understanding of the three im-

portant memory functions-~how buyers encode and store price information

and what processes are involved in retrieval of such information. While

the Jacoby and 0lson°s (1977) information processing schema and Helgeson

and Beatty°s (1986) extension identify and explain the three important

functions, review of the relevant theories of human memory would be useful

in understanding the possible linkages among these functions in the con-

text of price information.

Structural View

According to the structural view, a memory system can be divided into

three principal storage structures, each corresponding to a stage of
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processing of a given stimulus (Atkinson and Shiffrin 1968). In the first

stage following stimulus presentation, some information enters the sen-

sory register which is so called because information enters through one

or more of the five senses and is held in sensory form for only a very

brief period of time. The longer the information sits in the sensory

register, the weaker it gets until it is lost completely. In case of a

visual stimulus (like price information at the point—of—purchase), an

iconic trace is produced at the physiological level of memory as soon as

an eye contact with the target information is established. This trace

usually lasts for about one second and most of the useful information

deteriorates by 0.3 second (Lachman, Lachman, and Butterfield 1979). That

is, initial visual contact with a price stimulus produces an iconic image

and unless shoppers try to extract meaning from the stimulus, the infor-

mation is permanently lost from sensory store.

Loss of information from the sensory register can also take place

due to interference from other incoming information (Adams 1980). For

example, after initial visual contact with a price information, shoppers

may turn their attention to the brand name or nutritional information or

the price of the next item on the shelf. In this case, even though the

shoppers are technically exposed to price, the information is displaced

as soon as the visual contact is broken.

The second storage in memory in the Atkinson and Shiffrin°s (1968)

model is short·term memory which is also refered to as primary memory,

immediate memory, or working memory. Some researchers have also equated

short·term memory with consciousness (Klatzky 1980). Short—term memory
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does not store information in raw sensory form. When information about

the stimulus is in the sensory register and before it is passed on to the

short-term memory, an important component comes into play. It is known

as "pattern recognition”, a complex process of matching incoming sensory

information with previously learned information stored in long-term mem-

ory. Thus, the contents of short·term memory is something meaningful.

Short-term memory is a temporary store of limited capacity, but not as

temporary as sensory register. The limited capacity of short-term memory

is commonly called the memory span and is defined as the number of items

that can be recalled without error (Atkinson and Shiffrin 1968). Re-

searchers maintain that about 7 items is the normal short·term memory span

and these many items can be recalled without error (Miller 1956; Murphy

and Puff 1982). However, additional information can be stored in short-

term memory with the help of rehearsal (Klatzky 1980).

The third component, long-term memory, is considered a permanent

store house of information interconnected by a network of associative

pathways (Anderson and Bower 1973). However, some researchers have argued

against the permanent property of long-term memory on the ground that

individuals sometime fail to remember things they had known before. Al-

though, Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) recognized the possibility of decay,

interferences, and loss of strength in long-term store, the supporters

of the permanency hypothesis contend that forgetting of information in

long-term store is a retrieval problem and not a decay phenomenon (Murdock

1982). An alternative explanation of peop1e's inability to remember past

information was provided by activation theorists (Collins and Loftus
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1975) who contend that even though the information is in the memory, only

a small portion of it can be activated at any one time. This view is akin

to the notions of effort people allocate in the retrieval task (Kahneman

1973).

In summary, the structural view suggests that encoding and storage

are two sequential operations. In this view, once individuals perceive

the need for storing information, they provide meaning to the incoming

stimulus and store it in the short-term memory. The information then

moves from short-term memory to long-term memory with the help of re-

hearsal. Thus storage can take place both at short-term memory as well

as at long-term memory. However, the storage at short-term memory is

temporary in nature and the information decays quickly unless it is re-

hearsed. The information in long-term storage is permanent and is never

lost or decayed. Retrieval from short-term storage can be carried out

directly. But when information needs to be retrieved from long-term

store, appropriate retrieval procedure is necessary to activate the

search and detection process through the associative network in long—term

memory.

While the multiple·store view provides a foundation for memory re-

search, it has two important limitations. First, it is unclear as to what

kinds of processing is involved when information is transferred from a

short-term to a long-term storage. Second, the model does not explain

the linkage between encodoing and retrieval in that it does not provide

a guideline as to the kinds of cues necessary to activate the network or

whether there is a possibility that individuals encode information in
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anticipation of some retrieval task. Some of these limitations have been

addressed by the levels of processing view of human memory.

Levels of Processing view

According to the levels of processing view (Craik and Lockhart 1972),

memory is thought of as the product of the kinds of analyses, or "proc-

esses“ performed on the information by individuals who receive it from

external sources. There are three fundamental tenets of the processing

view of memory. First, memory is viewed as an information processing

system which analyses the stimulus information. The different manner in

which an individual analyzes or processes information can be viewed as

forming a dimension called level (or depth) of processing. The processing

can be roughly divided into three levels: sensory level (analyses the

l physical properties of a stimulus), acoustic level (identifies and names

the stimulus), and semantic level (provides meaning to the stimulus),

Second, these three types of processing can be hierarchically or-

dered in terms of the depth or elaborateness of processing. Sensory or

physical processing produces the "shallow" memory trace or code (which

is a record of what processes have been carried out to analyze the stim-

ulus); the acoustic or naming process produces memory code of intermediate

depth; and the semantic processing produces the "deepest" code.

Third, deeper codes are more enduring than the shallow codes in terms

„of retention. Forgetting or decay, then is a function of the depth of
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processing. Shallow codes are forgotten quickly, while deeper codes could

be retained for a long period of time.

The hierarchical ordering of procesing and corresponding depth of

memory code in the levels of processing view closely resembles the

structural views in terms of the functions that different memory storages

performs (Klatzky 1980). Both models agree that information can be coded

at a sensory level, acoustic level and semantic level. However, in the

levels of processing framework, how deeply an event or information is

coded in the memory is not dependent on which store contains the infor-

mation. It depends instead on what an individual does with the stimulus

information, how it is analyzed, and what codes are created by these an-

alyses (Wingfield and Byrnes 1981). Thus, under the levels of processing

framework, encoding and storage are intertwined and inseparable. At a

shallow level of encoding, information will not be retained in memory for

a long period of time, while a deeper encoding process permits information

to be retained for a fairly long time.

As regards retrieval of information from memory, the levels of

processing view is similar to the structural view. However, the proc-

essing view suggests that in order for retrieval to be effective, the cues

provided for retrieval should be compatible with the manner in which in-

formation was encoded and stored so as to trigger activation of the as-

sociative linkages in memory (Collins and Loftus 1975). This view of

information retrieval from human memory has been formalized by Thlving

and Thomson (1973) as the "encoding specificity principle".
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Encoding Specificity Principle

The encoding specificity principle suggests that "a retrieval cue

is effective if its informational content matches and complements the

information contained in the trace of the to-be-remembered events"

(Wiseman and Thlving 1975, p. 371). The initial processing of to-be-

remembered stimuli leads to a specific encoding; the subsequent presen-

tation of a retrieval cue either in form of a memory test or for
A

facilitating some decision also leads to a specific encoding. Retrieval

performance depends upon the overlap or similarity of encoding processes

at presentation and at retention test (Eysenck 1977). In other words,

if a retrieval cue fails to be encoded at test in a manner approximating

the encoding of the to-be-remembered items, then it will prove ineffec-

tive.

According to this view, failure to retrieve previously stored in-

formation can be explained in two different ways: (1) a storage deficit,

in which there is a loss of information from memory, or (2) a retrieval

deficit in which the information remains in store, but the retrieval en-

vironment does not suffice to gain access to the information (Eysenck

1977). In general, previous researchers in price awareness have accepted

the former explanation and have concluded that since buyers do not perform

well in recalling previously paid prices, perhaps buyers do not store the

information in their memories. However, using the encoding specificity

principle, it can be argued that much of buyers' inability to recall

prices could be attributable to the lack of correspondence between the

manner in which prices were encoded and the cues presented during the
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retrieval process (Thomson and Tulving 1970; Tulving 1974; Eysenck 1977;

Murdcck 1982).

An immediate difficulty with encoding specificity principle lies in

making a priori assessment of the original nature of encoding and in

specifying how great an overlap between original encoding and retrieval

environment is needed for successful memory performance (Eysenck 1977).

While making an independent assessment of original encoding is admittedly

problematic, researchers suggest that information is usually encoded with

some retrieval task in mind. Thus, there exists a two-way relationship

between encoding and retrieval. On one side, successful retrieval re-

quires providing cues that are compatible with the original encoding.

But on the other side, the manner in which individuals encode information

may depend upon their anticipated retrieval task (Eagle and Leiter 1964).

Therefore, a correspondence between anticipated and actual retrieval task

is necessary for successful memory performance.

For example, when buyers are only interested in knowing whether an

item is more expensive than another, they would tend to encode the in-

formation in a manner that would facilitate such comparison. Also, when

buyers anticipate that the required price information will be available

externally, they may not make an effort to memorize the information for

later recall; but they may be able to recognize the price when it is

presented externally. Finally, when buyers anticipate that the required

price information may not be easily available externally, they may encode

the information for later recall even though they may not be able to re-

collect whether the price was more or less than that of another item.
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These issues have been addressed in greater details later in this chapter

in the context of intentional and incidental learning.

;gteggg;I·,i¤g of concegtual ;ssue;

The review of Jacoby and Olson°s (1977) schema, Helgeson and Beatty's

(1985) extension, and the different theories of human memory brings out

several issues that are important for this research. First, the fact that

short-term or immediate memory has limited capacity explains selectivity

of individuals in exposing themselves and attending to external informa-

tion (Seamon 1980). In the context of price, even though price informa-

tion is widely available, whether or not buyers will be exposed to them,

the amount of attention they will provide to these stimuli, and the manner
A

in which they will encode the information will depend on their decisions

to allocate their limited cognitive capacities to these stimuli (Bettman

1979b). The major factor that influences the allocation processes buyers'

perceived need for storing the information and the way they want to use

the information.

Second, the storage and encoding processes are closely intertwined.

The manner in which price information is stored will depend upon the ex-

tent meaningfulness is extracted from the stimulus, how elaborately the

information is processed, and what kinds of associations between price

information and other information are formed as a result (Wingfield and

Byrnes 1981).
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Third, encoding of information is usually done in anticipation of

some retrieval task and the corresponding learning strategy buyers employ

in relation to the price information (Bettman 1979b).

Finally, the extent to which buyers will be successful in retrieving

price information depends upon the compatibility between the retrieval

cues provided and the encoding process which occurred during the initial

encoding. If the initial encoding is semantic, the cues that facilitate

semantic retrieval process will be more effective; alternatively, if the

encoding is sensory, other retrieval cues will be necessary (Lockhart,

Craik, and Jacoby 1976; Zeithaml 1982).

These four issues have ·been integrated in the conceptual Ämodel

(Figure 2-A) which will serve as a conceptual basis for this research.

The model suggests that the three memory functions, encoding, storage and

retrieval, may be better characterized as an inter-related system rather
J

than viewing them as sequential operations.

According to the proposed model, encoding (and its antecedent fac-

tors: _exposure and attention) is guided by buyers' need for storing the

price information and the manner in which they expect to retrieve it when

such a need arise. Second, the elaboration (depth and breadth of proc-

essing) during the encoding process determines whether the information

will be stored at a sensory level or whether it will be associated with

other information in a more meaningful manner. Third, the cues that are

compatible with original encoding will lead to a more successful retrieval

than cues which are unrelated. Finally, the success or failure in dif-
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Figure 2-A

Conceptual Model of this Research

Price Stimulus

Attention

Encoding

Need Anticipated
Processing for Compatible Retrieval
Elaboration Storage Cues Task

Memorability

Sterage Retrieval
Knowledge or
Awareness
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ferent retrieval tasks may be used to make a judgment (although not con-

clusively) about buyers° knowledge or awareness of prices.

Having proposed the conceptual model, it would be useful to identify

the factors that may influence each of these three memory functions. The

next section will address this issue.

D§1ER|j;NA§TS OF PgIC§ AMRENESS AND ;.,§ARNING

The review of memory literature presented in the previous section

clearly indicates that examination of buyers° cognitive dimensions is an

imperative for understanding how buyers encode and store price informa-

tion in their memories and what processes are involved when buyers attempt

to retrieve this information. However, previous research in price

awareness has generally ignored the consumer information processing per-

spective and primarily has relied upon factors relating to shopper demo-

graphics, manifest shopping behavior, and product- and store-related

characteristics to explain the difference in their retrieval performance

(Table 1).
.

gas; ggsegggg in Qgice Awagegess

Previous investigations in buyers° price awareness have taken one

or more of the following theoretical perspectives to identify factors

causing differential effects on buyers' retrieval performance of price

information (01son 1980): ·
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1. economic perspective
2. behaviorist perspective
3. managerial perspective
4. cognitive perspective

While the theoretical perspectives presented above are not always mutu-

ally exclusive, the guiding assumption underlying the choice of inde-

pendent variables to explain variations in buyers' retrieval performances

differ to a considerable extent.

Economic Perspective _

The economic perspective has generally held the view that buyers have

exact price representations in their memories and the variations in exact

price recall performance can be explained by buyers' differences in income

(Progressive Grocer 1974; Brown 1971; Wilkinson, Mason, and Bonfield

1976; Dickson and Sawyer 1986) or other income·related factors like social

status (Gabor and Granger 1961), household size (Brown 1971) and marital

status (Brown 1971; Zeithaml 1982). Use of income as an explanatory

variable of buyers' price response accuracy is clearly derived from

classical demand theory which suggests that income acts as a constraint

to buyers' utility maximizing objectives (Samuelson 1965). Ihus, the

shoppers with low incomes are likely to be more 'price conscious', and

therefore more 'price aware° than shoppers with high incomes. Despite

this explanation, only two studies (Progressive Grocer 1974; Brown 1971)

found a negative relationship between buyers' income and retention test

performance involving price (Table 1). Other studies could not find a

}
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relationship between these two variables (Gabor and Granger 1961;

Zeithaml 1982; Dickson and Sawyer 1986). Similarly, household size,

marital status, and education were also not found to have a consistent

relationship with buyers° price response accuracies.

Managerial Approach

While the economic approach was concerned with establishing re-

lationships between buyers' income and their awareness of the prices they

pay, other researchers were looking for more managerially relevant in-

formation and attempted to identify product- and store-related factors 4

to explain the differences in buyers° price retrieval performance. The

major problem with this approach is that there is usually little a priori

theoretical justification as to why some postulated relationships would

hold. For example, the findings that a large proportion of shoppers could

recall the prices of bread (Conover 1986) or that prices of national

brands are recalled better than prices of private labels (Progressive

Grocer 1974), appears to be mere empirical regularities offering little

conceptual insight. One variable that seems to be theoretically important

is shoppers° product familiarity. However, Powell (1985) could not detect

a statistically significant correlation between recall or recognition

accuracy and product familiarity (Table 1).

As regards store-related factors, three variables have been used by

researchers to explain variations in price awareness. These are store

types, store locations, and store price formats (Table 1). The first two

l
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variables are clearly atheoretical and as such they have not been able

to explain buyers' price recall accuracies. However, a store°s price

format is an important variable to examine because shelf or item marketing

of price constitutes the informational stimulus to the shoppers (Zeithaml

1982). Consistent with earlier results found by Russo (1977) and Russo,

Kreiser, and Miyashita (1975), Zeithaml (1982) found that presence of item

pricing results in greater exact price recall accuracy while presence of

structured list of unit prices assists shoppers in estimating correctly

the relative expensiveness of brands within a product category. This

result also indicates the differential impact of intra-item (one item at

a time) and inter-item (many items at a time) processing due to item

pricing versus shelf pricing.

BehavioristApproachThe

behaviorists have generally assumed that buyers° manifest be-

haviors were representations of their cognitive processes, and differ-

ences in overt behaviors could be used to explain buyers° performance in

retention tests. Researchers have used a wide range of behavioral vari-

ables, from point-of·purchase price-checking behavior to auto use for

shopping to even the days on which shoppers go shopping (Table 1). Pre-

vious studies show that buyers can recall prices better than non-buyers

(Progressive Grocer 1974; 1977) perhaps due to the lack of exposure and

processing opportunity for the latter. However, Zeithaml (1982) discov-

ered a negative relationship between brand loyalty and price recall per-
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formance. It is possible that shoppers had developed loyalty for certain

brands due to non-price attributes, and therefore they did not pay much

attention to prices of such brands. The three behavioral variables which

are generally seen to have positive relationships with buyers' price re-

call performance are: buyers° concern for price (Brown 1968, 1971), price

checking behavior (Powell 1985; Dickson and Sawyer .1986), and

extensiveness of point-of-purchase behavior (Brown 1971; Dickson and

Sawyer 1986). Collectively, these three variables represent buyers° mo-

tivation to learn prices and the task dimensions that require use of price

information for purchase decisions. The results show that the shoppers

who are motivated to know the prices they pay and perform choice tasks

that require extensive usage of price information are likely to process
l

price information elaborately, thus resulting in a somewhat stable trace

of price information in their memories and successful retrieval.

cognitive Approach

Interesting as these findings are, it seems that the studies under-

taken from economic, managerial, and behaviorist perspectives by and

large have failed to provide a deeper, and a more causal explanation of

consumers' reactions to price. Olson (1980) made a strong argument in

favor of using a cognitive approach, involving understanding of informa-

tion processing dimensions of consumers, for providing a comprehensive

conceptual framework for this research stream. However, only a few re-

i
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searchers (Zeithaml 1981; Powell 1985) have investigated buyers° cogni-

tive factors to explain their memory test performance.

Zeithaml (1981, 1982) postulated and found support of the hypothesis

that elaborate processing of price information results in semantic en-

coding; buyers who encode price semantically were also found to perform

better in a price ranking exercise than in recalling the specific prices.

Zeithaml (1981, 1982) used total shopping time as a surrogate measure of

processing elaboration and depth. Powell (1985) and Monroe, Powell, and

Choudhury (1986) argued that in a typical grocery shopping situation,

buyers do not make an explicit attempt to memorize prices for later re-

call, and therefore may not perform as well in recalling the prices as

they do in a recognition test. Powell (1985) also found that more re-

cently encountered prices are recalled better (recency effect) and that

longer response time (latency) is associated with better retrieval per-

formance.

While these two studies (Zeithaml 1982; Powell 1985) have examined

the influence of some important cognitive factors on buyers° retrieval

performance of price information, effects of other critical memory fac-

tors remain to be investigated. Bettman (1979b) identified several fac-

tors that may influence consumers° processing of information. In the

context of price, some of the important determinants of processing are:

perceived importance of price and non-price factors for a given choice

task, degree to which reliance is placed on internal and external memory

p for price information, amount and organization of information held in

internal memory, organization and availability of information from ex-
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ternal memory, conflicting events occurring during information process-

ing, and a large number of other cognitive factors (Bettman 1979b).

Given that such innumerable interdependent psychological factors may

influence buyers° cognitive processing of price information, it is ad-

mittedly difficult to isolate a few factors to explain the differences

in buyers° ability to retrieve price information from memory (Olson 1980).

One meaningful way to cope with this problem could be to identify some

super-ordinate factors that can adequately, but obviously not exhaus-

tively, subsume the important dimensions of buyers' cognitive processes

in relation to price. One area of inquiry that has addressed the relevant

cognitive functions in response to external stimuli pertains to human

learning (Adams 1980). Therefore, it may be useful to examine the factors

that may influence buyers° learning of price information.

Eactggs Igjlgegging Lgarnggg of ßggcg Lgjormatiog

Previous research in verbal learning suggests that the extent to

which individuals learn information depends primarily upon two factors:

(1) individua1s° iatsatigg or motivation to learn, and (2) the nature of

task; they perform during the process of learning (Eysenck 1982). The

effects of motivational and task-related factors on learning have impor-

tant implications in understanding how buyers may learn externally

available price information.

First, buyers° intention to learn is guided by their individual

factors like motivations, goals and values (Deese 1964). For example,
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price conscious shoppers may make a conscious effort to memorize prices

of some items for making store-price comparison, pre-purchase planning,

or for following movements of prices over time. However, other shoppers

may perceive that memorizing prices is not worth the cognitive effort and

tend to rely on point-of-purchase price information for making a choice.

These shoppers nonetheless may have learned price information and may be

able to detect at the point-of-purchase whether the prices are the same

as what they paid the last time. This difference in buyers' intentions

to provide price information a permanent place in their memories will

determine the extent to which they will be exposed to the information,

the strategy they· will employ in attending to the information, and

finally, how deeply and elaborately they will process the information.

Second, while individual factors like motivation or intention may

affect learning, buyers' learning of price information is also influenced

considerably by situational moderator such as the nature of choice tasks

they perform during their process of learning (Bettman 1979b). Some

shopping tasks may reinforce the learning intentions, but others may

distract shoppers from the to-be-learned price information. For example,

an economy minded or price conscious shopper may sometimes be confronted

with overriding task requirements like completing the shopping in the

shortest possible time or finding an item with the lowest sugar content.

Despite the intention of these shoppers to check prices carefully, they

may not be able to provide sufficient attention to such information. On

the other hand, shoppers who usually pay little attention to prices may

sometimes be so constrained by their budgets that they would have to
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provide greater attention and allocate greater cognitive capacity in

processing the price information. In fact, researchers maintain that in

presence of a task, the task goal produces a greater impact on learning

than the intention per se (Postman 1964).

The impacts of motivational and choice task-related factors on buy-

ers° shopping behavior have been studied by researchers in retail

patronage (Carman 1969; Kenny-Levick 1969; Stephenson 1969). Researchers

maintain that shoppers employ different shopping strategies and exhibit

different point-of-purchase behavior depending upon their motivational

factors (Stone 1954; Kenny-Levick 1969; Darden and Reynolds 1971) as well

as their overriding task goals (Bettman 1979b; Guiltinan and Monroe 1980).

Such differences in shopping strategies influence shoppers° memory proc-

essing of price information and their consequent retrieval accuracies.

A Iygology og ggogging strategies

Guiltinan and Monroe (1980) defined shopping strategies as "sets of

activities that reflect the motives and decision processes governing

shopping behavior" (p. 745). Shopping strategies include information

search behavior (Moschis 1976), store and brand loyalty (Carman 1969),

brand strategy (Newman 1977; Bennett and Mandell 1969), and dealing or

bargain strategies (Carman 1969). Some shoppers engage in search before

and during shopping; others search for low-price alternatives, but do not

necessarily shop more frequently, always prepare a shopping list, or check
‘
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ads before shopping; yet others seem to be motivated by convenience and

do not °shop around° (Guiltinan and Monroe 1980).

In an attempt to examine how shoppers formulate their. shopping

strategies and the manner in which they use price and other information,

Guiltinan and Monroe (1980) classified shoppers based on their responses

in a 38-item attitude, interest, and opinion questionnaire. Table 2, an

_ adaptation of typology of shoppers° overall shopping strategy proposed

by Guiltinan and Monroe (1980), provides a description as to how shoppers

may differ in terms of providing attention to and the processing of price

information. For example, neither the apathetic and mechanistic shoppers

nor the convenience oriented shoppers are likely to pay much attention

or carry out elaborate processing of price information. However, their

degree of processing will be different. .The apathetic and mechanistic

shoppers inherently dislike shopping and are therefore likely to be dis-

tracted from price as well as non-price information. But convenience

oriented shoppers are pressed for time and usually rely on non-price

factors like brand names and a quick shopping facility for selecting a

store and making a purchase decision. If a meaningful association between

price and brand or store characteristics is formed, the price information

may be retained in the memories of convenience shoppers.

The in-store economy shoppers are unlikely to make an explicit effort

to memorize price or non-price information for later recall but usually

rely on external memory or point-of-purchase price information. Since

these shoppers carry out extensive in-store price comparison and search

for deals, it is likely that elaborate processing of price information

i
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Table 2

A Typology of Overall shopping strategytxl

Shoppers'

Apathetic and Possess a negative attitude toward
mechanistic shopping; negative feelings about value or
shoppers enjoyment of shopping, menu planning; perceive

little importance in planning or search activity.

Convenience Do not possess a negative attitude toward
oriented shopping but look for minimizing shopping
shoppers time; brand oriented shopping; little pre-

purchase planning or in-store search; unwilling
to visit unfamiliar stores.

In-store Do not believe shopping to be an important
economy tasks; spend little time in pre-purchase
shoppers planning and comparing different stores. But

once inside a store, they exhibit extensive
_ point-of-purchase price checking behavior, com-

pare prices, use unit prices, and utilize store
specials.

Home-makers Believe shopping to be an important task; but
place little importance on price or deals; use
brand name or other non-price factors for pur-
chase decisions; tend to buy items that provide
satisfaction for family, look for quality, and
planned menu.

‘
Economy Rely heavily on pre-purchase planning and
planners budgeting; carry out extensive pre-purchase

search for low price; use coupons and newspaper
ads for deals. Purchase decisions and store se-
lection are done on the basis of price.

Involved, Enjoy shopping for economic and other
traditional reasons, carry out extensive out-of-
shoppers store and in-store search for low price alterna-

tives; compare prices of different brands and
stoes, look for deals and bargains. They are
concerned with non-price attributes.

*An Adaptation from Guiltinan and Monroe (1980)
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takes place in memories of these shoppers. However, learning of price

information in such a case may not necessarily take place for later recall

and therefore, these shoppers may not perform very well in a recall test.

But these shoppers are likely to recognize the price if it is presented

with other distractor prices and also, they may perform well in ranking

the previously encountered brands in terms of their expensiveness.

The shoppers under the homemaker group are involved shoppers in that

they consider shopping as an important task to be performed for satisfying

the members of their families. These shoppers are concerned with making

a purchase decision not so much on the basis of price but more on the basis

of non-price factors like brand characteristics, nutritional values,

package size, usage pattern, frequency of purchase, storage facilities,

and planned menus. These shoppers, because of the nature of tasks they

perform, are likely to be distracted from price information and may not

have the opportunity to process price information elaborately. Even when

homemaking shoppers exhibit concerns for price, learning of the informa-

tion is only incidental to their choice tasks.

The economy planners rely heavily on pre-purchase planning and

budgeting. Much of their decisions about purchases and choice of stores

are made prior to the shopping trip. At the pre-purchase planning stage,

these shoppers may obtain price information from ads, word-of-mouth or

television commercials and may make some decisions about what items to

buy, and from which stores. These shoppers, once inside the store, may

wish to verify the prices, which implies that recognition of the prices

on the shelf takes place. On the other hand, the shoppers, in absence
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of such out-of-store information about price, may try to recall the prices

they paid the last time they shopped and use the recalled information for

their planning purposes. In general, the economy planners are likely to

attempt to rely upon their internal memories for information that may

therefore guide their learning plans for later recall.

The involved, traditional shoppers consider shopping to be an im-

portant and enjoyable task and they carry out an extensive in-store and

out-of-store search for low-priced alternatives, compare prices as well

as non-price factors of different brands and stores, and look for deals

and bargains. These shoppers do pre-purchase planning but are willing

to deviate from their original choice if additional price inducements are

offered at the point-of-purchase. Convenience of quick shopping does not

play a major role in their purchase decisions. Because of their orien-

tations toward obtaining lower-priced alternatives, these shoppers are

likely to be very attentive to price and non-price information and will

process the information elaborately in order to keep the information in

their memories for later use.

The above discussions about the different shopping strategies

clearly indicates that the extent buyers may learn about the prices they

pay will depend mainly upon two factors:

(1) buyers' relative reliance upon internal and external memories

1 for price information (guiding their learning orientation), and

(2) the relative importance the buyers place on price and non-price

factors for their choice tasks, (influencing their task orientations).
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On the one end of the continuum, buyers may rely predominantly on external

sources for price information and may consider price not an important

factor in their purchase decisions. The apathetic, mechanistic and the

convenience oriented shoppers can be roughly categorized under this

group. It is unlikely that these shoppers would pay much attention to

prices and allocate much cognitive effort to process price information.

At the other extreme, some buyers may place a greater reliance on their

internal memories for price information, and at the same time consider

prices to be important criteria for choice decisions. The economy-

planners and the involved, traditional shoppers can be grouped under this

category. It can be expected that these shoppers would carry out elabo-

rate processing of price information, thus producing a stable memory trace

for prices they pay. '

Clearly, these two factors can be considered as two important de-

terminant of buyers° learning of price information and therefore, are

examined in greater details.

ggliagcg og Integga; agd gxteggal gemogieg

The influence of buyers° reliance on internal memory or external

sources for price information on information processing and choice deci-

sions has been examined by Bettman (1979a,b). Following the arguments
l

presented by Bettman (1979b), buyers' reliance on internal and external

memories for information can be conceptualized as forming a continuum,

with complete reliance on external source for information at one extreme
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and complete reliance on internal memory at the other. Obviously, such

extreme forms of reliance rarely occur in actual buying situation and

buyers often rely on both internal as well as external sources for in-

formation. However, the degree to which reliance is placed on one or the

other sources may differ depending upon shoppers individual factors as

well as the specific choice situations (Bettman 1979b).

In general, when buyers anticipate that information may not be easily

available from external sources and when such information is perceived

to be important for making a decision, they tend to rely on their internal

memories and guide their learning plans accordingly. For example, price

conscious or economy-minded shoppers intending to compare prices of some

items across different stores are likely to place emphasis on their

internal memory because the prices they were exposed to in the previous

stores will not be available in the next stores they visit. The plan of
l

learning in this case will be guided by the need for later recall of

previously encountered price information.

On the other hand, when buyers believe that all the information they

need for making a purchase decision is available at the point-of-purchase,

they will likely make little or no effort to encode the information in

their memories for later recall (Dickson and Sawyer 1986). In fact,

consumer researchers argue that in most grocery shopping situations,

shoppers place greater reliance on external memories than on their

internal memories for information (Bettman 1979b; Monroe, Powell, and

Choudhury 1985; Dickson and Sawyer 1986). However, it would be incorrect

to assume that learning does not occur in such situations (Bettman 1979b).
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It is only that these buyers encode the information not in anticipation

of a recall and perhaps they will need additional cues for retrieval of

the information (Monroe, Powell, and Choudhury 1985).

Somewhere in the middle of the above two scenarios, there could be

situations where buyers may rely on both external as well as internal

memories. For example, shoppers may find from newspaper advertisements

that several items that they are interested in buying are on sale at a

specific store. If these shoppers were planning to visit a different

store (perhaps due to its proximity) and were interested in comparing its

prices with the sale prices at the other store, the shoppers may be re-

lying on their internal memories so that they can recall the sale prices _

for comparison purposes. But if the shoppers were planning to visit the

store that is offering the sale prices, they are likely to use both their

U

internal memory as well as the point-of-purchase price information. The

learning plan in this case will be guided by the shoppers° intention to

recognize the sale prices when the encounter the information again at the

store.

Several consumer researchers have examined the effects of these two

forms of learning on consumer search and choice behavior (Bettman 1979b;

Krugman 1965; Robertson 1976; Biehal and Chakravarti 1983). Tradi-

tionally, researchers have dichotomized learning (Postman 1964) and have

distinguished between intentional (or directed) learning and incidental

(or nondirected) learning (Bettman 1979b; Biehal and Chakravarti 1983).
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Intentional Learning

Intentional learning occurs when individuals make a conscious and

deliberate effort to memorize information for later use (Loftus and Loftus

1976). As indicated before, this type of learning may take place in

shopping situations where shoppers anticipate that the required informa-

tion may not be easily available from external sources and therefore,

attempt to rely more on their internal memories (Bettman 1979b). Inten-

tional learning of prices may typically occur for shoppers who are in-

volved, economy·minded, and price conscious. These shoppers carry out

extensive price comparison among stores and out-of—store planning. This

is not to suggest that these shoppers do not use external memory or in-

store information for choice decisions. But the degree to which they rely

on internal memories is greater than those shoppers whose decision proc-

esses are predominantly directed by point-of-purchase information.

Methodologically, intentional learning is referred to as the exper-

imental condition where subjects are instructed to memorize stimulus in-

formation for responding to a subsequent recall test (Eysenck 1982). In

general, the subjects who are forewarned about an impending memory test

are found to recall the previously encountered information better than

the subjects who were not told about the test. This finding led many

researchers to conclude that intentional learning produces a stronger and

deeper memory trace than incidental learning (Schwartz and Rouse 1961;

Saltzman 1956). However, other researchers argue that what is important

about intentional learning is not that it strengthens memory or produces
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deep semantic codes but that the prelearning instruction results in con-

structing a plan to guide subsequent retention tests (Miller, Galanter,

and Pribram 1960). A plan is defined as "any hierarchical process in the

organism that can control the order in which a sequence of mental oper-

ations is to be performed" (Miller, Galanter, and Pribram 1960; p. 16).

Learning °plan° has considerable influence on individuals° performance

in different retrieval tasks and therefore, the issue will be discussed

in greater details later in this chapter. l

Incidental Learning

Several researchers have postulated that individuals can learn about

their environment without necessarily consciously allocating much atten-

tion (Bettman 1979b). This type of learning is termed differently by

different researchers - incidental learning (McLaughlin 1965; Postman

1975), low involvement learning (Krugman 1965; Robertson 1976), or spec-

tator learning (Posner 1973). Researchers argue that most learning of

product information at the point-of-purchase is incidental in nature be-

cause learning is not the primary processing goal (Bettman 1979b; Krugman

1965; Biehal and Chakravarti 1983).

Incidental learning occurs when individuals do not make a conscious

and explicit intent to memorize information for later reproduction (Eagle

and Leiter 1964). In shopping situations, product or price information

may be acquired and stored in memory while buying products or brands in

a store. The processing activity in incidental learning differs from that
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associated with intentional learning in two important ways. First, buyers

may direct less effort towards encoding price or product information or

developing strong linkages among available information. This level of

effort implies that less information may be retained and that what is

retained may be subject to greater recall error than in intentional

learning (Bettman 1979b; Biehal and Chakravarti 1983). Second, during a j
choice task, buyers may selectively allocate attention and processing

capacity on some information but other information may be attended to only

cursorily or even ignored (Johnson and Russo 1978).

Incidental learning of price information may take place when buyers

find little need to memorize the information for later recall because they

anticipate that such information will be easily available from external

sources (Dickson and Sawyer 1986). Their learning of price information

is only incidental to the choice tasks and is not directed by future needs

for recalling the prices. However, the fact that such learning is often

associated with poor recall performance may not always mean that buyers

have no memorial reference for price information or that the information

decays as soon as the shopping task is complete. What is important to

recognize is that retrieval of information in an incidental learning

situation may need additional retrieval cues (Monroe, Powell, and

Choudhury 1985).

Methodologically, incidental learning refers to learning where sub-

jects are not forewarned about a subsequent retention test (Eagle and

Leiter 196h). However, at a substantive level, researchers have ques-

tioned the methodological distinction between intentional and incidental
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learning through presence and absence of prelearning instructions to

memorize stimulus items (McLaughlin 1965). It is argued that learning

in real life situation rarely takes place in isolation simply because of I

individual differences in motivations, but is often determined by the

tasks individuals perform during the learning process (McLaughlin 1965).

This argument is particularly valid in consumer choice situations. Buyers

are typically guided by price or non-price factors in making a purchase

decision depending upon the relative importance of these factors per-

ceived by the buyers in the specific choice task. Clearly, these tasks

will have considerable influence on buyers° learning of price information

(Eysenck 1982).

gelative gmgortance gf ßgice gg Cnoige Iasß

The extent to which buyers use price information at the point-of-

purchase has been investigated extensively by Dickson and Sawyer (1986).

They found that overall (across four different product categories), 58%

of the shoppers checked prices before making a purchase while the rest

did not. The main reasons for checking prices were: to decide which

brand to buy (21%), how much to buy (32%), and simply out of habit (22%).

On the other hand, the two major reasons for not checking price were that
l

price was not that important (70%) and that they were constrained by time

(5%).

These results clearly indicate, among other things, that buyers

place different degrees of importance on price and non-price factors while
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making a purchase decision. Non-price factors in a choice decision are

likely to distract buyers from price information and consequently,

learning may not be very effective. On the other hand, when choice de-

cisions are based simply on price-related considerations, buyers pay a

closer attention to prices and produce effective learning of price in-

formation. Also, there are some shoppers who use both price and non-price

factors in making a choice. In this case, the buyers' attentional ca-

pacities will be divided between price and non-price factors and their

learning of price information will depend upon the relative importance

of price in the specific task.

Methodologically, the tasks that individuals perform during the
A

process of learning a set of target information have been referred to as

. "orienting tasks" (McLaughlin 1965; Eysenck 1982). Orienting tasks are
”

usually manipulated in experimental situations by_instructing subjects

to perform different tasks using the stimulus information (Eagle and

Leiter 1964). Some researchers maintain that orienting tasks enhance the

depth and breadth of processing in that individuals tend to give meaning

to the to·be-learned information in the context of the task (Craik and

Lockhart 1972), and at the same time provide associative linkages between

the to-be-learned information and other information related to the task

condition (Puff 1982). However, other researchers argue that whether the

target information will be encoded at a sensory level or at a semantic

level will depend upon the nature of the orienting tasks (Hyde and Jenkins

1969). If the orienting task is in conflict with the target information,
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individuals may not get the opportunity for elaborate processing and may

end up processing the information only at a sensory level.

The final issue relating to orienting task is its differental effect

on incidental and intentional learning. Two factors need to be considered

in understanding the impact of orienting tasks on human learning. First,

subjects under intentional learning with an orienting task condition are

confronted on one hand with the prelearning instructions to memorize

stimulus information for later recall and the instructions to complete

the orienting task on the other (Postman 1964). However, the subjects

under incidental learning with orienting task condition are required to

perform the orienting task only and may or may not learn the target in-

formation depending upon the nature of the orienting task (Hyde and

Jenkins 1969).
I

Second, the subjects in the intentional learning with orienting task

condition faced with the two instructions will allocate their limited

cognitive capacities depending upon the nature of the orienting task

(McLaugh1in 1965). To understand this phenomenon, Postman (1964) con-

ceptualized a continuum of orienting tasks, ranging from those requiring

responses maximally favorable to learning to those requiring responses

maximally unfavorable. At either extreme on the continuum, the differ-

ences between intentional and incidental learning were postulated to be

minimal. If the orienting task is extremely conducive to learning, then,

regardless of whether a pre-learning instruction is present or not, sub-

jects under both learning conditions are expected to learn the stimulus

information equally well. On the other hand, if the orienting task is
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totally irrelevant to learning, the subjects under intentional learning

conditions will face the dilemma of allocating their cognitive capacity

to two conflicting tasks (to remember stimulus information and completing

the orienting task) and may end up learning the information no better than

the subjects under incidental learning condition (Postman and Adams

1956). In fact, researchers have demonstrated that under certain condi-

tions, the orienting task may actually interfere with intentional learn-

ing to such a degree that subjects under incidental learning will retrieve

information better than the subjects under intentional learning (Saltzman

1956; Neimark and Saltzman 1953). These findings led researchers to

question the distinction between intentional and incidental learning es-

pecially in the presence of an orienting task (McLaughlin 1965; Postman

~ 1964). _

McLaughlin (1965) provides a comprehensive review of literature that

examined the effects of orienting tasks on incidental and intentional

learning. This review concludes by noting that several issues need to

be considered to determine whether or not subjects with prelearning in-

struction about a subsequent memory test (intentional learning) will

perform better in the test than the subjects without such instructions

(incidental learning). First, the extremity of the conduciveness and

distractions of the orienting task relative to the to-be-learned infor-

mation tends to reduce the difference between incidental and intentional

learning (Postman 1964).

Second, subjects in the intentional learning group need to comply

with two instructions--remember the information for later recall, and

4
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complete the orienting task. If the task is favorable and requires usage

of the to-be-learned information, then this group will tend to perform

better than the incidental group because the two instructions complement

each other, thus producing a synergistic effect on learning (Postman and

Adams 1956; McLaughlin 1965). However, when the task interferes with the

learning instruction, the memory performance of intentional learners will

depend upon the subjects° relative motivation to comply with each in-

struction. The degree of compliance with two conflicting instructions

depends upon the perceived rewards associated with each instruction and

their relative ease of cognitive processing (Deese 1964).

Third, in presence of an orienting task, the task produces greater

impact on_learning than the learning instruction per se (Postman 1964).

This issue is particularly important for consumer information processing

because buyers° learning of product and price informatin usually takes

place where the primary task is to choose a brand based on available in-

formation (Krugman 1965; Robertson 1976; Bettman 1979b; Biehal and

Chakravarti 1983) .

So far as processing of price information is concerned, buyers'

learning of price typically takes place in the context of some choice

task. Such tasks may either distract them from price information or will

require them to extensively use such information (Dickson and Sawyer

1986). To examine the effects of different task orientations on buyers°

learning of prices, this research developed three choice task situations:
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(1) Non-price Based Choice Tasks: tasks requiring buyers to use

non-price factors (like calorie and nutrition information) and make a

purchase decision.

(2) Price Based Choice Tasks: tasks requiring buyers to use price-

related information (like calculating unit prices) to make a purchase

decision.

(3) Mixed Task: tasks requiring buyers to use both price and non-

price factors (like weighing nutritional information against prices).

It is postulated that the task requiring greater usage of price in-

formation than non-price information will result in more effective

learning of price information among buyers. Moreover, the manner in which

buyers will encode price information will also vary under different task

conditions. For example, buyers in the incidental learning condition and

performing a choice task that requires usage of only non-price factors

to make a purchase decision are unlikely to process the price information

elaborately. Such processing will be only at a sensory level and the

information is unlikely to find a place in long-term memory. Some buyers

in such a condition may not even be exposed to prices even though such

information was available at input stage. At the other extreme, buyers

in an intentional learning situation and performing price- and mixed-

tasks are likely to process price information elaborately and will try

to encode the information in a meaningful manner. These buyers will not

only perform well in recalling the prices of various items they purchase

but they will also likely be able to rank the chosen item in terms of its
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relative expensiveness and provide some meaningful associations between

price and other attribute information.

The effects of learning intention and choice task orientation on

buyers° learning of price information can be assessed by their relative

successes to retrieve the information. However as argued before, re-

trieval performance is a function of compatibility or overlap between the

encoding of information at the input stage and the cues provided at the

time of retrieval (Tulving and Thomson 1973). Since different learning
and task conditions are likely to produce different memory codes, re-

trieval performance needs to be assessed through different memory tests

that might approximate the original encoding. The issues involved in

evaluating buyers' price awareness through memory tests are considered

next. 6

MEMOgY TESTS T0 §VALUAI§ PR;C§ AWARENESS

The main substantive question that this research seeks to address

is whether or not buyers are aware or knowledgable of the prices of pre-

viously purchased items. To address this issue, the construct °price

awareness' needs to be defined and a distinction between °price awareness°

and °price consciousness' needs to be made.Chapter II 67
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Although price awareness and price consciousness have often been

used interchangeably, the terms are not synonymous. Price awareness re-

fers to the ability of buyers to remember prices, whereas price con-

sciousness refers to buyers' sensitivity toward price differentials

(Monroe and Petroshius 1981). Thus, price awareness refers to buyers°

cognitive reactions to price in terms of how buyers encode and store price

information in their memories and how they retrieve the information when

they need it (Jacoby and Olson 1977). However, price consciousness refers

to buyers° affective and behavioral responses to price differences, such

that price conscious buyers prefer lower-priced alternative to higher-

priced ones and such preferences are often translated into actual pur-

chases. Thus, while it is likely that price-conscious buyers may also

be price aware, it is not necessary that price-aware buyers would use

price as a purchase decision criterion to the same degree (Powell 1985).

Although the definition of "price awareness" discussed above may

seem unambiguous, previous research exhibits wide variations in terms of

the researchers° interpretations as to what may constitute "ability to

remember prices."

[gegioug [rgca ggageggsg nesearcg

In general, previous researchers have operationalized price aware-

ness in three different ways: (1) buyers° ability to recall exact prices,
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1974) to 56% (Allen, Harrell, and Hutt 1976). In general, such low recall

scores have usually led to the inference that buyers perhaps do not pay

much attention to prices they pay. However, in absence of a benchmark

as to what constitutes a satisfactory recall accuracy score, it is dif-

ficult for researchers to make a substantive inference about shoppers°

price awareness.

Second, some researchers have measured exact price recall perform-

ances as the absolute differences between recalled price and correct price

expressed as a percentage of the correct price (Allen, Harrell, and Hutt

1976; Zeithaml 1981; Conover 1986; Dickson and Sawyer 1986). As shown

in Table 4, this measure of exact price recall performance varies from

6% (Dickson and Sawyer 1986) to 19.45% (Zeithaml 1981; 1982). Such small

error in price recall when contrasted with the aggregate proportion of

incorrect response leads to a quite different conclusion about buyers°

price awareness. For one thing, the results show that even though a large

proportion of shoppers could not recall the exact price, their estimates
W

were very close to the correct price. One possible implication of this

'near accuracy° could be that a large proportion of shoppers did not at-

tempt to memorize prices for later recall. However, these shoppers had

a fairly good idea of the prices they paid and with additional cues pro-

vided to the shoppers, perhaps their retrieval process would have been

more effective.
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Relative Price Recall

While exact price recall has been a dominant operationalization of

price QWBIQHGSS, more recent researchers (Zeithaml 1981; 1982; Conover

1986) have supplemented this measure with what is referred to as relative

price recall (Table 3). These researchers have recognized the possibility

that even though some buyers may not recall exact prices of various items,

they may have a fairly accurate idea as to how brands rank against each

other in terms of their prices. In fact, in Zeithaml°s (1982) study, a

portion of buyers agreed that they encode price information in this manner

and these buyers performed better in the price ranking exercise than in

recalling exact price. Also, in both the studies undertaken by Conover

(1986), the correlations between recalled and actual ranks of brands were

found to be statistically significant (Table 4).

The main argument behind using a relative price recall measure is

that buyers often carry out inter-item processing (processing of several

pieces of information at a time) rather than intra-item processing (one

piece of informatin at a time). Moreover, the measure is consistent with

the adapatation- level theory (Helson 1964) which suggests that prices

are not judged singly but comparatively against some perceptual reference

price and other prices within an acceptable range (Monroe 1973; Monroe

and Petroshius 1981). When buyers do not have a preformed reference to

evaluate alternative-prices, they are likely to use the price information

available at the point-of·purchase to carry out a meaningful comparison

(Widrick 1980). Therefore, when buyers rely on point-of-purchase price
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information and when buyers guide their choice tasks on the basis of price

differentials, it is likely that price information will be encoded as

relative prices rather than the exact prices.

Recognition

l
The only study that used a recognition test in addition to exact

price recall was by Powell (1985) (Table 3). The main difference between

a recall and a recognition test is that recognition tests provide addi-

tional cues to the subjects, in that the actual price is presented along

with other distractor prices, and the subjects are to choose the correct

price. Powell (1985) and Monroe, Powell, and Choudhury (1986) argued that

in a typical grocery shopping situation, shoppers° learning of price in-

formation is incidental in nature since usually they do not memorize

prices for later recall. However, when price is an important factor in

their choice process, shoppers may be able to discriminate the correct

price from the incorrect ones when the correct price is presented to them.

In other words, the presence of the correct price provides subjects with

an additional cue that activates the associative pathways formed during

the original encoding process and thus makes the retrieval process more

effective than unaided recall (Anderson and Bower 1972).

Since recognition performance is generally found to be better than

recall performance, many early researchers concluded that recognition

involves a somewhat easier retrieval function that recall (McDougall

1904; Kintsch 1970; Anderson and Bower 1972). However, current re-
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searchers maintain that recall and recognition tests involve two differ-

ent memory processes both at information input stage as well as at the

retrieval process (Mandler 1972; Gillund and Shiffrin 1984). These re-

searchers argue that under many circumstances recall performance may even

be better than recognition depending upon the retrieval task expected by

the subjects at the information input stage (Eagle and Leiter 1964;

Tversky 1973), closeness of the distractor items in a recognition test

(Eysenck 1977), frequency of occurrence of stimulus (Kintsch 1970), and

a number of other factors.

While the effects of these factors on recall and recognition test

performance is discussed in detail later in this section, a few important

issues regarding use of recall and recognition tests to measure buyers°

price awareness needs to be addressed. First, in presence of some task

orientation, buyers° learning of price information usually takes place

incidental to the choice task. If the task interferes with buyers° in-

tention to learn for later recall, then recognition performance is likely

to be better than recall (McLaughlin 1965). Second, buyers who anticipate

a subsequent recall test are likely to perform better in a recall test

than the buyers who did not. However, anticipation of a recall test may

not produce significant improvement in recognition test performance

(Estes and Dapolito 1967). Third, if the choice tasks involve heavy usage

of price information, then the difference between recall and recognition

test performances is likely to be minimal (Postman 1964). Finally, there

may be some proportion of buyers who may not perform well in either test.
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Additional memory tests are required to infer about the way price is en-

coded by these buyers.

confidence

Researchers have argued that accuracy measures alone may not be a

complete evaluation of different memory tests (recall, relative recall,

and recognition) because these measures do not take into account subjects°

response biases and guessing effects (Murdock 1982). In response to this

concern, a few researchers have obtained buyers° confidence judgements

about recall and recognition accuracies as supporting measures of price

awareness (Zeithaml 1981, 1982; Zeithaml and Fuerst 1983; Powell 1985).

It has been observed that buyers° confidence is positively related to

their response accuracies in different memory tests. The theoretical

justifications of using supporting measures of awareness, such as confi-

dence, will be provided in Chapter III.

In summary, the above review of past price awareness research sug-

gests that researchers have generally employed three types of memory

tasks—-exact price recall, relative price recall, and recognition as1

measures of buyers' price awareness. However, the performance in exact

price recall has been the most commonly used indicator. The review also

shows that the manner in which the scores of these memory tests are in-

terpreted varied across researchers. The questions that the review now

lead to are: which measure of price awareness is the most appropriate

one, and. how the measures are to be interpreted. To answer these
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questions, several conceptual issues discussed earlier need to be reit-

erated.

First, buyers do not perceive price information in a similar manner

(Monroe 1973). That is, the manner in which actual numeric values of

prices are encoded in buyers° memories varies across shoppers depending

upon how they choose to comprehend and provide meaning to the information

(Jacoby and Olson 1977; Olson 1980). The manner in which buyers would

assign meaning to incoming price information is influenced, among other

things, by the nature of memory tests expected by the buyers (Eagle and

Leiter 1964; Tversky 1973) and the nature of tasks performed during the

choice process (Postman 1964; McLaughlin 1965).

Second, since buyers are likely to encode prices differently, dif-

ferent memory tests will be necessary for retrieval of the information

from memories. Also, since making a priori assessments of original en-

coding is usually problematic, the relative success of different memory

tests can be used to make ex-post-facto inferences about the nature of

memorial representations by assuming that each test will tap its own level

of encoding (wingfield and Byrnes 1981; Tulving and Thomson 1973).

Third, buyers° failure to respond correctly in a given memory test

cannot be unambiguously interpreted. whether the inability of buyers to

respond correctly in a test might be interpreted as indicating lack of

price awareness or instead as a case of retrieval failure is a major point

disagreement of researchers (Monroe, Powell, and Choudhury 1986). Memory

researchers argue that while it is possible for some information not to

find a place in permanent memory, failure to retrieve information from
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long·term memory does not always mean that the information is not there

in memory or that it has decayed, but it may simply be that the memory

test did not provide appropriate cues so as to activate the associative

network necessary for accessing the information (Eysenck 1977; Murdock

1982).

To address these three issues, it is necessary to examine the cog-

nitive processes involved in different memory tests and what factors might

facilitate or inhibit successful retrieval in each test. Since this re-

search is primarily concerned with recall and recognition, the issues

involved in these two memory tests will be considered first.

Recall and Recgggitiog Tests

In both recall and recognition, subjects are exposed to a list of

stimulus information followed by a retrieval task. The retrieval task,

however, differs for recall and recognition, and the way the subjects seem

to retrieve information varies as a result.

Recall Test

Recall (or unaided recall) is the process by which individuals re-

trieve information from memory without the help of any external cue.

Recall is very similar to "remembering" in the term°s commonly used sense.

Some examples of recall tests are: a shopper, while preparing a shopping

list is trying to remember prices of items she intends to purchase or, a
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shopper at a store trying to remember the prices of items at the previous

store she had visited. In general, recall of price takes place when the

information is not available from external sources and buyers have to

reconstruct the stimulus (Bettman 1979b).

Anderson and Bower (1972; 1973) and Anderson (1974) presented a de-

tailed model of recall in the context of an associative-network view of

long-term memory. The model suggests that different pieces of information

are not randomly stored in various parts of memory, but are organized or

categorized in some systematic manner with some common labels and are

associated with one another. Recall is initiated by a retrieval in-

struction which signals the long-term memory location from which search

is to begin. The recall process then consists of following associative

pathways from various information connected with the retrieval instruc-

tion. This is called the search process, because it is a search for the

required item from a set. When such an item is found, the recall task

is successful. However, in some situations the search process may not

lead to correct recall, either due to use of a wrong pathway or due to a

broken link between the followed path and the target item (Anderson and

Bower 1972). Other researchers have rejected this explanation of failure

to recall (Newell and Simon 1972; Tversky 1973). Tversky (1973) argued

that individuals may encode information differently, depending upon what,

type of memory test is expected. Thus, a test involving recall will not

be successful when the original encoding was different because an incom-

patible test may not activate the search process. The problem of a recall

test, therefore, is that when the encoding of information was made in
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anticipation of a different retrieval task, individuals' failure to re-

spond may not mean that the information is not present in memory but it

may be that the memory test was not appropriate for the encoding process

used. For example, when buyers expect that all the price information

needed for making a purchase decision will be available at the point-of-

purchase, it is unlikely that these buyers would attempt to memorize the

information for later recall. However, this may not mean that they do

not have any memorial references of prices. Perhaps, when these buyers

are re-exposed to prices, they may be able to determine whether or not

the current prices are the same as what they paid earlier. In this case

a recognition can be said to have occurred.

Recognition Test

What distinguishes a recognition test from a recall test is that in

a recognition test the target information is presented along with other

distractor information. The retrieval task therefore involves identifi-

cation of the correct information from among the incorrect ones. As

mentioned before, recognition of a previously learned price occurs when

buyers are able to determine whether or not the price they now see at the

point—of-purchase matches with the previously encountered price. A re-

cognition test therefore requires that the information be presented ex-

ternally so that reconstruction of the stimulus is not necessary during

the retrieval process. However, to be successful in a recognition test,
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the subjects must be able to discriminate between the old and new infor-

mation.

l Within this basic definition of a recognition test, a number of

Variations are possible (Table 5), although the forced—choice type of

recognition test is the most popular procedure used by memory researchers.

comgarisog Betgeeg Recall ang Recogngtiog

Comparative assessments of recall and recognition test performances

have produced some interesting results in memory research. In general,

subjects were found to perform better in a recognition test than in a

recall test (Klatzky 1980). This finding led early memory researchers

to believe that recognition is an easier test because successful recall

requires additional memory strength (McDongall 1904) or it involves ad-

ditional steps (search and decision) in the retrieval process than re-

cognition (only decision) (Anderson and Bower 1972; Kintsch 1970).

According to these views if an item is recalled, it will also be

recognized. While Kintsch (1970) found support of the phenomenon in some

situations, it was not supported in others. Frequent words are recalled

better than infrequent words whereas infrequent words are better recog-

nized than frequent words. Besides, recognition performance was seen to

be dependent on a number of other factors like numbers and closeness of

the distractor items, presentation rate, and serial position of the target

item in the test.
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Table 5

Different Recognition Test Procedures

Yes/No Recognition As each price appears, subjects are to say
Test 'yes' if they think it was the correct price, and

°no' otherwise.

Forced—Choice Subjects get two or more prices to pick the right
Test one from. The forced-choice test is like a mul-

tiple choice test.

Batch Testing A11 correct and distractor prices are
Procedure mixed and presented at once. Subjects then in-

dicate which prices are the correct ones.
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To address the discrepancy, a modification was suggested by Mandler

(1972), Mandler, Pearlstone, and Koopmans (1969), Mandler and Boeck

(1974), and Atkinson and Juola (1973). According to their positions,

recognition is not purely a decision process but it also involves a search ‘

component as well. That is, in a recognition test, the target information

is not located in memory automatically; instead, there may be a search-

like process involved as well (Gillund and Shiffrin 1984). For example,

some distractor items can be eliminated very easily and quickly, but after

that the search process begins in order to determine which of the re-

maining items is appropriate to report.

The current view holds that recognition and recall differ in terms

of the basic types of memory processing (Guillund and Shiffrin 1984).

To recognize a stimulus from among a set of other distracting items,

processing that allows individuals to Qiffeggggigtg or gjsggimiggtg the

previously encountered stimulus is necessary (Stein 1978; Bettman 1979b).

To recall, however, processing allowing one to rggggggrggt the stimulus

is required, since the stimulus itself is not present (Lockhart, Craik,

and Jacoby 1976; Bettman 1979b). Support of this distinction between

discrimination and reconstruction in recognition and recall has been

found in a number of investigations relating to the differential effects

of a number of factors on recognition and recall performance. These

factors are: (a) Frequency of occurrence of stimulus, (b) plans for

learning attempted by individuals, and (c) processing time available.
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Frequency of Occurrence of Stimuli:

The first set of findings showing differences between recognition and

recall is that words with low frequency of occurrence in normal text seem

to be recognized better than words of high frequency, whereas the reverse

is true for recall (Kintsch 1970; Shepard 1967). Low frequency words are

easier to discriminate, whereas high frequency words seem to lead to more

associations of the type needed to reconstruct the word for recall. This

finding has two important implications
in,

price awareness research.

First, stable prices of frequently purchased items will be recalled more

easily than unstable prices of items with similar frequency of purchase.

However, an unusual change of price can be recognized by buyers more

easily than they can be recalled. Second, prices of infrequently pur-

chased items may be better recognized than recalled.

Plans for Learning in Recognition and Recall

It was suggested earlier that people tend to follow different plans

for learning stimulus information depending upon whether a recognition

or recall test is expected. Given the difference in the retrieval tasks

themselves, with discrimination required for recognition and recon-

struction for recall, this difference in learning plans should take place

if individuals adapt to the anticipated memory tests (Newell and Simon
A

1972).
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Eagle and Leiter (1964) examined the effects of different plans for

learning in an experiment having three learning conditions: (a) inten-

tional learning where subjects were told that the lists of words presented

would later have to be recalled; (b) intentional learning with orienting

task where subjects, in addition to being alerted about the recall test,

were required to classify the words as nouns or verbs; and (c) incidental

learning with orienting task where subjects were required to make the same

classification of words but they were not forewarned about the memory

tests. The results showed that intentional groups recalled more than

incidental groups, but that the incidental and intentional with orienting

task groups actually recognized more. Eagle and Leiter (1964) explained

these results by postulating that the important variable is the plan for _

learning subjects use, how they process the list, not the intentional or

incidental manipulation per se. They argue that an effective strategy

for recall is to select some words for maximal attention (e.g., by

grouping, or forming associations). For recognition, however, a strategy

that results in a spread of attention over the words on the list should

be better. The task of classifying words by types of speech was seen as

spreading attention, whereas the intentional group, without this task and

with recall instructions, was seen as focusing attention. Eagle and

Leiter (1964, p. 62) conclude that "intention plays an important role in

learning only to the extent that it leads to a plan that is effective for

guiding learning." Although the specific finding that recognition was

higher for incidental groups than for intentional groups has been ques-
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tioned by Postman 1975, the major point is that Eagle and Leiter intro-

duced the idea of differential plans for learning (Bettman 1979b).

Support of using different learning plans in recognition and recall

also came from the results of other investigations. Tversky (1973) argued

that subjects may actually encode information differently, depending on

the type of test expected, recall or recognition. In her experiments,

subjects were given recall or recognition test expectations before pre-

senting the lists to be memorized, and then both recall and recognition

tests were administered. Thus, each group performed on one test they did

not expect. Subjects performed better on the memory test which they were

led to expect. The test expected may have led to a form of encoding which

the subject believed would be useful for that retrieval task.

These findings imply that consumers, while encoding incoming infor-

mation, may encode with some retrieval task in mind. In some cases, the

expectation of having to recall or recognize marketing stimuli is set a

priori (Bettman l979a;b). For example, shoppers who perform out-of-store

planning or make store price comparisons are likely to expect the need

for later recall of price information and therefore, may encode the in-

formation for later recall. On the other hand, shoppers who plan and

execute their shoppings at the store plan their learning in a manner that

facilitates later recognition of information.

The plan of learning involved in recall and recognition also influ-

ence the amount of information buyers will learn. Buyers who want to

learn price information for later recall will tend to focus maximal at-

tention to a few selected prices, and are likely to be able to recall
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those specific prices correctly. However, in recognition-oriented

learning, buyers provide greater spread of attention and may be able to

recognize more information than the recall group. At the experimental

level, the differential impacts of learning plans on amount of information

learned can be tested by assigning subjects to two groups: (a) inten-

tional (or recall oriented) learning group where the subjects are in-

structed to remember the prices of the items they select for responding

to a subsequent memory test, and (b) incidental (or recognition oriented)

learning group where no such instructions are given. Following the ar-

guments presented above, it can be postulated that the intentional sub-

jects would exhibit greater recall accuracy of prices of the selected

items than the incidental group; but they (intentional group) are likely

to have little knowledge about the prices of other items. On the other

hand, the incidental group may not perform as well as the intentional

group in the recall test but they (incidental group) may be able to per-

form better than the intentional group in recognition tests involving

prices of the items not selected.

Finally, the effect of learning plans adopted by buyers on their

price recall and recognition performance is mediated by the nature of

tasks they perform during the choice process. If the choice task involves

extensive usage of price information, then the recall-oriented learning

is facilitated because of the complementarity between the learning plan

and the choice task. It is likely that price recall performance of these

buyers may be as good or even better than their recognition test per-

formance. However, if the choice task requires usage of non-price in--
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formation, then the buyers are likely to find it exceedingly difficult

to pursue their plans of learning for later recall. Therefore, despite

their intention to learn price information for later recall, their per-

formance in a price recall test may not be any better than that in a re-

cognition test.

Effect of Processing Time

The time available for processing stimulus information is another

factor that influences recall and recognition performance differently.

Research shows that the time required for transferring a chunk of infor-

mation to long-term memory is more for recall oriented learning (five to

ten seconds) than for recognition oriented learning (two to five seconds)

(Bettman 1979b). This implies that shoppers may choose to guide their

learning plans adaptively, choosing to rely on recognition more in situ-

ations in which they feel time pressure, and choosing to rely on recall

more when they do not have such time constraints (Bettman 1979b).

In summary, the above discussions suggest that recall and recogni-

tion involves different encoding processes guided by the anticipated

memory tests. Recall and recognition performance are influenced

differentially by several factors like frequency of occurrence of stim-

uli, plans of learning, and the processing time available to the buyer.

The next sub-section will examine information processing involved in

relative price recall.
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gelggive gpice Recall

Several researchers have argued that buyers often encode price in-

formation in terms of relative expensiveness of several items in their

choice sets in order to make a meaningful comparison and eventual choice

decisions (Jacoby and Olson 1977; Olson 1980; Zeithaml 1982; Conover

1986). This type of memorial representations of prices has been referred

to as semantic encoding by Zeithaml (1982) because of apparent

meaningfulness of such encoding in purchase decisions.

I

Arguments in favor of relative price encoding come from adaptation

level theory (Helson 1964). Using adaptation-level theory, Monroe (1973,

1979) and Monroe and Petroshius (1981) suggested that buyers do not judge

each price singly; rather each price is compared with the reference price

and other prices in the price range. Therefore, buyers° perceptions of

price are usually relative to other prices.

Even though the theoretical arguments in favor of relative price

encoding are strong, there has been very little empirical research to

identify the determinants of this type encoding. In other words, little

is known about the factors that cause buyers to encode relative prices

as opposed to exact prices. Zeithaml (1981, 1982) found that longer

shopping (or encoding) time and structured list of unit prices improves

relative price recall performance. While these two factors may enable

buyers to encode relative prices, what seems to cause a more direct impact ·

on such encoding is the type of tasks buyers perform during the choice

process (Bettman 1979b). It can be postulated that buyers who compare
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prices and rank items in terms of their expensiveness to make a choice

decision are likely to perform more accurately in a relative price recall

test than the buyers who do not carry out this kind of task. Thus, price

comparison shoppers are likely to be more accurate in a relative price

recall test than in an exact price recall test. .

Having discussed the encoding processes involved in different types

of learning and having identified the processes involved in different

memory tests (exact price recall, relative price recall, and recogni-

tion), it is now possible to develop several theoretical propositions

about buyers° price awareness.

IHEORQTICAL QRQPOS;TIONS

This section uses the conceptual arguments presented in previous

sections to develop several theoretical propositions for this research.

The propositions capture the differential impacts of intentional gg in-

cidental learning and nature of choice tasks on buyers° performance in

recall, recognition, and relative recall tests involving price stimuli.

Ejjggt; of Iggentional agg ggcidegtgl Lggggigg

It was argued earlier that buyers guide their learning plan depending

upon the type of memory test expected (Newell and Simon 1972). Inten-

tional learning will occur when buyers anticipate that the prices they

need for evaluating alternatives or for making a store selection will not
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be easily available from external sources (Bettman 1979b). Buyers in such

situation will tend to rely on their internal memories and will encode

price information for later recall (Bettman 1979b). On the other hand,

when buyers feel that the required price information will be available

at the point-of-purchase (external memory) and that they have no need for

recalling the information for making a purchase decision, they will tend

to encode prices in a manner that facilitates recognition (Monroe, Powell,

and Choudhury 1986; Bettman 1979a, b).

Proposition 1
Buyers who tend to rely more on their internal memories for
price information (intentional) will exhibit greater price re-
call accuracy than buyers who tend to rely more on point-of-
purchase price information (incidental).

Proposition 2
Buyers who tend to rely more on point-of-purchase price infor-
mation (incidental) will exhibit greater accuracy in a price
recognition test than in a price recall test.

Apart from the above two propositions, intentional and incidental

learning also have differential impacts on the amount of information

learned. As discussed earlier, intentional learning involves providing

maximal attention to a few pieces of information while incidental learning

permits greater spread of attention (Eagle and Leiter 1964). Thus, buyers

who are not preoccupied with memorizing prices for later recall may in

fact learn a greater amount of price or other product information and may

recognize prices or other information than buyers who try to learn prices

for recall.
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Proposition 3
Buyers who tend to rely more on point-of-purchase (incidental)
for price information will recognize a greater number of pre-
viously encountered price or other information than buyers who
tend to rely more on their internal memories (intentional) for
certain specific prices.

ßffeggg of Igsß Ogiegtggiong

As discussed before, buyers differ in terms of their perceived im-

portance of price in a given choice task. Some buyers may rely only on

non-price factors for making a purchase decision; other buyers use price

as the only criterion for choice; yet others use both price and non-price

factors to make a decision. The relative importance buyers place on price

and non-price factors is likely to influence buyers cognitive processing

of price information in the following manner.

Proposition 4 ” °
Greater usage of price information than non-price information
in making a purchase decision results in greater price recall
and recognition accuracies.

p Proposition 5
Shoppers who use prices of different items as the main (or only)
criterion for choice are likely to exhibit greater accuracy in
a relative price recall test than in an exact price recall test.

Given a choice task, the information processing involved in the task

itself, produces a greater impact on buyers' learning of price information

than their prior intention to learn (Postman 1964; McLaughlin 1965). This
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implies that whenever buyers learn about prices in the course of making

a purchase decision, such learning is incidental to the choice task re-

gardless of whether they had prior intent to learn. In general therefore,

buyers are likely to perform better in recognizing previously encountered

prices than being able to recall them.

Proposition 6
Whenever buyers learn about prices in the process of making a
choice, they will exhibit on the average greater accuracy in a
price recognition test than in an exact price recall test, re-
gardless of whether they had prior intent to memorize prices
for later recall or not.

Although in general the presence of a task during the learning

process moderates the effect of learning intention, the relative success
[

in recall and recognition tests will depend upon the specific nature of
I

the task. When the choice task involves usage of non-price information,

the buyers with intention to learn prices are confronted with two con-

flicting cognitive demands. Since the choice task produces greater impact

on learning than the intention per se, these buyers may not be able to

fulfill their intention completely. This implies that recognition per-

formance will surpuss their recall performance.

On the other hand, when the choice task involves extensive usage of

price information, the buyers with intention to learn prices may find the

choice task complementing their learning intentions. In such a situation,

the exact price recall performance may equal, or even exceed the recog-

nition accuracy.
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Proposition 7
Buyers, when faced with a choice task that requires them to use
non-price information, will exhibit greater accurcy in a price
recognition test than in an exact price recall test, despite
their prior intention to memorize prices for later recall.

Proposition 8
Buyers, who have a prior intention to memorize prices for later
recall and performing a choice task that requires them to use
only price information, will exhibit equal or greater accuracy
in an exact price recall test than in a price recognition test.

I

Finally, when the choice task involves extensive price comparisons,

buyers° encoding of prices in a relative fashion is not influenced by

their prior intent to learn the information for later recall. Thus,

Proposition 9
Buyers, who have a prior intention to memorize prices for later
recall and performing a choice task that requires extensive
price comparisons will exhibit no greater accuracy in a rela-
tive price recall test than buyers who did not have such in-' tention and performing the same choice task.

Apart from the above propositions, the theoretical arguments presented

earlier lead to three more propostions. The propositions relate to fre-

quency of purchases and frequency of price change.

Proposition 10
Stable prices of frequently purchased items will be recalled
more accurately by buyers than unstable prices with similar
purchase frequency.

Proposition 11
Unusual change of prices will be recognized more accurately by
buyers than they can be recalled.

Proposition 12
Buyers will exhibit greater recognition accuracy than recall
accuracy for prices of infrequently purchased items.
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CHAPTER SU§§Aß!

The purpose of this chapter was to provide the conceptual foundation

for this research and develop testable propositions about buyers° price

awareness under different learning and choice task conditions.

It has been argued in this research that buyers have different

shopping orientations and they employ different strategies to complete

their shopping tasks (Monroe and Guiltinan 1980). The difference in

shopping strategies influences the manner in which buyers process and

encode price information, depending primarily upon (1) buyers° relative

reliance on internal and external memories (point-of-purchase) for price

information, and (2) their perceived importance of price and non-price

factors in a given choice task. -l
Because of the possibility of buyers° encoding price information

differently, performance of a single memory test involving price stimuli

cannot be unproblematically used as the only indicator of their price

awareness or price knowledge. In fact, buyers' failing to respond cor-

rectly in any given memory test cannot be unambiguously interpreted as

to whether buyers are unaware of the prices or whether these are cases

of retrieval failure due to incompatible or insufficient retrieval cues.

Despite the problems of making a conclusive inference about buyers°

price awareness, it is nonetheless possible to postulate differential

impact of buyers° intention to learn prices and their choice task orien-

tations on their relative performances in different memory tests. This

chapter provides necessary conceptual arguments to postulate that when
U
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buyers learn about prices in the course of making a choice task, their

ability to recognize the correct prices will be greater than their ability

to recall. Therefore, in most purchase situations, recognition test

performance appears to be a more appropriate measure of price awareness

than exact price recall. However, the only situation where the recogni-

tion performance may not be superior to recall performance is when buyers

have explicit intent to memorize prices for later recall and when such

an intent is accompanied by a choice task that requires extensive usage

of price information.

Second, the nature of the tasks that buyers perform during the choice

process produces a greater impact on their learning or awareness of price

information than their prior intention to learn. Greater use of price

information than non-price information in a choice decision will result

in better performance in both recall and recognition tests involving

price.

Third, buyers who use prices and price differentials as overriding

criteria for choice will tend to evaluate prices of different items com-

paratively. These buyers will tend to be more successful in ranking items

in terms of their prices than in recalling exact prices. Moreover, rel-

ative price encoding is unlikely to be affected by buyers' prior intent

to learn exact prices.

Fourth, the buyers who use prices for their prepurchase planning and

for store selection will learn prices for later recall. These buyers are

likely to perform better in recalling prices than the buyers who rely
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mainly on point-of-purchase price information for completing their shop-

ping tasks.

Finally, there may be a group of shoppers who may not perform well

in any of the three memory tests-·exact recall, relative recall, and re-

cognition. While it is possible that a portion of shoppers in this group

do not have any memorial representation of prices, others may be able to

recall the first digit of the prices, or may be able to estimate with some

degree of confidence the price range within which a given price would

fall. Additional memory tests will be necessary to tap these kinds of

price information encoding.

There are two major conceptual arguments advanced in this chapter

in support of the above postulated relationships. First, buyers tend to

guide their plan for learning price information with some anticipated

retrieval task in mind. Second, the effect of the learning plan is mod-

erated by the nature of tasks buyers perform during the learning process.

Some choice tasks may interfere with the learning plans, while others may

reinforce the learning plan. Thus, an investigation about buyers° price

knowledge necessarily requires examination of both the individual as well

as task-related factors to make some meaningful interpretations of their

memory test performances and their price knowledge.
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- CHAPIEß II]

ß§S§AßCß Q§S;G§ AND QEIHODQLQGX

0VERV;Ey

This chapter presents the research design and the methodological

procedures employed in this research. Some of the theoretical propostions

developed in the previous chapter are translated into operational hy-

potheses that are amenable to empirical testing. Specific issues relating

to the choice of research method and setting, and sampling procedure are

addressed.

The hypotheses developed in this research were tested in a laboratory

experiment using women shoppers as subjects. Learning intention and

choice task orientations, the two experimental factors were fully crossed

using two levels of learning intention and three levels of choice task

orientations, producing six experimental conditions. Subjects, after

taking part in a simulated grocery shopping and having made selections

using specific choice criteria were given a series of memory tests in-

volving prices of the items selected. The results of these tests were used

as the dependent measures when testing the hypotheses.

To describe the research procedure in greater detail, this chapter

is organized as follows. The first section develops the operational
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measures of the dependent variables in order to translate the theoretical

propositions developed in Chapter II into operational hypotheses.

_ The second section presents the specific aspects of the proposed

methodology to be used to test the hypotheses. To put the methodological

aspects into perspective, this section begins with a broad statement of

the methodological objective of the research to understand its impact on

the choice of research methods. The section then develops arguments for

choosing the specific research method, setting, design, and the sampling

procedures.

The third section describes the experimental procedure used in this

research. First, a brief description of the experiment is presented.

Specific aspects of the cover story, design of the experimental stimuli,

and the procedure to manipulate the independent variables are described

next. The impact of the pretest results in developing each aspect of the

experiment is highlighted, followed by the procedures used to assess the,

strength of the experimental manipulation.

The fourth section describes the three memory tests used in the

study, the development of the confidence scale, and the procedure used

to assess subjects' individual characteristics in terms of their price

consciousnessness and relevant demographic factors.

The fifth section examines the validity issues of the research method

and designs used followed by a summary of the chapter.
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ßESEARC§ ßYEOT§ES§S

In the previous chapter, it was argued that the extent to which

buyers learn price information from external sources would depend, among

other things, upon (1) their intention to learn the information, and (2)

the nature of tasks they perform during the choice process. Several the-

oretical propositions to capture the differential impact of these factors

on subjects° performance in recall,recognition, and relative recall mem-

ory tests were developed and presented.

To assess the impact of these two factors on the memory tests, it

is necessary to describe how the performances in the tests can be evalu-h

ated so that their comparative assessment is possible. While percentage

of correct responses is a commonly used indicator to evaluate how well

an individual has performed in different memory tests, it is argued that

. this measure alone may not fully capture the underlying construct, price

awareness. It is suggested that subjects° confidence about the correct-

ness of their responses also be used as a supporting measure to the ac-

curacy measure.

gyalugtigg ßgmory [gs; Pegjogmggce

The memory tests that are of primary interest in this research are

(1) exact price recall, (2) price recognition, and (3) relative price

recall. As described earlier, exact price recall involves buyers' ability

to remember and report correctly the previously encountered prices with-
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out any external cues. In a recognition test, buyers° ability to identify

the correct price from among a set of distractor prices is evaluated.

In a relative price recall test, the buyers' task is to rank different

items in terms of their prices.

Two major problems of evaluating memory test performances from re-

sponse scores alone are the effects of guessing and subjects° response

biases (Murdock 1982). Correctness of a response does not tell re-

searchers as to whether the subjects were fully certain about the cor-

rectness, or whether the responses were their best guess estimates (Clarke

1964). To mitigate these two biases, memory researchers have recommended

that three measures of retention test performance be used: (1) accuracy,

(2) confidence, and (3) latency (Murdock 1982).

Accuracy

Three measures of response accuracy have been used in memory tests

involving price stimuli: (1) percentage of prices (or items) correctly

recalled (or ranked) or recognized (Powell 1985; Dickson and Sawyer 1986),

(2) percentage absolute recall-error (Zeithaml 1982; Conover 1986), and

(3) correlation between the recalled price (or rank) and the correct price

(or rank) (Conover 1986). All three measures bring the response accuracy

to a common metric which makes comparative assessment between recall and

recognition test performance possible. However, a close analysis would

reveal that the information content of the three measures is different.

Besides, each measure has certain disadvantages not only in terms of
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substantive interpretations, but also in terms favoring one type of memory

test over another.

When either free recall or forced choice m-alternative recognition

tests involving verbal stimuli is used, percentage correct response is

considered to be an acceptable measure of test accuracy (Murdock 1982).

However, when the stimuli includes numeric values (like price), the ag-

gregate percentage measure does not provide information about how close

the response was to the target item. For example, two price responses,

one deviating by 1 cent and the other by 9 cents are treated alike as

incorrect response even though one response is clearly more accurate than

the other.

The correlational measure and the percentage error measure overcome

the problem of near accuracy in a recall test. However, in a recognition

test, neither measure is appropriate because they are clearly dependent

upon the closeness of the distractor items. Thus, it is difficult to tell

whether a low error percentage or high correlation is due to subjects'

response accuracy or whether it was due to the closeness of the items in

the recognition tests. Clearly, the recognition test itself becomes a

source of confound when such measures of response accuracy are used to

test the difference between recall and recognition test performances.

In view of the above problems of using percentage error and corre-

lation measures, this research used percentage correct response when

comparing response accuracies in price recall, recognition, and relative

recall tests notwithstanding the inability of this measure to address theC
issue of differential accuracy. However, when the effects of learning
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intention and choice task orientations on different memory tests are

evaluated separately, all three measures of accuracy (viz. percent cor-

rect, absolute recall error percent, and correlation between recalled

price or rank and actual price or rank) were used to assess the consist—

ency of subjects' responses.

confidence

In order to obtain an estimate of subjects° response biases and ef-

fects of guessing, researchers have recommended that ratings related to

subjects° confidence about correctness of a response be taken as a sup-

porting measure of retention test performance (Pollack and Decker 1964;

Murdock 1982). l

Confidence judgments are subjects° own assessment of the accuracies

of their responses (Murdock 1982). In a 'yes/no' recognition test, con-

fidence measures provide an estimate of subjects° criterion effect which

is defined as the level of certainty that the subjects need to feel before

indicating an item to be 'old' or correct (Clarke 1964). However, in

recall and forced·choice recognition tests, where subjects are forced to

make a response, confidence judgements provide an indication as to whether

the response was correct because they knew it for sure, or whether it was

a lucky guess.

Previous empirical findings have shown that in general, response

accuracy and confidence judgement covary (Pollock and Decker 1964; Clarke

1964). This covariation has been explained by the memory strength hy-
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pothesis, which suggests that the stronger the memory trace for the °old'

(or correct) items gets, the further apart the distributions of the °old°

(or correct) and °new° (or, incorrect) items move from each other (Green

and Swets 1966; Banks 1970). Thus, the zone of confusion (i.e. the area

of overlap of the two distributions) decreases and subjects can be more

confident about whether or not their responses are correct (Klatzky 1980;

Clarke 1964).

In a °yes/no' recognition test, confidence is commonly measured with

the help of bipolar rating scales, with "sure no" and "sure yes" at the

two extremes (Murdock 1982; Pollack and Decker 1964). However, when the

retention test involves naming the stimulus (as in recall) or identifying

the correct item from among a set of distractor items (as in forced-choice

recognition), probability scales (absolutely certain-absolutely uncer-

tain) are used (Clarke 1964). Since this research used recall and

forced-choice recognition tests, a probability scale was used to measure

confidence ratings and is described later in this chapter.

b

Latency

Latency is the length of time elapsed between administration of a

memory test and initiation of a response. Latency and accuracy are gen-

erally found to be positively correlated; that is, longer response time

(latency) is generally associated with higher accuracy, whereas shorter

response time (latency) is associated with lower accuracy (Murdock 1982).

This relationship is commonly referred to as 'speed-accuracy trade-off'
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(Murdock 1982). Murdock (1982) argues that an accuracy measure without

a latency measure is an incomplete evaluation of the retention test per-

formance because there is no guarantee that greater accuracy was not due

to longer reaction time. While this argument is valid and while the

positive relationship suggests that latency be used as a supporting

measure of accuracy, there are several associated problems of using the

latency measure.

First, the positive relationship between latency and accuracy does

not hold at all levels of latency. At higher levels of latency, the

speed-accuracy function shows either a near-zero or even negative corre-

lation between accuracy and latency (Murdock 1982). Thus, unless the

upper limit of the response time is restricted, using latency as a sup-

porting measure of accuracy may become erroneous.

Second, response times may be only a few fractions of a second dif-

ferent. Thus, the—latency measure is highly sensitive to the instrument

used. In absence of a timing mechansim that measures in milliseconds,

the latency measures are less likely to be good supporting measures of

accuracy.

Third, latency is believed to be dependent upon several factors other

than accuracy. Previous investigations show that latency is a function

of the size of the test set, serial position of the correct item in a

forced-choice recognition test, and the time lag between initial exposure

of stimulus items and the test (Klatzky 1980; Murdock 1982). Although

these factors could be controlled for across different experimental con-

ditions, latency was not used as a supporting measure of accuracy prima-
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rily due to non-availability of an appropriate time measuring device, and

the difficulty of controlling the moderating variables listed above.

gjygogheses

As described above, the two measures used for evaluating memory test

performance were accuracy and confidence. These two measures are used

to state the hypotheses in operational terms. However, before the hy-

potheses are stated, it may be useful to recapitulate the levels of in-

dependent variables, even though the detailed descriptions about their

inductions are presented later in this chapter.

"Intention to learn" has two levels; in one, the learning intention

is present (intentional learning), and in the other, it is absent (inci-

dental learning). The "choice task orientations" have three levels; in

one level, the task orientation involves making a choice on the basis of

non-price factors (non-price choice task), in the other, the choice is

made on the basis of price-related factors (price-based choice task).

There is an intermediate level, a mixed choice task condition where the

subjects use both price as well as non—price factors to make a purchase

decision. With this brief description as to how the levels of independent

variables were manipulated, it is possible to comprehend more clearly the

hypotheses stated below.
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Effect of Learning Intention

H1 through H4 below capture the effect of learning intention on recall

and recognition test accuracy and confidence:

Hl: The price recall accuracy for subjects with intentions to
learn will be ggeeeer that the price recall accuracy for
subjects without such learning intentions.

H2: The rated confidence judgment that the recalled price is
correct will be greegeg for subjects with intentions to learn
than for subjects without such learning intentions.

H3: The accuracy of subjects without intentions to learn will be
ggeegeg in a price recognition test than in a price recall
test.

H4: The subjects without intentions to learn will exhibit ggeeeeg
confidence about their price recognition accuracy than their7
confidence about price recall accuracy.

Effect of choice Task Orientations

H5 through H10 below capture the effect of the nature of choice tasks on" recall, recognition, and relative recall performance:

H5: The accuracy in an exact price recall test will be ggeegeg
for subjects performing a price-based choice task than for
subjects performing a non-price based choice task.

H6: The confidence that their recalled price is correct will be
ggeeeeg for subjects performing price-based choice task than
for subjects performing a non-price based choice task.

H7: The accuracy in a price recognition test will be ggeegeg for
subjects performing a price-based choice task than for sub-
jects performing a non-price based choice task.

H8: The subjects performing a price-based choice task will ex-
hibit ggeeger, confidence about their recognition accuracy
than the subjects performing a non-price based choice task.
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H9: Subjects performing a price—based choice task will exhibit
greerer accuracy in a relative price recall test than in an
exact price recall test.

H10: Subjects performing a price-based choice task will exhibit
greerer confidence about their relative price recall accuracy
than their exact price recall accuracy.

Joint Effects of Learning Intention and choice Task Orientations

H11 through Hl6 below captures the mediating effect of choice task ori-
entations on intentional learning:

H11: Regardless of whether learning intention is present or not,
subjects performing a choice task will on the average exhibit
greerer accuracy in a price recognition test than in an exact
recall test.

H12: Regardless of whether learning intention is present or not,
subjects performing a choice task will on the average exhibit
greerer confidence about their price recognition accuracy
than about their exact price recall accuracy.

H13: Notwithstanding their intentions to learn prices for later
recall, subjects performing a non-price based choice task
will exhibit greerer accuracy in a price recognition test than
in an exact price recall test.

H14: Notwithstanding their intentions to learn prices for later
recall, subjects performing a non·price based choice task
will exhibit greerer confidence about their price recognition
accuracy than about their exact price recall accuracy.

H15: Subjects with intentions to learn prices for later recall and
performing a price-based choice task will exhibit ge_jeee
accuracy in an exact price recall test than in a recognition
test.

H16: Subjects with intentions to learn prices for later recall and
performing a price—based choice task will exhibit ge_greerer
accuracy in a relative price recall test than subjects without
such intentions and performing the same choice task.
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RESEAßC§ QETHODOLOGZ

The purpose of this section is to present the methodological proce-

dures employed to test the hypotheses. With this objective in mind, the

section is divided into five subsections. First, a broad statement of

the overriding methodological aim of the research is presented and the

requirements for valid causal inferences are discussed. The second sub-

section compares the different methods and in terms of their abilities

to meet the requirements for causal inferences and presents an argument

why an experimental method was chosen for the research. The third sub-

section provides the rationale for using a laboratory setting rather than

a field setting for data generation. The fourth sub-section presents the

research design and describes why a between-subjects design was used.

Finally, the fifth sub-section describes the sampling procedures with

specific focus on sample size determination, sampling characteristics,

and assignment rules.

ßetggdologggal gbjectgve

Stated broadly, the overriding goal of this research is to examine

causal interrelationships among theoretical constructs like price aware-

ness, learning intentions, and choice task orientations. To achieve this

objective, two important criteria must be met. First, the research

methodology must allow the researcher to create and manipulate the con-

structs of interest in accordance with the theory. Second, the method-
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ology must be appropriate to make causal inferences involving the

theoretical constructs possible.

Causal relationship between two variables can be established if (1)

there is a concomitant variation of the variables, (2) there is a temporal

sequence of the cause occurring before the effect, and (3) there is no

alternative explanation of the effect, other than the causing variable

(Cook and Campbell 1979; Churchill 1984).

Thus, when the goal of a research is to establish a causal re-

lationship among theoretical variables, as it is in this research, the

overriding concern should be to choose a research methodology that (1)

allows the researcher to observe concomitant variations of the dependent

and explanatory variables, (2) permits temporal separation between the

variables, and finally, (3) provides the researcher maximum confidence

to rule out possible alternative explanation about the relationships

(Cook and Campbell 1979). These are the issues of 'control' in that the ·

researcher with the objective of making causal inferences should choose

a research methodology that ensures maximum control in terms of observing

changes in dependent variables as a result of manipulating levels of in-

dependent variables and avoiding interference from factors which are not

of theoretical interest (Fromkin and Streufert 1976).

As will be seen in the subsequent discussion, some methodological

criteria respond to these requirements of °control° better than others.

Obviously, this research favored the methodological criteria that would

make interpretations of the research results less problematic and less

ambiguous .
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geseggch Method

The term 'research method', as it is used in this section, does not

include the entire gamut of research methodology. The focus here is to

examine the mechanism through which data for this research will be gen-

erated. The two most commonly used methods for generating data in price

awareness research have been survey and direct observation.

Survey Method

Most of the previous research in price awareness have used surveys

either at the store setting or through in-home interviews (Gabor and
l

Granger 1961; Progressive Grocer 1964, 1974, 1977; Allen, Harrell and Hutt
·

1976). To the extent these researchers were concerned in establishing

relationships between observable variables (like demographic, products,

and store characteristics) and price awareness, the choice of the method

may seem appropriate. However, it was argued in Chapter II that vari-

ations in buyers' price awareness cannot be fully explained by observable

factors and that understanding of cognitive dimensions of the buyers was

necessary to address the research question more effectively. When cog-
A

nitive factors are used as explanatory variables, survey methods are not

always capable of establishing postulated relationships. For example,

the data generated through a questionnaire survey cannot tell, except

through self reports, whether respondents learned prices for later recall

or whether they used price or non-price factors to make a purchase deci-
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sion. Most importantly, in survey research, researchers have little

control in manipulating the learning and task conditions either in a

temporal sequence or at desired levels so as to make unproblematic in-

ference possible.

Apart from the inability to manipulate the variables, there is the

problem of alternative explanations. In survey research innumerable

factors cannot be held constant, thus confounding the relationship and

giving rise to the possibility of alternative explanations. For example,

the survey method would not allow a researcher to tell whether greater

price recall accuracy was due to Variations of the theoretical factors,

or due to other factors like demographics, product and store-related

factors, differences in time taken for shopping, time elapsed between

purchase and responding to the questionnaire.

observat ional Method

One of the problems of conducting research dealing with mental con-

structs is that the researchers do not have independent access to the

respondents° minds (Rubenstein 1981; Nisbett and Wilson 1977).

Behaviorists have dealt with the problem by eliminating the mental con-

structs from their ontology and have relied on observable facts for making

inferences about human minds (Anderson 1986).

In price awareness research, Dickson and Sawyer (1986) and, to a

limited extent, Zeithaml (1982) took a similar approach. Although

learning intention and task orientations were not explicitly stated to
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be their variables of interest, Dickson and Sawyer (1986) postulated that

extensiveness of point-of-purchase and price·checking behavior would in-

fluence shoppers° recall accuracy. Zeithaml (1982) proposed that longer

shopping time would produce greater elaboration of price information.

While these observable factors may be considered to be surrogates of

shoppers° learning and their choice task dimensions, it is nonetheless

difficult for researchers to manipulate and control these factors to de-

tect the differential effects. More importantly, these manifest criteria

do not guarantee that the manipulations have worked at the cognitive

level. For example, observed behavior at the point-of-purchase or time

spent during shopping may not always mean that the cognitive processing

of the price information has taken place at the desired levels.

Experimental Method

In view of the inability of survey and observational methods to

provide researchers the controls necessary for causal inference, this

research turns to an experimental method. The controls that experiments

afford an investigator are in respect of observing concomitant vari-

ations, ensuring temporal sequence, and avoiding interference from fac-

tors not related in the research (Kerlinger 1973; Churchill 1983).

This research investigates the effects of learning intentions and

choice task orientations on buyers' price awareness. Employing an ex-

perimental method permits the researcher to create two levels of learning

intention - one in which learning intention is present and the other where
”
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it is absent. Similarly, the three levels of choice task orientations

can be induced on subjects by suitably altering the choice criteria. In

order to ensure that the manipulations have worked, independent proce-

dures to check for manipulations can be employed.

Second, an experimental procedure allows researchers to create and

control the °range° of the independent variable where the effects can be

captured (Cook and Campbell 1979). In this research, for example, the

theory suggests that the influence of orienting tasks on learning is

strong when the task is maximally favorable or maximally unfavorable, but

not so strong at moderate levels of favorableness (Postman 1964). The

experimental method allows the researcher to create such extreme condi-

tions where the effects of the postulated relationship would be the

strongest.

Third, the experimental method allows a researcher to minimize the

effects of variables that are not of interest in the research. This can

be done by selecting an homogeneous sample, random assignment of subjects

to treatment conditions, presenting identical stimuli to all subjects in

the same treatment, and by preventing variations of extraneous factors,

either by eliminating them or by holding them constant. Stated simply,

by employing experimental methods, researchers can best defend their in-

ference because of their ability to remove the effects of interference

as much as practicable (Fromkin and Streufert 1976).

Given the advantages of the experimental method, and considering

that the goal of this research is to test theoretical relationships in a

causal framework, it is clear that the experimental method can best re-
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spond to the requirements of causality. Therefore, an experimental method

was employed for this research. _

geseaggn segtigg

Experimental procedures can be carried out either in a laboratory

environment or in a field setting. However, the matter of superiority

of one setting over another has generated considerable debate in the

context of how closely the setting resembles the real world (Fromkin and

Streufert 1976). Some researchers have argued that efforts should be made

to incorporate critical background factors from the real world environ-

ment into the laboratory setting (Sawyer, Worthing and Sendak 1979).

However, others argue that when theory testing is of paramount interest,

the setting that allows researcher to operationalize theoretical con-

structs and is free of extraneous sources of variations should be used

regardless of its artificiality or lack of mundane realism (Calder,

Phillips, and Tybout 1981).

Three issues were considered about both perspectives before deciding

which setting was appropriate for this research. First, establishment

of theoretical relationship in a causal framework was of primary impor-

tance of this research. Therefore, the value of the research effort could

not be enhanced by making the study more realistic, if the setting used

to increase realism threatened the validity of causal inference (Fromkin

and Streufert 1976). Second, the setting of a study must not be so con-

trived that the constructs of interest lose all their meaning and rele-
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vance. That is, certain phenomena can exist only in conjunction with some

background factors. Study of such phenomena cannot therefore be carried

out unless the setting permits the interaction of such background factors

even though these factors per se are not under investigation (Lynch 1982).

Third, the setting must provide a context, or a frame of reference to the

subjects for making a construct meaniugful and for interpreting the re-

sults within that context.

With these considerations in mind, this research chose a laboratory

setting over a field setting because of the former°s ability to provide

greater confidence about the validity of the postulated causal relation-

ship. Also, with the help of a suitable subject selection, cover story,

and careful manipulations, it was possible to introduce task relevence‘

and a frame of reference to the subjects in a laboratory condition.

Researcg Desigg

The experimental design used in this research is shown in Figure 3.

The two independent variables of interest - intention to learn and choice

task orientations constituted the two factors of the research design.

Consistent with the theory and keeping in mind the nature of the hypoth-

eses under test, two levels of learning intentions (incidental and in-

tentional learning) and three levels of choice task orientations

(non-price based choice task, mixed choice task, and price—based choice

task) were used. Since the objective of this research was to test the

main effects as well as the joint effects of the two factors, the two
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levels of intention to learn and three levels of orienting task

favorableness were fully crossed, producing six experimental conditions

in a 2 x 3 full-factorial design.

Samggigg Eggcedugg

This sub-section examines three specific issues of sampling proce-

dure. They are: sample size determination, sample characteristics, and

procedure of assigning the subjects to treatment conditions.

h Sample Size Determination

The decision regarding sample size was important because it would

determine the power of the statistical test to detect the effects of the

· experimental manipulations. For a given effect size and for a given level

of significance of a statistical test, the greater the number of obser-

vations per treatment, the greater is the power of the test to detect the

effect due to that treatment (Cohen 1977; Rosenthal and Rosnow 1984).

Effect size, as usually expressed, is a standardized index of the degree

of departure from the null hypothesis of no effect (Cohen 1977; Sawyer

and Ball l98l).‘ Power of a test refers to the probability that the test

is able to detect an effect when it is actually present (Cohen 1977).

One of the problems in making a priori calculation of the required

sample size was in estimating the magnitude of the effect size. While

previous studies involving relationships among same phenomena usually
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provide an estimate, such studies were not available for this research

stream. To overcome this problem, Cohen (1977) suggests using some

qualitative benchmark such as small, medium, and large effect size de-

pending upon the researcher's subjective evaluation.

Most of the hypotheses developed in this research involved testing

of differences between proportions. Therefore, the appropriate effect

size index was 'h° which is the difference between arcsine transformation

of the two proportions (Rosenthal and Rosnow 1984). According to Cohen

(1977), the °h° for small, medium, and large effects are 0.20, 0.50, and

0.80 respectively.

After several iterative process to achieve adequate power, it was

decided to use ninety subjects with fifteen subjects assigned to each cell

in a between-subjects design (on both factors). Each subject were re-

quired to respond to memory tests involving prices of four selected items

(although there was a total selection of six items, the first and the last

selections were excluded from the memory test to eliminate the primacy

and recency effects). Thus, for fifteen subjects there were sixty obser-

vations per cell. Assuming a significance level of 0.05 for one-tailed

test, and assuming a medium effect size (h = 0.50) of the postulated re-

lationships, the power of each test was expected to be about 0.90 (Table

6.4.1, Cohen 1977). An a priori power of 0.90 was considered adequate

and therefore a total sample of 90 was used with 15 subjects in each cell.
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Sample characteristics

Following an editorial comment intheby

the late Robert Ferber (1977) that using convenience samples is

notoriously inadequate for generalizing the research results to other

populations, the marketing literature witnessed a debate on the issue of

sample selection in consumer research (Calder, Phillips and Tybout 1981,

1982, 1983; Lynch 1982, 1983). Several important issues that came out

of this controversy were considered before making a decision about the

kind of sample to use for this research.

First, when theory testing is the goal of a research, the sample that

provides the most rigorous test of the theory at issue should be used

(Calder, Phillips and Tybout 1981). This entails using subjects who are

relatively homogeneous on nontheoretical variables (i.e. the variables

which are not of interest in the research). A homogeneous sample helps

to control for the difference in individual factors and therefore allows

a more powerful statistical test (Campbell and Stanley 1966).

Second, the issue of generalizability includes not only extending

the research results across the subject population (i.e., across all

supermarket shoppers) but also generalizing across settings, methods,

situations, and unenumerable number of other background factors (Lynch

1982). Thus, no single piece of research can produce results that can

be generalized across all relevant populations (Lynch 1982; McGrath and
1

Brinberg 1983).
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Third, the sample selected for a study should be such that the tasks

required to be performed in treatment conditions have relevance to the

subjects (Ferber 1977). In other words, subjects who are more responsive

to a given treatment should be used as opposed to the subjects who fail

to associate themselves under such conditions.

Given these considerations about sample selections, it became ap-

parent that using student subjects might not be appropiate. A preliminary

investigation indicated that undergraduate students exhibit large vari-

ations in terms of their grocery shooping habits primarily due to their

demographic factors like residence (on-campus or off—campus), employment

status (full-time, part—time, or unemployed), and nature of financial

support (self-supported or parent-supported). Most importantly, a large

proportion of the undergratuate student population was not believed to .

be experienced in regular grocery shopping for their household and

therefore, students perhaps might not involve themselves with the exper-

imental tasks.

In view of the above reasons, it was decided to use non-student women

grocery shoppers from various women°s groups in Blacksburg as subjects

for this research.

While variations due to demographic factors were present among this

group of subjects as well, the selected subjects were believed to identify

themselves with the the task well. The profile of the subjects in terms

of their demographics and their central measures are presented in Tables

6 and Table 7 respectively.
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Table 6

Subjeets' Demographie Profile

Number Pereentage
A-a)

Less than $10,000 6 6.67%
b) Between $10,000 and $25,000 35 38.89%
c) Between $25,000 and $40,000 16 17.18%
d) Between $40,000 and $55,000 16 17.78%
e) Between $55,000 and $70,000 9 10.00%
f) Over $70,000 4 4.44%
g) Did not Respond _4 4,44%

E .199..iE%

B-Married 60 66.67%
Unmarried QQ _§§%§§%

E 199.-99%

C- ”

a) 21 to 30 years 27 30.00%
b) 31 to 40 years 36 40.00%_
e) 41 to 50 years 13 14.44%
d) 51 to 60 years 7 7.78%
e) Over 60 years 6 6.67%
f) Did not Respond _; __1%11%

.29 199.99%

D-Employed 60 66.67%
U¤<=¤¤r>1¤v¤d 39 3.3...21%

29 199.99%

E-Yes 90 100.00%
No .9 ..9.99%

29 l£EL..9.9%
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Table 7

central Measures of $ubjects' uemographic Factors

1. Number of persons in household:

Mean: 2.71

Standard Deviation: 1.29

Maximum: 1

Minimum: 6

Median: 3

3. Monthly Grocery Bill per household member:

Mean: $93.54 —

Standard Deviation: $42.66

3. Median Income Group: Between $25,000 and $40,000

4. Median Age: 34 years

I
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Assignment to conditions

Although the subjects were selected conveniently from various wom-

en°s group in Blacksburg, they were randomly assigned to each of the six

treatment conditions. Random assignment was necessary to eliminate sys-

tematic difference as an alternative explanation for the research results

(Cook and Campbell 1976). Tests were carried out to detect if any sys-

tematic variations on demographic factors existed accross different ex-

perimental conditions. The test results are reported and discussed in

Chapter IV.

IHE §XP§ßI§ENTAL ßROC§DUR§

Subjects after being randomly assigned to each of the six exper-

imental conditions were presented with a cover story about the purpose

of the research. The subjects then took part in a simulated grocery

shopping where they were provided with the product and price information

and were asked to make their selections based upon some specific choice

criteria. The criteria used by the subjects were varied across the dif-

ferent conditions for choice task orientation. After completion of the

shopping exercise, the product and price information was withdrawn and

the subjects were given a series of memory tests involving the prices of

the items selected in the same sequence as they made their product se-

lections. The sequence of selections and memory tests were altered at

random to avoid possible presentation order effects. The first and the
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last selections were excluded from the memory tests to eliminate possible

primacy and recency effects. Subjects were instructed not to look back

at their previous responses in the memory tests. Before the memory test

was administered, they responded to several questions that were used for

checks of experimental manipulations. These questions also helped clear

up short-term memory and make the cover story more credible.

After the memory tests, the subjects responded to two sets of

questions. The first set of questions were designed to measure their

price consciousness for grocery items. The second set of questions col-.

lected the subjects' demographic information.

Finally, the subjects were debriefed and thanked for taking part in

the research. Each subject was paid five dollars as a token appreciation

for their participation. The entire experimental process took about one

hour.

Each aspect of the experimental procedure is expanded below. A brief
1

description of the pre-experimental procedures and their effects on de-

velopment of the instruments are also highlighted.

covgr Story

The subjects were told that they were participating in research to

examine their grocery shopping behavior in terms of how they evaluate

different alternatives and make their purchase decisions. However, to ·

avoid their personal preferences from interfering with the choice task

manipulations, the subjects were instructed to carry out the shopping task
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for a friend whose selection criteria were provided to them. The cover

story (Figure 4) was sufficiently broad so as not to raise suspicion in

the subjects° minds as to the real intent of the study. On the other hand,

the story did not deviate from the actual research issue such that the

deception implied within the story due to incomplete information about

the research became an ethical issue.

Tha Stimulus

The stimulus of this experiment consisted of attribute information

of several grocery products which were used by the subjects to make their

choice decisions. Several factors were considered to design the stimulus.

These factors were: how many and what product categories to include, how

many items within each product category to use, the format in which in-

formation was to be presented, amount of information to be provided, and

the sequence in which the stimuli were to be presented. These issues are

discussed next.

Product Category

Previous research in verbal learning and memory has typically used

between 3 to 12 categories for adult subjects (Murphy and Puff 1982).

Based on this finding, this research used the following seven packaged

food product categories: (1) canned vegetables, (2) frozen orange juice

(canned), (3) canned soup, (4) cold breakfast cereal, (5) pasta dinner,
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Figure 4

Cover StoryIévnwkax THE R. R. PAMPUN COLLEGE or BUSINESS
g VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

°°·~;r—=—~"}
Blaclsburg, Virginia 24061

Thank you lbr agrccing to participatc in this rcscarch. Wc hopc, you will lind it to bc an intcrcsting
cxpcricncc.

Thc purposc of this rcscarch is to invcstigatc how goccry shoppcrs cvaluatc dillcrcnt altcmativcs in
a supcrmarkct and how thcy dccidc on a particular itcm to purchasc. Wc proposc to do this by dcvcloping
a situation whcrc you will takc part in a groccry shopping trip. llowcvcr, you will bc askcd to do thc
shopping for a fricnd wliosc shopping habits may or may not match with your own. '1'hat is, instcad of
cmploying your own critcria lbr sclccting dilfcrcnt itcms in thc storc, you will bc askcd to usc thc sclcction
critcria that charactcrizc thc fricnd you arc going to shop for.

You will bc pmvidcd with six booklcts, cach rcprcscnting a food product catcgory, likc canncd soup,
cold brcakfast ccrcal, and so on. Within cach product catcgory, thcrc will bc six itcms. Your task would _
bc to makc onc sclcction from cach of thc six product catcgorics bascd upon somc spccilic guidclincs and
instructions. Aftcr you havc madc all six sclcctions, you will bc askcd to rcspond to a fcw qucstions about
your purchasc dccisions.

To familiarim you with thc sclcction proccdurcs and thc critcria your fricnd uscs to makc a sclcction,
thcrc will bc a practicc scssion and you will havc thc opportunity to ask any qucstions that you may havcabout thc task at that timc.

Rcmcmbcr, how you makc your sclcctions and how you rcspond to thc qucstions in no way rcllcct
your ability, talcnt, or actual shopping habits. Your rcsponscs will bc kcpt strictly conlidcntial. Do not
writc your namc anywhcrc in thc booklcts or thc qucstionnairc.

Whcn you havc complctcd all aspccts of this shopping cxpcricncc, thc rcscarchcr will pmvidc a morc
dctailcd cxplanation about this invcstigation.
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(6) margarine, and (7) salad dressings. The first product, canned vege-

tables, was used only to acquaint the subjects with the selection proce-

dure. The other six products were used in the actual experiment (Figure

5).

There were several reasons for choosing the above product catego-

ries. First, all the products fell under the packaged food product cat-

egory which allowed the researcher to provide product information on some

common attributes and thus made the information format the same for all

products. Such uniformity also helped the administration of the choice

task manipulation simple in that the same choice task criteria applied

for all seven products. Second, each product category offered a large

number of items within that category so that the choice task became in-

volving. Third, items within these product categories had sufficient

actual variations in their prices so as to make the price-related choice

task manipulations realistic. Finally, the subjects were expected to be
I

familiar with these products and therefore would not feel alienated from

the experimental task.

Numb r· of Items

Drewnowski and Murdock (1980) suggested that the number of items

within each category should be above the short-term memory span of S j 2

items. Otherwise, perfect recall in the order of presentation may result,

leaving no room for the treatment effect. Previous research in verbal

learning has typically used between 5 to 10 items per category for adult
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Figure 5

Product Categories Used in the Experiment

Skmmxuß.

1. Canned Vegetables Used in the
practice session

2. Margarine used in actual experiment

*3. Frozen Orange Juice used in actual experiment

*4. Canned Soup used in actual experiment

*5. Cold Breakfast Cereal used in actual experiment

*6. Pasta Dinner used in actual experiment

7. Salad Dresing used in actual experiment

*These four products were included in the memory test.
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subjects (Murphy and Puff 1982). This research used six items (Figure

6) in each product category either of the same brand (in canned vegeta-

bles, canned soup, cold breakfast cereal, and salad dressings), or of

different brands (in orange juice, pasta dinner, and margarine).

Stimulus Format ·

Three possible alternative stimuli were considered for this exper-

iment: actual product with item price, package labels with item price,

and product and price information in a matrix format. When actual product

or package labels constitute the stimuli, there may be at least three

important variations which may produce differential impact on subjects°

information processing and memory performance. They are: color and sizes

· of the stimuli, the nature and amount of information provided on the la-
T

bels, and the item or brand names themselves. While the effects of color

and sizes of the stimuli could be eliminated by presenting black and white

reproductions of the stimuli and by making the sizes of the stimuli

identical, the variations due to nature and amount of information on each

product labels could not be controlled for. In order to avoid such vari-

ations, it was decided to present the stimulus information for each

product category with the help of an information chart in a matrix format.

The information chart included the relevant product and price related

information which were required by the subjects to complete the choice

tasks.
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Figure 6

Items in Each Product category

0. CANNED VEGETABLE
___Cut Beets

__JuIienne Carrots

_Whole-Leaf Spinach

;Mixed Vegetables

iSweel Peas
__Cut Green Beans

1. MARGARINE 2. PASTA DINNER
_Fleischmann’s Light __Deluxe Macaroni & Cheese
__Shedd's Spread 1Egg Noodle with Chicken
lßlue Bonnet _Creamy Pasta
__Kroger Margarine __Velveela Shells & Cheese_ iPremium Mazola __Cheese Supreme
___Land O Lakes __Macaroni & Cheese

3. COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL 4. CANNED SOUP
__Raisin Bran · __Curly Noodle with Chicken ‘

— ;Corn Flakes lCream ol Asparagus
__All-Bran Fruit and Almonds _Chicken Broth
__Raisin Square iCreamy Chicken Musnroom
_Just Right __Tomato Bisque
__Frosted Mini-Wheats __Chunky Chicken Vegetable

5. FROZEN ORANGE JUICE 6. SALAD DRESSINGS
__Citrus Hill __Creamy Cucumber
__Florida Gold __Roca Blue
_Sun Gold __CataIina Spicy Sweet
_Seneca iPresto Italian
tMinute Maid iThousand Island
_Kroger __French
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As regards the item or brand names, it was recognized that subjects'

prior knowledge of prices and other attribute information of the items

or brands might interfere with the choice tasks as well as memory test

performance. A preliminary test was carried out using twelve subjects (two

in each cell) to examine how the information chart without the item or

brand name (Figure 7) would work. An interview with the subjects after

the experiment indicated that somewhere during the process of selections,

they lost interest in the choice task. More importantly, several subjects

complained that they lost track of what they were selecting and how their

selections were associated with the selection criteria specified. It ap-

peared that for such large number of choice alternatives, unless the

subjects could visualize the product or brand, it was difficult to remain

involved in the choice task because the process of selections ended up

being purely a mathematical exercise.

In view of this finding, it was decided to keep the actual item or

brand names in the information chart. However, to avoid subjects' prior

knowledge from interfering with the choice tasks and memory tests, they

were told that the information provided may not match with the actual

attribute information of the items. In fact, the prices of different items

were altered to eliminate the effect of prior knowledge of prices from

influencing the memory test performance. Moreover, by instructing the

subjects to make their selections for another person based on some spe-

cific choice criteria, helped reduce the personal preferences and mini-

mize the effect of item or brand names in their selection process and

memory tests.
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Nature and Amount of In-formation

As discussed before, different choice task conditions required usage

of different attribute (price or non—price) information for making se-

lections. The price·re1ated information included item prices, item

weights, and number of servings per container. The non-price attributes

included calorie and nutritional information. To determine the nature and

amount of information to be provided in the information chart, two pre-

tests were conducted.

Pre-test 1

The first pretest presented the subjects with information charts

which had a total of eleven pieces of.information in each product category

(Figure 8). The non-price-based choice task involved using six pieces of

information (calorie, fat, carbohydrate, sodium, proteins, and vitamin

contents) determine the most nutritious alternative. The price-based

choice task invoved choosing the lowest-priced item. In effect, the sub-

jects in this group could make their selections by using only the unit

price information without even looking at the item prices. The mixed

choice task required the subjects to use all ten bits of information to

make a 'best buy' decision. The total time taken for each choice task

was calculated and compared (Table 8). It became clear that there were

systematic differences in the processing time across different choice

task conditions. The mixed choice task group required the longest time,

then the non-price task group, and then the price task. In fact, for the
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Tab1e 8

Selection Time Across choice Task conditions Using
Information chart in Figure 8 (Pretest 1)

Non Price Based Choice Task (N=18) 584.67 105.99

Mixed Choice Task (N=19) 667.84 127.47

Price-based Choice Task (N=17) 370.76 105.89

Selection time difference is significant at p = 0.0001 (F = 31.47; df =
2,50)
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price task group, the selections were completed in such a short period

of time, that the subjects did not seem to pay much attention to the item

prices. Perhaps because of this reason, subjects in this group performed

worse in the memory tests than the subjects in the mixed choice task group

(Table 9). An interview with the subjects after the experiment confirmed

this finding.

Pre-test 2

The first pre-test results indicated that the different amount of

information needed for different choice task conditions might influence

the information processing and therefore, their memory test performance.

In other words, the amount of information used for different choice tasks

may be a potential source of confound.

To reduce the effects of processing different amounts of informa-

tion, it was decided to have subjects in each choice task conditions use

approximately the same amount of information. The information chart used

for the second pre-test is presented in Figure 9. The subjects in the

non-price choice task condition were now required to weigh the nutritional

values of different items against their calorie contents; the mixed task

group weighed nutritional values against the items' prices. The price-

based task required subjects to choose the lowest unit price item using

the item prices and their respective weights. All three groups were re-

quired to use number of servings. Thus, each task group used three bits

of information to make their choice decisions. To check for the difference

in shopping time across choice task conditions, the mean times were com-
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Table 9

Memory Test Performance Across choice Task conditions
Using Information chart in Figure 8 (Pretest 1)

Number Proportion
@I.I1.¢.‘¢. @::::1

Non-Price based Recall (N=76) 21 27.63%
Choice Task Recognition (N=67) 31 46.27%

Mixed Choice Recall (N=76) 35 46.05%
Task Recognition (N=65) 39 60.00%

Price-based Recall (N=72) 26 36.11%
Choice Task Recognition (N=62) 34 54.84%
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pared (Table 10). The results showed that the differences in shopping

time were now reduced, although the difference was still statistically

significant at 0.05 level. However, it was decided to use this information

chart for the actual experiment and to check if total shopping time had

a significant effect on memory test performances across conditions. The

test results are discussed in Chapter IV.

sequence of Stimulus Presentation

The stimuli information were contained in seven booklets, one for

each product category. The booklets were numbered from no.0 through no.6.

As mentioned before, booklet no.0 (relating to canned vegetables) was used

to give the subjects an opportunity to acquaint themselves with the se-

lection procedure. Although the other six booklets (no.1 through no.6)

were used in the actual experiment, subjects were not tested on the prices

contained in booklet no. 1 (Margarine) and booklet no. 6 (Salad

Dressings). That left the researcher with four products (Frozen Orange

Juice, Canned Soup, Cold Breakfast Cereal, and Pasta Dinner) which were

required to be presented in a predetermined sequence so that the memory

tests could be administered in the same sequence.

It was recognized that presenting the four booklets to all subjects

in the same sequence might give rise to an order effect either due to

fatigue or due to practice. To remove the effect of order of presenta-

tion, it was decided to alter the sequence across the fifteen subjects

in each experimental conditions. Four products could be arranged in
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Table 10

Selection Time Across Choice Task Conditions Using
Information Chart in Figure 9 (Pretest 2)

Non-Price Based Choice Task (N=l3) 614.00 136.88

Mixed Choice Task (N=14) 559.57 172.46

Price-Based Choice Task (N=14) 451.21 174.97

The time difference is significant at p = 0.05 (F = 3.43; df = 2.37)
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twenty four different sequence. Out of these twenty four sequences,

fifteen sequences were picked at random (Figure 10) so that each subject

in a cell received a different order of booklets. However, subjects across

different conditions went through the same sequence for making their se-

lections.

MANIBULAILOE OF C|jOICE 1ASß ORIEQTATLONS

As discussed in Chapter II, shoppers differ in terms of their per-

ceived importance of price and non-price factors in a given choice task

(Guiltinan and Monroe 1980; Dickson and Sawyer 1986). Because of such

differences, buyers tend to provide different degrees of attention to and

processing of price and non-price information that is available during

the choice decision making process. This research used three levels of
4

choice task orientations: (1) non-price-based choice task, (2) price-

based choice task, and (3) mixed choice task. Procedure for inducing each

of these choice task conditions are described next.

Non-Price Based choice Task

Dickson and Sawyer (1986) found in their investigation that in

supermarket shopping, over sixty-nine percent shoppers of these did not

check prices because price was "not that important" (p. 16). Indeed,

buying decisions may be influenced by a number of non-price factors which

distract buyers from the prices. In this research, the non-price choice
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Figure 10

sequence of Stimulus Presentation

Sss;e¤ss.l e

Orange Juice Orange Juice Orange Juice
Canned Soup Canned Soup Breakfast Cereal
Breakfast Cereal Pasta Dinner Canned Soup
Pasta Dinner Breakfast Cereal Pasta Dinner

Sssauuzzsslz Ssgsieaeai Ssauenssi

Orange Juice Orange Juice Canned Soup
Pasta Dinner Breakfast Cereal Orange Juice
Canned Soup Pasta Dinner Breakfast Cereal
Breakfast Cereal Canned Soup Pasta Dinner -

SämusalCanned

Soup Canned Soup Breakfast Cereal
Orange Juice Pasta Dinner Orange Juice
Pasta Dinner Breakfast Cereal Canned Soup
Breakfast Cereal Orange Juice Pasta Dinner

Breakfast Cereal Breakfast Cereal Breakfast Cereal
Canned Soup Orange Juice Pasta Dinner
Pasta Dinner Pasta Dinner Canned Soup
Orange Juice Canned Soup Orange Juice

§sg..ass.J.3ue S.¢g,.e.uLJ..u<=

4PastaDinner Pasta Dinner Pasta Dinner
Orange Juice Canned Soup Breakfast Cereal
Canned Soup Orange Juice Canned Soup
Breakfast Cereal Breakfast Cereal Orange Juice
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task was induced by instructing subjects to make purchase decisions based

on nutritional information. In order to ensure that the induction was

effective two pre-tests were conducted.

Pre-test 1

In the first pre-test subjects in the non-price condition were asked

to assume that they were health conscious shoppers and, therefore, to

choose items that were low on calories but high on nutritional value. In

effect, the subjects were to weigh the nutritional values of different

items against their calorie contents and select the items that provide

the best combination of calorie and nutrition (Figure 11). Although the

induction seemed to work well, there were a few subjects who continued

to use their personal criteria while making their selections. To eliminate

such an artifact and to strengthen the manipulation, the choice task in-

struction was marginally modified and tested in the second pretest.

Pre-test 2

The second pretest retained the same two criteria (calorie and nu-

tritional value) for selection, but the subjects were asked to make the

selections for a friend rather than for themselves. The friend was de-

scribed as a health conscious person who wanted to minimize calorie intake

but maximize the nutritional value from the food items she chooses (Figure

12). Also, the subjects were repeatedly reminded to ignore their personal
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Figure 12

Non-Price Based choice Task Induction Used in
Pretest 2 and in the Actual Experiment

Your friend is extremely conscious of her health and nutrition. She watches her weight carefullyand performs regular work-outs. When it comes to buying food products. she is not concerned abouttheir prices but she pays a very close attention to calorie and nutritional information and selects theitems that are low on calories but high on nutritional values.

The calories generally come from fats. sugar. and carbohydrate contents of the food. whereasthe nutritional value mamly comes from the protein and vltamins. information regarding the caloriecontents and the nutritional values of the different items will be provided to you later in the booklets.
A dilemma that a health conscious shopper faces in deciding which item to buy is that the foodwith low calorie content does not necessarily provide the required nutritional value. Also. the foodwith high nutritional value does not always ensure low calories. Given this kind of a dilemma. youhave decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examimmg both the calorie content andthe nutritional value of different items and selecting the item that gives the best possible combinationof calorie and nutritional value.

However. if you Hnd two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of calorieand nutrition. you would select the more reputable brand.
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tastes and preferences as much as possible. This modification helped

reduce subjects° personal preferences from interfering with the task ma-

nipulation and therefore was used in the actual experiment. Moreover, many

subjects reported that they could easily relate the friend's description

with someone they knew which made the task somewhat more meaningful.

Mixed choice Task

The mixed choice task was induced by describing the 'friend° as an

involved homemaker who was interested in providing as much nutrition for

her family members as possible but at the same time, she was concerned

about the prices of different items so as to be able to remain within her

. shopping budget. In effect, the subjects had to weigh the nutritional ·

values of different items against the prices to make their selections

(Figure 13).

Price-Based choice Task

The price·based choice task was induced by depicting the 'friend°

as an extemely price conscious shopper for whom low price is the only

criterion for choice decisions. The subjects were required to use the item

price and the weight (or number of servings) to determine with the lowest

price unit (or serving). This involved paying attention to all the prices

and mental calculation of unit prices (Figure 14).
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Figure 13 '

Mixed choice Task Induction

Your friend is an involved home-maker. She plans her menu, prepares a shopping llst beforeshopping, and tries to stay within her shopping budget. When it comes to buying food products. shewants to buy the items that can provide adeguate nutritional value to the members of her family andat the same time she is vegy careful about the prices she pays. She is not concerned about the caloriecontents of different food items but she would buy the items that are high on nutritional values but lowon price. '
The nutritional value primarily comes from protein and vitamin contents of the food items. Theinformation regarding the nutritional values and prices of the different food items will be provided toyou later in the booktets.

A dilemma that a nutrition- and price—conscious shopper faces in deciding which item to buy isthat the items with high nutritional values are not always available at acceptable prices. Conversely,the items with low prices do not always provide the desired nutrition. value. Given this kind of a di-lemma, you have decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examining both the pricesand the nutritional values of different items and selecting the item that gives the best possible com-bination of price and nutritional value. _
However, if you Hnd two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of price andnutritional value. you would select the more reputable brand.
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Figure 14

Price-based choice Task Induction

Your friend is an extremely grice-conscious shopger. She Ioves to shop around for bargains andselects stores because of the low prices they offer. She is not concerned about the calorie contentsor the nutritional values of different food items. but she pays a very close attention to the prices ofdifferent items to find out how the items rank against each other in terms of their expensiveness. Suchranking helps her identify the items that fall within her acceptable price limit. However. she does notnecessarily select the lowest-priced item because she is aware that the items may vary in terms oftheir contents, weights, and sizes.

Some stores provide on the shelves the unit prices (for example. price per ounce) which makethe price comparison easier for such price·conscious shoppers. Unfortunately, the store you are nowgoing to visit does not give you the unit price (price per ounce) information. This makes it difücult foryou to carry out the kind of price comparison your friend expects you to do. Given this kind of a sit-uation, you have decided that you can best serve your friend by carelully examining both the pricesas well as the weights of different food items and selectmg the item that provides the best possiblecombination of price and weight.

However. if you find two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of price andweight. you would carelully consider the item or brand names and select the most reputable brandbecause your friend will perceive it to be a bargain.
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[jA§;EQLA]j;O§ OF L§Ag§ING INTENTIOQQ

To recapitulate, this research has conceptualized two types of

learning · intentional learning and incidential learning. Intentional

learning of price information takes place when shoppers exhibit a specific

intent to memorize information for later recall (Bettman 1979b). In in-

cidental learning, later recall of information is not the processing goal

(Biehal and Chakravarti 1983). Learning of target information may or may

not take place depending upon the nature of the task performed during the

process of learning. The inductions of these two types of learning are

described below.

Intentional Learning

At the methodological level, intentional learning generally has been

operationalized by presenting the subjects with stimulus information and

forewarning them that there will be a recall test at the end of stimulus

presentation (Postman 1964; Eagle and Leiter 1964; Eysenck 1982). Thus,

presence of a prelearning instruction about an impending recall test is

generally considered to be an appropriate operational definition of in-

tentional learning (McLaugh1in 1965).

Intentional learning was operationalized in this research by asking

the subjects to assume that they were to visit another store to compare

the prices they paid in the current store. Subjects were alerted that at

the next store, the prices of the previous store would not be available.
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Therefore, they would need to remember the prices to make such price

comparisons possible (Figure 15).

One concern of the above operationalization of intentional learning

was that the subjects might be so preoccupied with memorizing the prices

that the task manipulation would be washed out. To avoid such a situation,

the subjects were also told that after the shopping, they would have to

explain to their friend that they had indeed followed the choice criteria

specified apart from being able to remember the prices.

Incidental Learning

Incidental learning usually has been operationalized by presenting

the subjects with the stimulus information, but they are ng; forewarned

about a subsequent memory test (Postman 196ß; Eysenck 1982). Thus, ab-

sence of a prelearning instruction about an impending memory test con-

stitutes an operational induction of incidental learning (McLaugh1in

1965).

This research operationalized incidental learning by instructing

subjects to make purchase decisions based upon different choice criteria

but they were not alerted about the subsequent memory tests on the prices

of the items they selected. Thus, the learning that would take place under

this condition would be in the course of the choice task.
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Figure 15

_ Intentional Learning Induction

Apart from making selectlons based on the above criteria. assume that after this shopping trip,
you are going to visit another store where your friend normally goes for her grocery shopping. The
only reason for your visiting this other store is to check if the prices at this store are more, less. or
the same as the prices you paid for your purchases. To do that. you will have to remember the prices
of the items that you are going to select because at the next store. the prices of the first store will not
be available.

Given the above scenario. you should be prepared to do two things after completing your
shopping trip. First, you should be prepared to explam to your friend that you have indeed f0||OwQd
her selection criteria described in

‘3'
above while making the selections. Second. you should be in

a position to remember the prices of the items you selected for her so that she can compare these
prices herself against the prices she normally pays at her favorite store described above.
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Manipulation checks

To ensure that the choice task and learning manipulations worked asl
intended, subjects responded to two sets of question. The first set of

questions assessed the degree to which they used and paid attention to

the different information provided in the booklets when making their se-

lections (Figure 16). The second set of questions evaluated subjects°

preparedness about the memory tests and the extent to which they tried

to memorize prices for latter recall (Figure 17). The latter set of

questions also helped verify if some subjects in the incidental learning

group had guessed the hypotheses and tried to memorize prices despite the

absence of such instructions. The strength of the manipulations were

evaluated and the results are discussed in the next chapter.

MEMOg1 IESIS

It was indicated earlier that although each subject made a total

selection of six items, they were tested on the prices of only four of

the six selected items. The first and the final selections were excluded

from the memory test to avoid the primacy and recency effects.

Second, the memory tests were administered in the same sequence in

which the stimulus information was presented. In other words, if the

booklet containing product and price information of canned soup was pre-

sented first, the memory tests involving prices of the selected canned

soup were administered first, and so on. However, the order of presen-
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Figure 16

Items for checking Manipulation of choice Task Orientations

ln the booklets. you were presented with seven different pieces of information about the items in eachproduct category. You were also instructed to make your selections on the basis of a friend's se-lection criteria. This section tries to determine the extent to which you used the information provided.
A. Please indicate the extent to which you used the following pieces of information during theselections, Please place a cross (x) in the appropriate space in each row below that bestdescribes your response.

Never used Moderately Always usedthe informa- used the the informa-tion information tion

1ll—__lI|1 2 3 4 5

1. NUTRITIONAL VALUES 1 1 1 1 1 1

2. CALORIE CONTENTS 1 1 1 1 1 1

3. NUMBER OF SERVINGS 1 1 1 1 1 1 l

. 4. PRICES |1_;1__|_I_1

5. NET WEIGHTS 1_11111

6. MANUFACTURERS OR
DlSTRlBUTORS' NAMES 1 1 1 1 1 1

7. NAMES OF THE ITEMS 1 1 1
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B. Please indicate the extent you paid attention to the following pieces of information during thesections. Please place a cross (x) in the appropriate space in each row below that best describesyour response.

Paid no Paid moderate Paid very
attention attention close atten-

· to the to the tion to theinformation information information

1 2 3 4 5

1. NUTRITIONAL VALUES I I I I I I

2. CALORIE CONTENTS I I I I I I .

3. NUMBER OF SERVINGS I I I I I I

4.PRICES5.

NET WEIGHTS I I I I I___I

6. MANUFACTURERS' OR
OlSTRlBUTORS' NAMES I I I I I I

6. NAMES OF THE ITEMS I I I I I I
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Figure 17

Items for checking Manipulation of Learning Intentions

This section assesses the extent to which you attempted to remember the prices ol the items youselected.

Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the statements below by placing a crossIx) in the appropriate spaces:

Completely Somewhat Neither Somewhat CompletelyDisagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
nor

Agree

1. I tried to remember the
prices ol the ' .items selected. I I I I I I

2. I did not make an
attempt to remember
the prices ol the
items selected. I I I I I I

3. I paid no attention to
the prices ol items I
dtd not select. I I I I I I

4. I knew that I would be
asked to remember the
prices ol the items
selected. I I I_I_I___I
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tation of stimuli and therefore, the order of memory tests were changed

at random to eliminate a systematic presentation order effect. Third,

apart from controlling the order of stimuli presentation and memory tests,

the research also recorded the time for selecting each item (encoding

time), the time between stimulus presentation and commencement of the

corresponding memory test (elapsed time), and the time taken to respond

to the memory tests (latency). These time measures were used to examine

if there existed relationships with memory test performance even though

no hypotheses involving such relationships were proposed.

With these three issues addressed, it is now possible to describe

the actual memory tests administered. This research used the·following

tests in the same temporal order: (1) exact price recall test, (2) rel-

ative price recall test, and (3) price recognition test. The relative -

price recall test was placed in between the exact price recall and re-

cognition to reduce the effect of the recalled prices from influencing

the recognition tests.

§xag; Erlce Recall

As described before, recall involves reconstruction of previously

encountered stimuli without any external aid (Bettman 1979b). This re-

search administered the exact price recall test by asking the subjects

to write the prices of the items they selected. The subjects who could

not recall were forced to write their best estimates (Figure 18). Subjects
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Figure 18

Exact Price Recall Test

i= The following questions relate to the can ol SOUP you had selected.

1. Please go back to the 'Selection Card' and write below the name ol the selected can ot soup.

2. Please write the current time below:

3. Can you recall the price ol the can ol soup you selected? ll yes. write the price below. ltyou cannotrecall the price. give your best estimate. Please write only in one ol the two spaces below. Donot write on both.

Recalled Price: ; or Estimated Price: .

4. Using the scale given earlier, indicate how sure you are that the recalled or estimated price iscorrect.

Your level of surety that
the recalled or estimated price
in "3' above is correct | | % Sure
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were also required to indicate their level of confidence or certainty that

the recalled or estimated price was correct.

Pgice gegoggitgeg

Recognition involves distinguishing the correct stimulus from among

the incorrect ones. This research used a combination of "yes/no" and

"forced-choice" tests involving six alternative prices. The six prices

were the actual prices of the six items within the product category and

included the price of the item selected. The distractor prices were the

prices of the items not selected (Figure 19).

In selecting the distractor prices, it was critical that these prices

did not provide any additional cues to the subjects than were intended.

Subjects might receive cues from the first and the last digits of the

distractor prices.- For example, if the actual price of an item was $1.25,

at least two of the distractor prices must begin with $1 and end with 5

cents. Otherwise, some subjects could discriminate the distractor prices

simply on the basis of these cues. In order to ensure that the recogni-

tion test did not provide the subjects with unintended cues involving the

first and last digits, the prices of the six items were set accordingly

(Figure 20). The serial positions of the actual price in the recognition

varied depending upon the item selected by the subjects.

Apart from identifying the correct prices, subjects were also re-

quired to indicate their levels of confidence or certainty that the

identified prices were correct. The subjects also indicated their levels
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Figure 19

Price Recognition Test

4. Following are six prices for a can ol soup. These six prices include the correct price of the canol soup you had selected. Please do the following;

(1) Identily the correct price ol the can ol soup you had selected and place a cross (x) in thecorresponding 'Yes' column. Then. go to the last column and indicale your level ol surety thatthe price you have identiüed as correct is indeed the correct price.

Please remember that only one of the six prices is correct. Therelore, you should place no morethan one cross (x) in the "Yes” column.

Prices Place an 'x' in Your level ot
the appropriate surety that
spaces to mdicate each ol your
your responses. responses in the

previous Yes or No_
columns is correct.

69: ( ( Yes: No ( (
l

( ( °/e Sure
65: ( ( Yes; No ( ( ( ( % Sure

59c ( ( Yes; No ( ( ( ( °/e Sure
49: ( ( Yes; No ( ( ( ( °/e Sure

5$¢ ( ( Yes: No ( _ ( ( ( °/e Sure

45: . ( ( Yes; No ( ( ( ( °/e Sure

(2) Place a cross (x) in the 'No" column lor each ol the other tive prices to indicate that these liveprices are not the correct prices ol the can ol soup you had selected. Then, go to the last column andindicate how certain you are that each ot these live prices are indeed the incorrect prices.
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Figure 20

Item Prices Used in the Experiment

Citrus Hill 95C Curly Noodle with Chicken 45C
Florida Gold 93C Cream of Asparagus SSC
Sun Gold 89C Chicken Broth 49C
Seneca 83C Creamy Chicken Mushroom S9C
Minute Maid 99C Tomato Bisque 65C
Kroger 8SC Chunky Chicken Vegetable 69C

Raisin Bran $1.93 Deluxe Macaroni & Cheese $1.13
Corn Flakes $1.73 Egg Noodle with Chicken $1.23
All-Bran Fruit & Almonds $1.79 Creamy Pasta $1.03
Raisin Square $1.99 Velveeta Shells & Cheese $1.09
Just Right $1.53 Cheese Supreme $1.29
Frosted Mini·Wheats $1.59 Macaroni & Cheese $1.19
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of confidence or certainty that the prices they thought were incorrect

were indeed the incorrect prices.

The relative price recall test required the subjects to rank the six

items in each product category in terms of their expensiveness. Subjects

were to rank an item as 1 if they thought that the price of the item was
‘

the lowest and 6 if they thought it was the most expensive item, and so

on (Figure 21). Apart from ranking the items, subject were also required

to indicate their levels of confidence or certainty for each of their

ranking responses.

Cogfidence gatigg Scale

As discussed above, the memory tests also required the subjects to

indicate their confidence about the correctness of responses. To assist

the subjects to indicate their confidence, a certainty scale was developed

and was tested in two pre-tests.

The first pre-test used a scale with three anchors: absolutely un-

certain (0%), neither uncertain nor certain (50%), and absolutely certain

(100%) (Figure 22). A discussion with the subjects indicated that the

middle anchor was interpreted differently by different subjects. In the

· second pre-test, the middle anchor was removed from the scale, keeping

only the end anchors. This scale also produced some problems for the
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Figure 21

Relative Price Recall Test

,, Following are the names ol the six items of canned soup that were presented to you in the booklet.Please do two things:

(1) Rank the items in terms ol their prices per can ( Q price per ounce), That is. write '1" lor theitem you think had the lowest price per can. "2' lor the next more expensive, and so on, and '6"tor the Item you think had the higliest price per can ol soup.

(2) lndicate the level of surety that each ol your six ranking responses is correct by using thesurety scale provided earlier.

Items Expensiveness Your level of
Ranks ('1' lor surety that
The least expen- the response in
sive. "6" for the the second column
most expensive is correct
item)

Curly Noodle with Chicken ( ( ( ( °/e Sure

Cream ol Asparagus ( ( ( ( % Sure

Chicken Broth ( ( ( ( °/e Sure

Creamy Chicken Mushroom ( | ( ( % Sure

Tomato Bisque ( ( | | % Sure

Chunky Chicken Vegetable ( ( ( ( °/e Sure

3Chapter III 16
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subjects° when their level of confidence was somewhere between 0% and

100%. The third pre-test introduced four additional anchors (but avoided

the mid-point) corresponding to different levels of certainty. Also, the

word °certain° was replaced by °sure° to make it more colloquial (Figure

23). Subjects in the third pre-test did not seem to have difficulty with

this scale; therefore, this scale for confidence was used in the actual

experiment.

Individual Dif-ference

It was discussed earlier that random assignment of subjects to ex-

perimental conditions should serve to reduce systematic biases on account

of individual differences. However, it was necessary to check if such

differences exist across conditions despite the random assignment. The
l

individual differences that may influence subjects° memory test perform-

ance may be due to their price consciousness or their demographic factors

like income, household size, employment status, and age. To collect in-

formation on these factors, the subjects responded to two sets of

questions after the memory tests. the first set was designed to assess

subjects° price consciousness or their sensitivity toward grocery prices.

The second set collected their demographic information.

To assess how conscious the subjects are to grocery prices, a thir-

teen item questionnaire was developed (Figure 24) from the questionnaire

used by Guiltinan and Monroe (1980). The coefficient alpha of 0.85 in-

dicates an acceptable level of reliability of the scale items. No item
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Figure 23

Gonfidence Scale Used for the Actual Memory Tests

For some ol the next set of questions, you may believe that the task asked of you is somewhatdifficult, or perhaps unnecessary. However. each task is important. so please do lhe best you can.The reasons for asking you these questions will be explained when you complete the question-naire.

While responding to some of the questions that follow. you may or may not be completely surewhether your responses are correct. To assess how sure you are, the following scale is provided:

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Absolutely Very Somewhat Somewhat Very AbsolutelyUnsure Unsure Unsure Sure Sure Sure

lf you are absolutely sure that your response is correct. write 100% in the appropriate spacesin the questionnaire. lf you are absolutely unsure about the correctness of your response. write 0%.ll your certainty level is somewhere in between these two extremes. write the number that best re-presents your level of surety.

Keep this page ln Iront of you and use it whenever you have to indicate how sure you are about~ your responses.

lf you have any question about the surely scale. please let me know. Otherwise, please go on
to the next page.
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Figure 24

Assessment of Subjects ' Price consciousness

The following questions relate to your own grocery shopping habits. Please evaluate each of thefollowing statements and indicate the extent to which you agree with them by placing a cross (x)in the appropriate spaces below:

Completely Somewhat Neither Somewhat Completely
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

· nor
Agreel_.„I___li__l.;li__I

1. Grocery shopping is a
very important task. I I I I | I

2. I enjoy doing my
regular grocery
$h¤¤P•¤9· I._l_IIlli.__I

3. I select a storebecause of the low _
prices il offers. I I ( I I I

4. Price is a very
important factor
when deciding
which grocery
items to buy. I|I|I_ilI

5. I always check
prices of different
items before making
a selection. I I I I I_l_I

6. I always try to
keep myself within
a budget when l
am grocery =h¤¤¤i¤¤- I_III;__lI

7. l usually select
store·brands
because of their
low prices. |;l|_I_ilIII
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Completely Somewhat Neither Somewhat CompletelyDisagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
nor

Agree

8. Before going to the
store. I check ads to .
lind out what items
are onsale.9.

A shopper can save
a lot of money by
shopping around for

bargains.10.

The savings that
you gel by using
coupons and by
shopping forbargains is worth ·ii. l__|ll.i_I.|

11. I try to remember
prices of different _
stores for decidmg

, which store to
visit for a given

nem.12.

I do not mind
visiting several
stores ifl can
get low prices. ||ll|___||__l|

13. I feel a sense
of accomplish-
ment il I can
gel a bargain
price. Il|lll
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•

Please respond to the lollowing questions as accurately as possible. These responses will be keptcompletely conüdential and will be used only to interpret the research results.

1. Number ol persons in your household: ( (

2. Total number of earning members in your household: ( (

3. Are you currently an earning member in your household? ( (Yes ( (No

4. Total income ol your household. (Include incomes ol all the members ol your household):I Less than $10.000 ( (
Between $10.000 and $25.000 ( (
Between $25.000 and $40.000 ( (
Between $40,000 and $55.000 ( (
Between $55.000 and $70.000 ( (Over $70.000 | (

5. Approximate grocery bill ol your household per month. $

6. Do you use an automobile for your grocery shopping? ( (Yes ( (No

7. Your Date of Birth

8. Are you currently married? ( (Yes ( (No
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was needed to be deleted from the scale to improve the reliability of the

measure (Table 11).

The mean scores of the price consciousness scale items were used to

check if significant differences existed across conditions. Also, the

price consciousness scores were used as a covariate along with the two

independent factors to assess its impact on memory test performance. These

results are reported in Chapter IV.

The demographic information collected from the subjects included

their household size, employment status, income levels, marital status,

employment status, monthly expenditure on grocery, and their age. This

information was used to check for differences across experimental condi-

tions as well as for an effect on memory test performance. These results

are reported in Chapter IV.

Debriefing
.

At the end of the experiment, the subjects were told about the true

purpose of the research. It was explained why it was necessary to conceal

the true purpose. The subjects were also given an opportunity to ask any

question they had about the experiment. As a reward for participating

in the research, each subject were given five dollars.
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Table 11

Reliability Analysis of Price consciousness Scale

A-Coefficient Alpha: 0.8453
Mean Inter-item Correlation: 0.2964

B-Scale Scale
Mean Variance Corrected Squared Alpha
If Item If Item Item-Total Multiple If Item
Deleted Deleted Correlation Correlation Deleted

Iteml 38.13 90.07 .40 .32 .84
Item2 38.90 89.53 .30 .28 .85
Item3 38.86 85.86 .51 .38 .83
Item4 38.86 84.28 .59 .59 .83
Item5 38.57 84.52 .54 .54 .83
Item6 39.21 85.52 .45 .35 .84
Item7 39.67 86.31 .41 .41 .84
Item8 39.48 77.67 .64 ‘ .57 .82
Item9 39.07 89.95 .33 .36 .84
Item10 38.86 85.74 .56 .43 .83
Item11 39.64 81.65 .58 .55 .83
Item12 40.27 82.62 .64 .55 .83
Item13 38.63 85.18 .54 .38 .83
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!AL;D;I! ;$§U§S

The validity of a research can be assessed from its information

content and the knowledge it generates in the process of examining pos-

tulated relationships (Judd and Kenny 1982) given the stage of knowledge

development the research stream is in'(McGrath and Brinberg 1983). Cook

and Campbell (1979) have distinguished four types of research validity,

each addressing a different aspect of the information content of a re-

search. These four types are: internal validity, construct validity,
I

internal validity, and statistical conclusion validity. Each of these

validity issues are discussed next in the context of research methodology

used in this research.

ggterga; yalidity

Internal validity of a research is the extent to which the observed

treatment effect is causal (Judd and Kenny 1982). It was mentioned in

the beginning of this chapter that the overriding goal of this research

was to establish causal relationships among theoretical constructs.

Thus, achieving internally valid research results was the primary concern

of this study. To meet the requirements of internal validity, this re-

search employed an experimental method in a laboratory setting allowing

for maximum possible control over manipulations of the levels of the in-

dependent variables and minimizing the interference from non-theoretical

variables. Random assignment of subjects to treatment conditions was used
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to minimize the possibility that systematic biases influenced the re-

search results. Similar efforts to remove biases on account of stimulus

differences was taken by identical stimuli to subjects in each conditions.

Despite the controls offered in the methodology, there may still be

some potential confounds giving rise to alternative explanations for the

research results.

Product-related confound

One of the major arguments of this research is that buyers° knowledge

of price and their retrieval performance can be explained by the differ-

ences in cognitive factors rather than by the product-related character-

istics. To test the validity of this assumption, it would be necessary

to examine if indeed there are no systematic differences in buyers° price

awareness due to product differences. Statistical tests were carried out

to check if any variations in retrieval performance exists across dif-

ferent products. The results are reported in the next chapter.

Subject-related confound

Even though the random assignment procedure was expected to rule out

possibility of systematic variations on account of differences in sub-

ject°s individual characteristics, it was necessary to check this as-

sumption. The information on subjects° price consciousness and

demographic factors was used to examine if differences on these individual
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characteristics existed among subjects assigned to different treatment

conditions and whether such differences had influenced the research re-

sults. Results of this analyses are discussed in the next chapter.

Price-relatzd confound

This research does not recognize the possibility of differences in

buyers° memory test performance due to the difference in the actual mag-

nitude of prices of different product categories. An analysis of

covariance (with price as a covariate) was carried out to check if actual

magnitude of prices was related to the retention test performance. The

results are discussed in Chapter IV.

other confounds °

It is recognized that there could be several other factors that could

not be controlled for in the research. Among them are: selection time,

elapsed time, and latency. Appropriate tests were carried out to check

for the effects of these factors and the results are reported in the next

chapter.

Coggggugg yagiggty

Construct validity refers to the extent to which the independent and

dependent variables in a study successfully represent the intended the-
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oretical constructs (Cronbach and Meehl 1955). Therefore, the measure

of a construct can be considered valid if such measure is consistent with

the theory (nomological validity) and are stable across time, subjects,

and other factors (reliability).

The two independent variables in this research are learning inten-

tion and choice task orientations. Consistent with the theory, these two

constructs were induced on subjects by suitably manipulating the learning

and task instructions. To ensure that proper inductions have taken place,

strengths of the manipulations were assessed. Also, this research argues

that subjects° memory test performances are determined by their intention

to learn and choice task dimensions. If this research finds no variations

due to product differences, price differences, and individual differ-

ences, some construct validity assertions can be made.

As far as the dependent variable, price awareness, is concerned, this

research argued that a recall measure alone was not adequate. As a re-_

sult, additional memory tests were administered. Moreover, this research

also used subjects° confidence as a supporting measure of memory test

accuracy to assess the consistency of subjects° responses on the dependent

variables.

Extggga; Va;;dity

External validity refers to the extent to which the research results

can be generalized beyond the circumstances under which the study was

conducted (Cook and Campbell 1979). Given the early stage of theory de-
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velopment in this research steam, this research effort admittedly does

not concern itself with generating the results to other settings, pro-

ducts, and subjects. In fact, obtaining overall price awareness or

knowledge measures is not the goal of the research. However, by col-

lecting data on buyers° price consciousness and selected socio—economic

data, it may be possible to make some inference (although not conclusive)

about the robustness of the results.

In any case, a logical next step toward external validity would be

to replicate the experiment in a store setting using other shoppers and

assigning them to experimental conditions according to their overall

shopping orientations.

Statistical conclusion yalgdity

Statistical conclusion validity refers to the extent to which sta-

tistical tests are capable of detecting postulated relationships (Cook

and Campbell 1979). Specifically, the validity of statistical assump-

tions and power of the statistical tests to detect the real effects are

issues of statistical conclusion validity.

First, the experimental procedures used in this research allowed the

researcher to manipulate the experimental conditions which made the in-

dependent variables orthogonal and therefore, made the parameter esti—

mates stable.

Second, by minimizing the Variations due to non-theoretical factors,

the tests of hypotheses are stronger. In other words, by minimizing
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random error and by including the interaction term in the model specifi-

cations, the tests of main effect are expected to be powerful.

Third, the large number of observations (sixty) per cell allows for

applying the central limit theorem and therefore, normality. Thus,

parametric statistical testing procedures are valid.

Fourth, by choosing a between-subjects design (on both factors), the ‘

research reduced the possibility of correlated error and heterogeneity

of variance in different treatment conditions.

Finally, assuming no product—related differences, the sample size

(of 60 observations per cell) was expected to make the tests powerful to

detect the effect of the manipulations.

§UMMAgY V

This chapter presented the research design and methodology employed

in this research. The first section proposed two measures, accuracy and

confidence, for evaluating recall and recognition test performance and

translated the theoretical propositions into sixteen operational hypoth-

eses. Accuracy was measured by proportion of correct responses in recall,

recognition and relative recall tests. When evaluating only the recall

test, percentage absolute recall error and correlation between actual and

recalled price were also used as additional measure of accuracy to check

if recall responses are consistent. Confidence about the accuracy in

memory tests was measured by subjects° own judgments about the correctness

of their responses using a probability rating scale.
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Given the nature of the theoretical constructs and given that es-

tablishment of internally valid results was the overriding goal, this

research used a laboratory experiment to test the research hypotheses.

The two factors, learning intention and choice task orientations, were

fully crossed with two levels of learning intentions and three levels of

choice task orientations, thus producing a 2 x 3 full-factorial design.

Ninety women shoppers were selected conveniently from different women°s

groups in Blacksburg. The subjects were randomly assigned to each of the

six cells in a between-subjects (on both factors) design.

The stimulus consisted of product and price information of six

packaged food product categories with six items in each category. The

information was presented in a matrix format and the sequence of presen-

tation was altered at random. Using the information and based upon some

specific choice criteria, subjects made six selections, one from each

product category. After the selections, the stimulus material was with-

drawn and the subjects were give recall, recognition, and relative recall

tests involving prices of the items selected. Subjects also responded
'

to a few additional questions which were used for manipulation checks and

assessment of individual factors that might affect their memory test

performances. The complete sets of the experimental procedures are fur-

nished in Appendix A through Appendix F (six conditions) and the complete

set of questionnaire is shown in Appendix G.

The research methodology conforms well with the desired internal

validity requirements by providing the researcher necessary controls.

i
Reasonable construct validity assertions can also be made from the re-
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search results. However, given the contrived nature of the shopping ex-

perience that the subjects went through, generalization of the research

results to actual shopping setting may not be possible at this stage of

the research.
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CHAPT§g LV

ANALYSLS AND g§SULTS

0VE3VLE§

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the data collected in the
e

experiment and report the results. With this objective, the chapter is

divided into seven sections. The first section briefly describes the data

collection procedure with specific focus on administration of the exper-

iment and case deletions. The second section evaluates the strengths of

the experimental manipulation and assesses the consistency of subjects°

responses. The third section presents the statistical model under test.

When the accuracy of memory tests was operationalized with the help of

categorical responses (correct or incorrect), maximum likelihood esti-

mation procedures were used. However, for continuous response variables

(e.g., percentage recall error and confidence ratings), ordinary least

square estimations of parameters was done in a univariate ANOVA framework.

The fourth section analyzes the summary results and examines if the nec-

essary statistical assumptions are met. The fifth section reports the

results of the statistical testing of the hypotheses. The sixth section

. examines the possibility of alternative explanations or possible con-

founds. These product-related differences, price·related differences,

differences due to encoding time, elapsed time, and latency, and finally,
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the differences due to individual characteristics. The last section

presents a summary of the chapter.

QAIA QOLLECIQOQ

As described in the previous chapter, the data for this research were

collected in a laboratory experiment. Instead of conducting the exper-

iment with all ninety subjects at the same time, fifteen sessions were

arranged depending upon the convenience of the subjects and the re-

searcher. In each session, the six subjects were assigned randomly to

one of the six experimental conditions. This procedure ensured that

subjects in each conditions faced the same environmental conditions, like

locations where the experiment were conducted, time of day (or night),

and level of noise and distractions. Also, by having the experiment

conducted in small groups of six offered the researcher greater control

in terms of checking whether subjects referred back to their earlier re-

sponses in the memory tests, and, if necessary, explaining the exper-

imental tasks, memory tests, and questionnaire items.

Case Deletion

Initially, ninety subjects took part in the experiment. However,

responses of two subjects had to be deleted. In one case, the subject
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assigned to intentional learning condition, had written down the prices

of selected items on the "selection card." In another case, the subject

found the memory test too intense and decided to quit. To make up for

the deletion of these two cases, two additional subjects were assigned

to the same experimental conditions.

After each experimental session the responses were checked for com-

pleteness in all respects. No further cases had to be deleted due to

non-response or ambiguous responses in the memory tests. However, four

subjects decided not to disclose their income, one subject did not dis-

close her age,-and three subjects could not remember their monthly grocery
V

expense.

Thus, for each experimental condition, fifteen completed responses

were coded andanalyzed.Before

testing individual hypotheses, it was necessary to assess the

strengths of independent variable manipulations and consistency of the

dependent measures.
l
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Chuics Task Orientations

As discussed in the previous chapter, the choice task orientations

were induced by requiring the subjects to use different criteria to make

their selections. To assess if the subjects had used the specified cri-

teria and had paid attention to the necessary information during their

selection process, the subjects responded to the set of questions pre-

sented before in Figure 16. The mean scores of subjects° responses to

these questions are summarized and presented in Table 12.

The subjects in the non-price task group were required to use nu-

tritional value and calorie information to make their selections. As a

result, their attention was to be focused on these two pieces of infor-

mation, and as a result, they were distracted from other information.

The high mean scores, of usage of and attention paid to nutritional value

and calorie information (Table 12) indicate successful induction of the

non-price based task orientation. Also, the low scores on usage of prices

for this task group confirmed the strength of manipulation.

Similarly, subjects in the mixed choice group used nutritional value

and price and their attention was focused on these two pieces of infor-

mation. In price-based choice task, subjects extensively used prices and

net weights of different and paid attention to these two bits of infor-

mation. The price-based group also used the number of servings to a

considerable extent perhaps because of the ease of calculating price per

serving rather than price per weight.
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Table 12

Manipulation check for Choice Task Orientation

A-Information Non-Price Mixed Price·based
..;Ls.esi.._ .01121;;; Qtuliss _5.h9.iss...

1. Nutritional Values 4.83 4.77 1.55
(0.46)* (0.82) (1.06)

2. Calorie Content 4.77 1.26 1.27
(0.50) (0.74) (0.59)

3. Number of Servings 2.93 3.37 4.10
(1.55) (1.54) (1.27)

4. Prices 1.73 4.77 4.87
(1.14) (0.57) (0.35)

_ 5. Net Weights 2.50 2.50 4.30
(1.36) (1.31) (1.15)

6. Manufacturers° or 1.97 2.17 2.59
Distributors' Name (1.00) (1.02) (1.26)

7. Names of the items 2.26 2.55 2.69
(1.44) (1.35) (1.36)

§gglg_Q§gQ: Never used the information = 1
Always used the information = 5

*Figures in parentheses indicate standard deviations
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Table 12 continued

B. Attggtigg Raid tg Infggmatigg Rggyiged:

Information Non-Price Mixed Price-based

1. Nutritional Values 4.86 4.80 1.48
(0.43)* (0.55) (0.91)

2. Calorie Content 4.80 1.33 1.21
(0.48) (0.76) (0.49)

3. Number of Servings 3.10 3.30 4.10
(1.49)' (1.49) (1.21)

4. Prices 1.90 4.87 4.83
(1.18) (0.43) (0.46)

5. Net Weights 2.47 2.67 4.27
(1.33) (1.18) (1.11)

6. Manufacturers° or 1.97 2.30 2.52
Distributors' Name (0.93) (1.29) (1.15)

7. Names of the items 2.20 2.48 2.66
(1.21) (1.15) (1.29)

§gglg_Q§gg: Paid no attention = 1
Paid very close attention = 5

*Figures in parentheses indicate standard deviations
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Table 12 also indicates that the mean scores of usage and attention _

paid to item or manufacturers name were generally low and were reasonably

less uniform across the three task groups. This finding alleviates the

earlier mentioned concern that presence of item or brand names may weaken

the choice task manipulation. Clearly, subjects did not base their choice

decisions simply on the item or brand names and did try to use the choice

criteria specified.

As an additional check for the choice task manipulations, the items

were ranked from 'best' (1) to "worst" (6) depending upon the choice

criteria specified in each choice task (Table 13). For example, in non-

price choice tasks, the nutritional values per unit of calorie content -

were used to rank the items. In the mixed task, the ratio of nutritional

value and price was used for ranking. Similarly, in the priced-basedU

choice task, the items were ranked in terms of their unit prices. These

ranks were compared against the items actually selected by the subjects

(Table 14). Overall, fifty percent of the times, subjects made the "best"

selections, given the criteria specified. Even when the 'best° item was

not chosen, the mean deviation (actual rank of the item, given the choice

criteria minus 1) was only 0.94. This implies that on the average, sub-

jects were less than one item away from the °best' choice.

Subjects in the price-based choice group were most successful in

making the °best° selections perhaps because of the relative ease of

calculating either the unit prices or price per servings of the different

items. Apparently, the tasks involved in non-price and mixed choices were

relatively difficult either because of large numbers associated with nu-
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Table 13

Item Ranks in Terms of Choice criteria specified

Rank = 1 for °best° choice, given the criteria for selection
Rank = 6 for °worst° choice, given the criteria selection

Nsm;Br.isa Miami Prise
1. Frozen Orange Juice

Citrus Hill 1 1 6
Florida Gold 2 6 S
Sun Gold 5 S 2
Seneca 4 4 3
Minute Maid 3 3 4
Kroger 6 2 1

2. Canned Soup _
Curley Noodle with Chicken 4 4 2
Cream of Asparagus 6 5 3
Chicken Broth 5 6 1
Creamy Chicken Mushroom · 1 2 4
Tomato Bisque 3 1 5
Chunky Chicken Vegetable 2 3 6

3. Cold Breakfast Cereal ·
Raisin Bran 1 4 2
Corn Flakes 2 3 1
All-bran Fruit & Almonds 6 2 6
Raisin Square 4 6 4
Just Right 5 1 S
Frosted Mini-Wheats 3 3 3

4. Pasta Dinner
Deluxe Macaroni & Cheese 6 1 S
Egg Noodle with Chicken 1 4 6
Creamy Pasta 2 2 4
Velveeta Shells & Cheese S 5 3
Cheese Supreme 3 3 2
Macaroni & Cheese 4 4 6 1
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Table 14

Comparison Between 'Best Choice' and Actual choice

Non-Price Mixed Price-Base
Eheim Eheim Qheim Ieml

Total Number of
Observations (N) 120 120 120 360

Number of Times
°Best' Item was Chosen 61 49 69 179

Percentage of Times
°Best° Item was Chosen 51% 41% 58% 50%

Mean Deviation
from the 'Best' Item 1.15 1.00 0.68 0.94
(0 = When °Best' Item was chosen;
5 = When °Worst° Item was chosen)
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tritional and calorie information (for non-price choices) or because the

price and nutritional information were not placed in adjacent columns (for

mixed choices).

Learning Intention

As discussed in the previous chapter, intentional learning was in-

duced by alerting the subjects about a possible memory test involving

prices of items selected. The subjects in the incidental learning

treatment did not receive such instructions. To assess the strength of

the manipulation, it was necessary to check: (1) if the subjects had

anticipated the forthcoming memory tests, and (2) if they tried to memo-

rize the prices of selected items. This was done by requesting the sub-

jects to respond to four statements on the 5-point °agree-disagree° scale

that was presented earlier in Figure 17. The third statement in Figure

17 was included to assess if subjects in the intentional learning condi-

tion were selective in focusing their attention only on the prices of the

selected item, ignoring other prices. However, an analysis of the re-

sponses to this item indicated that while subjects in the non-price task

group completely ignored other prices, the subjects in the other two task

groups did not do so because of the nature of their choice tasks. Because

of this finding, the responses to this item were excluded from further

analysis.
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The mean scores and the standard deviations of the other three scale

item responses for the incidental and intentional groups were computed

and compared (Table 15). Clearly, the subjects in the intentional

learning group had significantly greater preparedness for the subsequent

memory tests than the incidental group and had tried to memorize the

prices for later retrieval. ·

consistency of Dependent Measures
e

The dependent variables in this research were subjects' performances

in the different memory tests. Ideally, the consistency of subjects°

responses could be assessed by repeated administration of the same memory

tests. Unfortunately, this could not be done because of the boredom or

fatigue factors. However, as an attempt to assess the response consist-

ency, the following responses were correlated: (1) recall scores (correct

or incorrect), (2) percentage absolute recall error, (3) recall confi-

dence, (4) recognition scores (correct or incorrect), and (5) recognition

confidence. The Pearson correlation coefficients and their respective

significance levels are reported in Table 16. The high correlation among

the measures indicate consistency of the measures of underlying con-

struct, price awareness.

In summary, this section analyzed the strength of the choice task

and learning intention manipulations. Subjects' responses to the manip-

ulation check items indicate satisfactory inductions of these two inde-
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Table 15

Intentional Learning Manipulation Check

Mean LL
Intentional Learning (N = 45) 4.14 1.02

Incidental Learning (N = 45.) 2.06 1.09

Difference in mean scores significant at p = 0.0001 (F = 85.61; df = 1,84)
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Table 16

Consistency of Dependent variables

RCSCOR RCERROR RCCONF RGSCOR RGCONF

RCSCOR 1.00 -0.45 0.42 0.64 0.40
(0.0001)* (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

RCERROR 1.00 -0.33 -0.30 -0.37
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

RCCONF 1.00 0.32 0.65
(0.0001) (0.0001)

RGSCOR 1.00 0.32
(0.0001)

RGCONF 1.00

RCSCOR = Recall Score (Correct = 1; Incorrect = 0)
RCERROR = Percentage Absolute Recall Error

|Recalled Price - Actual Pricel X 100 _
Actual Price

RCCONF = Recall Confidence (0% to 100%)
RGSCOR = Recognition Score (Correct = 1; Incorrect = 0)
RGCONF = Recognition Confidence (0% to 100%)

*Figures in parentheses indicate the significance levels.
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pendent variables. Subjects responses to memory tests and their confi-

dence judgments were also found to be significantly correlated suggesting

consistency of the dependent measures. Having analyzed these two aspects

of the experimental procedure, it is now possible to discuss the statis-

tical models and parameter estimation procedures used for testing spe-

cific hypotheses.

STATISILCAL AODEL AND PAgAM§TER ESIIMAILONS

As discussed in Chapter III, the hypotheses to be tested involved

assessing the effects of choice task and learning-related factors on

subjects' memory test performances. The operational measures used to

evaluate different memory tests were:

A. Exact Price Recall ‘

(1) Number (or proportion) of correct recall responses

(2) Percentage absolute recall error „

(3) Correlation between actual price and recalled price

(4) Confidence that the recalled price is correct

B. Price Recognition

(1) Number (or proportion) of correct recognition responses

(2) Confidence that the recognized price is correct

C. Relative Price Recall

(1) Number (or proportion) of correct ranks

(2) Correlation between actual rank and recalled rank
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(3) Confidence that the recalled rank is correct

It may be apparent that when the number (or proportion) of correct

responses is used as an operational measure, then the dependent variable

is dichotomous (correct or incorrect). However, for other measures of

memory test performance, the dependent variables can be considered con-

tinuous.

categorical Response variables

Three distinctive features of general linear models involving

dichotomous response variables are: (1) the random error terms are dis-

tributed binomial, (2) the error terms are heteroskedastic, and (3) the

predicted response is the estimated probability of an event occurring,

given the levels of independent variables. Thus, the predicted response

must lie between 0 and 1 (Pindyck and Rubinfeld 1981). Because of the

third feature, the dependent measure must be transformed into a function

that guarantees the 0-1 bounds of the predicted responses. This is done

by expressing the dependent variable as a logit function which is given

bv

logiti = log(Pi/1 — Pi) = log (odds). (1)

Thus, kgnük is the expected value of the choice probabilities for the

observed cell i,j. The general linear model therefore can be written as:
e

lcgilük = LI + ai + +

+where,
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u is the grand mean of proportion correct in the recall or re-
cognition tests

ai is the choice task orientation main effect on proportion cor-
rect in recall or recognition tests ‘

Qi is the learning intention main effect on proportion correct
in recall or recognition tests.

(wmv is the interaction effect between ith level of choice task _
orientation and jth level of learning intention on proportion
correct in recall and recognition tests.

evk is the random error for kth observation in recall or recogni-
tion test accuracies.

The ordinary-least-square estimates of equation (2) although unbi-

ased do not possess minimum sampling variance (Aldrich and Nelson 1984).

As a result, the hypothesis testing of the model requires maximum-

likelihood estimation of the parameters. In the maximum-likelihood

method, the parameters are estimated so as to maximize the value of the

joint multinominal likelihood function of the responses. For large sample

sizes, the estimates are asymptotically normal and efficient (Bishop,

Fienberg, and Holland 1975). SAS, Version 5 (1985) offers CATMOD

(Categorical Data Modelling) procedures which allow testing of hypotheses

of loglinear models involving categorical dependent variables. The pro-

cedure matches the features of ANOVA and uses maximum likelihood esti-

mations (for log-linear models). CATMOD computes generalized Wald (1943)

statistics, which are approximately distributed as chi-square if the

sample sizes are sufficiently large (Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland, 1975)

This statistic was used when assessing the main and interaction effects

of independent factors on recall, recognition, and relative recall accu-

racy.
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Continuous Response variables

When testing hypotheses involving continuous dependent variables

(e.g. percentage absolute recall error and confidence judgments), OLS

estimation in an ANOVA framework was used. The general linear model is:

= L! + (1i+ +

+where,

Yük is percentage recall error or recall, recognition, and rela-
tive recall confidence of kth response in the ith level choice
task orientation and jth level of learning intention.

u 4 is the grand mean of percentage recall error or recall, re-
cognition, and relative recall confidence.

ai is the choice task orientation main effect on percentage re-
call error or on recall, recognition, and relative recall
confidence.

Q is the learning intention main effect on percentage recall
error or on recall, recognition, and relative recall confi-
dence.

(amg is the interaction effect between ith level of choice task
orientation and jth level of learning intention on percentage
recall error or on recall, recognition, and relative recall
confidence.

Cük is the random error for kth observation in ith level of choice
task orientation and jth level of learning intention.

With the statistical model clearly defined and estimation procedure

stated, it is now possible to analyze the data collected in the exper-
I

iment. l
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§VA!,UAI;0§ OE Qüuyggx RESULTS

Before testing the hypotheses, the summary results of the memory test

performance across choice tasks and learning conditions were computed and

analyzed.

Marginal Means of Test Results Across choice Tasks

The summary results of the dependent measures across the three levels

of choice task conditions are presented in Table 17. It is clear that

with greater usage of price-related information, subject's response ac-

curacies in both recall and recognition test improved systematically.

They also exhibited greater confidence about the accuracy as the choice

task became more oriented toward price.

However, the performance in the relative recall test deteriorated

with greater use of price-related information in choice tasks. This oc-

currence was counter-intuitive because one would expect that price-

oriented choice tasks would involve ranking of items in terms of their

expensiveness. What really happened was that despite asking the subjects

to rank in terms of item prices, and ng; on the basis of unit prices, many

subjects in the price-based choice group provided the rankings on the

basis of unit prices. This implies that when buyers evaluate alternative
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Figure 25

Percentage of correct Responses Across choice Tasks
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Figure 26

Confidence Ratings Across choice Tasks
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items on the basis of their unit prices, although they can remember the

item prices of the items they select, the ordering of the item

expensiveness is done on the basis of unit prices. This interpretation

may be further supported by the high confidence subjects exhibited about

the correctness of their ranking responses.

The marginal means of different memory test results across choice

tasks are depicted in Figures 25 and 26.

Marginal Means o-F Test Results Across Learning conditions

The summary memory test results for the incidental and intentional

learning groups are given in Table 18. It is evident that the subjects

in the intentional groups performed considerably better than those in the

incidental groups in both recall and recognition tests. Subjects confi-

dence about response accuracies was also substantially greater for the

intentional groups than for the incidental groups.

In the relative recall test, the improvement in response accuracy

as well as confidence ratings of the intentional group was only marginal.

This may imply that when the subjects were alerted about the impending

memory tests, their attention was focused only on the prices of items

selected and therefore, they may not have considered the relative rank

of the items in terms of their prices.

The summary results of different memory tests across the learning

conditions are depicted in Figures 27 and 28.
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Figure 27

Percentage of correct Response Across Learning conditions
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Figure 28

Confidence Ratings Across Learning conditions .
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Cell Means of Test Results Across Learning and Task.conditions

A sumary of memory test results and confidence ratings for each of

the six experimental conditions is given in Table 19. The graphical

representations of the recall and recognition test scores are depicted

in Figure 29 and 30. Some general observations can be made about these

results. First, with greater use of price-related factors in the choice

tasks both recall and recognition performance improves for both inci-

dental and intentional groups. However the improvement in recognition

test performance for the incidental learning group seems to level off.

This may be due to the fact that subjects in both mixed choice and

price-based choice used price as one of their criteria. Thus, the

learning that took place incidental to the price-based choice may not have

been significantly greater. Finally, when subjects knew that prices will

have to be remembered, the price-based choice tasks reinforced their

learning which resulted in considerable improvement in both recall and

recognition performance. Finally, Figures 29 and 30 point out some sit-

uations when recall performance may indeed be better than recognition

performance. When subjects knew that they had to remember prices for

later use, their recall accuracy was consistently better than the recog-

nition accuracy of the subjects who did not. This is true regardless of

the nature of choice task (Figure 29). Also, the recall accuracies for

subjects performing choice tasks involving prices were greater than the
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Table 19

cell Means of Memory Test Results Across conditions

Incidental Intentioual
Learning Learninz

1- Nen;Erlee.Qheiee
A- Reeall (N=60)

a. Number (Percent) Correct 4 (7%) 20 (33%)
b. Confidence 26.67 57.92

B- Beeegnirien (N=69)
a. Number (Percent) Correct 8 (13%) 31 (52%)
b. Confidence 45.25 65.92

C. Kelggiyg ßecall (N=60)
a. Number (Percent) Correct 14 (23%) 16 (27%)
b. Confidence 39.17 48.50

2- ¤ixee.Qheiee
A- Reeall (N=60)

a. Number (Percent) Correct 12 (20%) 28 (47%)
b. Confidence 37.33 58.17

B- Beeeznirien (N=60)
a. Number (Percent) Correct 23 (38%) 37 (62%)
b. Confidence 52.67 68.83.

C. Rglgtiyg ßecall (N=60) _
a. Number (Percent) Correct 12 (20%) 11 (18%)
b. Confidence 42.83

l
50.67

3- Briee;ßaeee.Qheiee _
A- Reealla.

Number (Percent) Correct 20 (33%) 38 (63%)
b. Coufidence 49.79 69.50

B- Reeeznirien (N=60)
a. Number (Percent) Correct 27 (45%) 47 (78%)
b. Confidence 76.58 80.67

C- Ee1a;1xe.Beeall (N=60)
a. Number (Percent) Correct 9 (15%) 13 (22%)
b. Confidence 69.38 70.67
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Figure 29

Percant correct in Recall and Recognition Across choice Tasks
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Figure 30

Percentage correct in Recall and Recognition Across Learning conditions
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recognition accuracies for subjects making selections based on non·price

criteria. These last two findings imply that the superiority of recog-

nition test performance over recall test can only be claimed when both

the task and learning dimensions of subjects are identical.

Having completed the general discussions of the summary results, it

is now possible to carry out the statistical procedures for testing in-

dividual hypotheses.

|;IYPO]jHES;S TESILNG

This section will first examine the main- and interactiou effect of

the two independent factors on recall and recognition accuracies and the

corresponding confidence judgments.

gecal; Agcuracy [H1 and H5)

It was mentioned earlier that when the effects of learning inteution

and choice task orientations on recall accuracy are evaluated, three ac-

curacy measures are used. They are: (1) Number (or proportion) correct,

(2) Percentage absolute recall error, and (3) correlation between re-

called and actual price. However, since no statistical method to compare

correlation coefficients across conditions is available, the first two

measures were used to carry out the analyses of variance.
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Number tor Proportion) of correct Recall

Since the dependent measures are dichotomous, it was necessary to

check for independence of the two factors in the contingency table (Table

20) before testing the specific hypotheses. The chi-square test failed

to reject the null hypothesis of independence. Thus, further analysis

was carried out to test the log-linear model using maximum likelihood

procedures. The log-linear model does not make a priori distinctions

between dependent and independent variables and this allows for simul-

taneous examination of all pairwise relationships between categorical

variables (Fienberg 1980). The summary ANOVA table for the log-linear

model is presented in Table 21. The results are in support of Hl and H5.
l

The null hypothesis of no interaction could not be rejected at 0.11 level.

Percentage Absolute Recall Error

Since the number (or proportion) of correct recall does not take into

account the closeness of subject°s responses to the actual price, another

ANOVA was carried out with percentage Absolute Recall Error as a dependent

measure. The results (Table 22) provide support of H1 and H5 indicating

significant main effects for learning intention (p = 0.0138) and choice

task orientations (p = 0.0001). Again, no interaction between the two
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Table 20
Test For Independence Between Experimental Factors

A-Choice Tasks Learning Total

Incidental Intentional

Non-Price 4 24
Mixed 12 40

Price 38 58
Total 36 86 122

B- HE Maß B.dLa.11le
Chi-Square 2 2.597 0.273

_

Likelihood Ratio 2 2. 798 O. 247
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Table 21

Analysis of Variance with Proportion correct as a
Dependent Measure of Recall Accuracy

(Maximum Likelihood Estimates)

Sauce
HEIntercept1 28 . 41 0 . 0001
Task 2 34.61 0.0001
Learning 1 21.50 0.0001
Task * Learning 2 4.40 0.1102
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Table 22

Analysis of variance with Percentage Absolute Recall
Error as a Dependent Measure of Recall Accuracy

Percentage Absolute Recall Error = Eflxuw
Actual Pnce

mms DE ANSBLA.§.$ E P;V.¤.l.1;a .

Task 2 22831 13.83 0.0001

Learning 1 5051 6.12 0.0138

Task * Learning 2 381 0.23 0.7941

Error 354 292144 ·

Model R-Square = 0.09
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factors could be detected. The low model R-square of 0.09 however points

out a large error Variance not explained by the model. Further research

is needed to identify other important varibles.

Recall confidence (H2 and H6)

To test the effects of the learning- and choice task-related factors

on recall confidence, an ANOVA was carried out (Table 23). Subjects°

confidence about their recall accuracy improved significantly with

greater use of prices in their choice tasks (p = 0.0001) and with the

presence of learning intentions (p = 0.0001). The two factors explained

23 percent of the Variations in recall confidence.

Recognition Accuracy and confidence (H7 and H8)

Hypotheses 7 and 8 respectively postulates that subjects° accuracy

and confidence in a price recognition test will improve with greater use

of price in their choice decisions. Recognition accuracy was

operationalized as the number (or proportion) of correct responses. Be-

fore H7 was tested, a test of independence between the two factors was

carried out. The contingency table and the chi square test statistic are

presented in Table 24. Having satisfied the independence requirement,

analyses of Variance with proportion correct response as a dependent
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Table 23

Analysis of Variance with Recall
confidence as a Dependent variable

Senna DE AN§HLA.§.$ E P.:§L¤1ue

Task 2 18850 13.70 0.0001

Learning 1 5 1600 74. 98 0 . 0001

Task * Learning 2 2419 1.76 0.1739

Error 354 243626

Model R-Square = 0.23
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Table 24

Test For Independence Between Experimental Factors

A-Choice Tasks Learning Total

Incidental Intentional

Non-Price 31 39
l

Mixed 23 37 60

Price 27 47 74

Total 58 115 173

B- DI Leim PiLelu.e

Chi-Square 2 3 . 877 0 . 144
Likelihood Ratio 4 4. 120 0. 127
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measure were carried out. The ANOVA tested the log-linear model using a

maximum likelihood estimation procedure (Table 25). The test provides

support for a significant choice task main effect (p = 0.0001). The re-

sults also show a significant learning main effect (p = 0.0001) although

no such hypothesis was proposed. This implies that prelearning in-

structions about subsequent memory tests not only improved the recall

performance but the recognition performance as well, pointing to the su-

periority of recognition tests across learning conditions.

Hypothesis 8 was tested in an ANOVA with recognition confidence as

a dependent measure (Table 26). The test not only found significant main

effects for both factors, it·a1so showed an interaction between choice

task and learning intention.

To further analyze the interaction effect, the cell means of recog-

nition confidence were plotted in Figure 31. It is clear that the dif-

ference in recognition confidence between the intentional and incidental

group tends to narrow with increase use of price during the choice proc-

ess. In other words, when buyers use price as an overriding choice cri-

teria, their confidence about recognition accuracy may not be

—significantly improved due to intentional learning.

Relative Recall Accuracy and confidence (H9, H10, and H16l

It was hypothesized that when buyers make their choice decisions

based on prices, they will exhibit greater accuracy and confidence in
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Figure 3l

Main- and Interaction-Effect on Recognition Confidence
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Table 25

Analysis of Variance with Propcrtion Correct as a
Dependent Measure ¤-F Recall Accuracy

(Maximum Likelihood Estimates)

Smlme DE Qhi;Sg.uer.e 1'dLa1m
Intercept 1 1 . 00 0 . 3165
Task 2 22. 33 0. 0001
Learning 1 36 . 99 0 . 0001
Task * Learning 2 2.85 0.2406
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Table 26

Analysis of Variance with Recognition Confidence
as a Dependent variable

Srzurss DE MQXALS E Bialua
Task 2 35085 29.32 0.0001

Learning 1 16741 27.98 0.0001

Task * Learning 2 4413 3.69 0.0260

Error 354 211836

Model R-Square = 0.21
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remembering the relative expensiveness rank of the chosen item than re-

calling their exact prices (H9 and H10). The summary results of accuracy

and confidence in exact price and relative price recall tests are given

in Table 27.

It is clear that H9 is not supported. In fact, subjects in the

° price—based choice task were considerably less accurate in their ranking

responses than in their exact price recall. There can be one explanation

for this finding. The subjects in this choice task group made their se-

lections on the basis of lowest unit prices, but they were asked to rank

the items in terms of their item prices. This made the relative recall

test extremely difficult for the subjects in this group and many of them

indicated the item ranks based on their unit prices rather than item

prices. Thus, unless the lowest priced item also had the lowest unit

price, their ranking was incorrect. A discussion with the subjects in

this group confirmed the expanation.

One interesting implication can be drawn from this finding. When

buyers use unit price information for making choice decision, they rank

the items in their minds in terms of unit prices rather than the item

prices. To test this possibility, subjects° rankings accuracies were

computed on the basis of unit prices rather than item prices and compared

against the recall accuracies (Part D of Table 27). The relative recall

accuracy was found to be greater than exact price recall accuracy at a

significance level of 0.18. One of the reasons why the difference did

not come out to be more significant is because some subjects followed the

instruction and tried to rank on the basis of unit prices. If such in-
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Table 27

Comparing Exact Price and Relative Price Recall -
Scores for Price-Based Choice Groups

M3;n; S.„.D...

A- (N = 120)

a. Number (or percentage) Correct 58 (48.33%) 0.50
b. Correlation between Correct

and Recalled Price 0.90
c. Confidence 59.63 26.38

B- (N = 120)

a. Number (or percentage) Correct 22(18.33%) 0.39
b. Correlation between Correct

and Recalled Rank 0.12
c. Confidence 70.85 29.58

‘ · Nature of Test Test Level of
.13;:. $2:1;:1.;mu;H9

Difference in Z -4.930 Significant
Proportions in opposite

direction

H10 Differences Scheffe's 9.61 0.0001
in Mean F (df = 1,238)
Confidence

(i) Number (or percentage) correctly recalled (N = 120) = 58 (48.33%)
(ii) Number (or percentage) correctly ranked based on unit prices

(N = 120) = 65 (54.17%)
(i) Z score for Difference in Proportion = 0.91
(ii) Difference is significant at a = 0.18
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struction was not provided, perhaps greater relative recall accuracy

(based on unit prices) would have been observed.

The above explanation is further corroborated by the fact that the

subjects' significantly greater confidence in their ranking responses

(based on unit prices) than in their actual price recall (Table 27).

Therefore, when subjects used unit prices in their choice decisions, they

exhibited substantially greater confidence about the item ranks based on

unit prices than their confidence about actual price recall.

The last hypothesis involving relative price recall (H 16) postu-

lates that prelearning instruction about subsequent memory tests will not '

significantly improve buyers' ability to rank items in terms of their

expensiveness. This hypothesis was tested by comparing the proportion

correct in relative recall test for the two groups (Table 28). The chi-

square test failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference (p =

0.345). This implies that encoding of relative prices is influenced by

buyers' choice-task related factors rather than their anticipation of

future recall of exact price.

gQMEAR;NG BECALL AND RECOGN;IIO§ ][E§I§

Six hypotheses (H3, H4 and H11 - H14) were postulated regarding the

superiority of a recognition test over a recall test involving price

stimuli across different choice tasks and learning conditions.
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Table 28

Comparing Relative Price Recall Scores Between
Incidental and Intentional Learning

A. Contingency Table

Incidental Intentional Total

¤ B 22
Incorrect 51 47 98

Total 60 60 120

B- Yalua LL. !;Y.a.1.m

Chi-Square 0 . 89 1 1
‘

0 . 345
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Oyegglg goggarisog getweeg Reca;; ang ßecoggitiog

H11 and H12 postulate that, overall, the subjects will exhibit

greater accuracy in a recognition test than in a recall test. The ag-

gregate means of recall and recognition accuracy and confidence across

all learning and choice task groups are summarized in Part A in Table 29.

Instead of testing for differences in the aggregate proportion cor-

rect responses in the recall and recognition tests, the effect of the

memory test was tested by including memory test as a third factor (in

addition to choice task and learning) with two levels. The analysis of

variance was carried out using the log-linear model with maximum likeli—

hood estimations (Part B of Table 29). All possible interaction terms

were also included in the model specification. As postulated, the overall

improvement in recognition accuracy turned out to be statistically sig-

nificant in presence of the other two factors (p = 0.0001). This implies

that the recognition accuracy was greater than recall accuracy not only

at the aggregate level, but also at each level of learning and choice

tasks.

A similar procedure was carried out to test if, overall recognition

confidence was greater than recall confidence (H12). As postulated, the

recognition confidence was found to be significantly greater than recall

confidence (p = 0.0001) in presence of choice task and learning—related

factors (Table 30).
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Table 29

Test for Overall Difference Between
Recall and Recognition Tests

Mama S...D...
1. Recall (N = 360)

(a) Number (percentage) Correct 122 (33.89%)
(b) Confidence 49.89 29.69

2. Recognition (N = 360) '
(a) Number (percentage) correct 173 (48.06%)
(b) Confidence 64.99 27.33

B. ANQYA Using Loglinear Model _
(Maximum Likelihood Estimates)

§a>m:sa ILE £hi:.§.qmra Hmm
Intercept 1 27.76 0.0001
Task 2 42.75 0.0001
Learning (LRNG) 1 65.93 0.0001
Memory Test (MTEST) 2 15.53 0.0001
Task * LRNTG 2 3.28 0.1944
Task * MTEST 2 0.17 0.9204
LRNG * MTEST 1 0.00 0.9536
Task * LRNG * MTEST 2 0.48 0.7860
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”
Table 30

Analysis o-f variance to Test the Overall Difference
Between Recall and Recognition con-Fidence

Smmsze DE M£HLA.S§. E B:Yal1m
Task 2 13125 16.52 0.0001
LRNG 1 15844 39 . 90 0. 0001 -
MTEST 1 10294 25 . 92 0. 0001
TASK * LRNG 2 1481 1.87 0.1580
TASK * MTEST 2 338 0.43 0.6540
LRNG * MTEST 1 1208 3.04 0.0830
TASK * LRNG * MTEST 2 220 0.28 0.7581
ERROR 179 66716
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Having established the overall superiority of a recognition test

over a recall test, the performance in the two memory tests for some

specific learning and choice task conditions were compared.

ggggggigg ggcagg, ggd Rgcoggigiog joy; Incidegtag, Leargigg

Hypotheses 3 and 4 postulated that when subjects learn about prices

without specific intent to memorize (incidental learning), the recogni-

tion accuracy and confidence will be greater than recall accuracy and

confidence respectively. To test H3, the proportions correct in recall

and recognition are compared (Table 31) and recognition accuracy was found

to be significantly greater than recall accuracy for subjects in the in-

cidental learning group (p = 0.004). .

H4 was tested by comparing the mean recall and recognition confidence

for subjects in the incidental learning group (Table 32). The hypothesis

was supported at the 0.0001 level of significance.

goggagigg ßecagg agg ggcognggigg fo}; [gen-Prgcg Bgseg gjgoggg Iasg

Hypotheses 13 and 14 postulated superior recognition test perform-

ance (than recall) for subjects performing non-price based choice tasks.

The mean scores of recall and recognition accuracy and confidence for

subjects in this task group are provided in Table 33. Both recognition
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Table 31

Comparing Recall and Recognition Accuracies
for Subjects in Incidental Learning Condition

A. Contingency Table

Recall Recognition Total

Äl M
Incorrect 144 122 266

Total 180 180 360

B- Syiisliis ILL. lehre PJLal1La

Chi—Square
1

1 6 . 968 0. 008
Likelihood Rat io 1 7 . 019 0 . 008
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Table 32

Comparing Recall and Recognition Confidence
for Subjects in Incidental Learning Condition

Mean §.„.D...
Recall Confidence (N = 180) 37.92 27.89

Recognition Confidence (N = 180) 58.17 27.48

Hypothesis Nature of Test Level of
L¤ie:.T.¢.s.t¤ .1E·iS¤ ill-.L§l£t&t°'SLel.wH4

Difference in Scheffe's 48. 18 0.0001
Mean Confidence F (df = 1,358)
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Table 33

Comparing Recall and Recognition Performance
for Subjects in Non-Price-Based Choice Tasks

A-Recall Recognition Total

Correct 24 , 39 63

IIIIIIIII
IITotal120 120 240

Chi-Square (df = 1) = 4.843 (p = 0.028)

B- Mmls. $...12...

Recall Confidence (N = 120) 42.29 32.71
Recognition Confidence (N = 120) 55.58 30.65

schesfew F (df = 1, 238) = 26.69 (p = 0.0001)
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accuracy and confidence was found to be significantly greater than recall

accuracy and confidence respectively (p = 0.028 and p = 0.0001).

comgagygg Recall gnd ßecgggitiog Accugacies fo; gubjectg gg gggegtiogag,

geagging gnd Pgice-Based choice Iasks

Hypothesis 15 postulates that when buyers use prices extensively as

their choice criteria and make an explicit attempt to memorize prices for

later use, the difference between recall and recognition tends to de-

crease, so much so that recall accuracy may not be significantly less than

recognition accuracy. To test the hypothesis, the proportion correct in
4

recall and recognition for this experimental condition was compared (Ta-

ble 34); Although the null hypothesis of no difference between recall

and recognition performance could not be rejected at a probability level

of 0.05, the support of H15 is clearly not convincing. ‘

To explore the results further, the choice task and intentional

learning manipulation check items for this group was reanalyzed and the

summary results are given below:

Uran SAL.
Usage or attention paid
to Price information during
the choice process 4.87 0.30

Attempted to memorize
in response intentional

l learning induction 4.07 1.07 V
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Table 34

Comparing Recall and Recognition for Price-Based
Task and Intentional Learning Group

A-Recall Recognition Total

Correct 38 47 85

Incorrect 22 13 35

Total 60 60 120

B- DIE 3m.u Emu

Chi-Square 1 3.267 0.071
Likelihood Ratio 1 3.295 0.069
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It appears that the choice task manipulation has dominated the intentional

learning induction in that for some subjects the learning of price in-

formation took place incidental to their choice rather than with specific

intent to memorize for later recall.

seggeg Summagy

· Table 35 summarizes the test results of all the hypotheses that were

tested in this section. Out of the sixteen hypotheses tested, fourteen

were supported conclusively. One hypothesis (H15) had moderate support

and one hypothesis (H9) was not supported. As discussed in the section,

4 the lack of support of these two hypotheses essentially is due to

methodological reasons rather than flaws in the conceptualization of the

hypotheses.

Ag,T§gNA1;y§ EXPLANgIg0NS

Even though the data supported most of the research hypothesis, it

is useful to consider if there are any alternative explanations for the

research results. Some of the potential confounds could be product-

related, price-related, and subject·related.
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Product-related confounds

In order to check if the Variations in subjects° recall and recog-

nition test performances could be explained by product differences, the

accuracy scores of these two memory tests across the four different pro-

ducts were compared (Table 36). The chi-square test could not reject the

null hypothesis of no product-related difference in both recall and re-

cognition accuracies.

As a further test, two additional analyses of variance were carried

out with product as a third factor (with four levels) along with two or-

iginal experimental conditions (Table 37). These analyses also produced

the same results in that product-related difference could not explain the

significant Variations in recall and recognition accuracies in presence

of the learning and choice-task-related factors. .

So far as recall and recognition confidence is concerned, it was

decided to test the full model which included product and memory test as

two within-subjects factor in addition to choice task and learning (both

between subjects factors). Thus the design was:

2 (Learning) x 3 (Task) x 4 (Products) x 2 (Memory Tests)

Since, memory tests and products were within-subjects repeated measures,

a new variable called "subjects" was created and used as a blocking factor

before the effects due to products and memory tests could be tested. The

model statement and ANOVA table are presented in Table 37(A). When

testing for task and learning effects, the mean square for subjects'

within task and learning pooled across all six cells was used. However,
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Table 36

Influence o-F Products on Recall and Recognition

Orange Canned Breakfast Pasta
£:9Q2e¤ (N = 90) Jllißä $9.22 $22:2.1. ILi.xm9.r

Correct Recall 26 32 30 34

Correct Recognition 44 49 40 40

DE klu PiL2122

Effect on Recall Chi-Square 3 1.736 0.629

Effect on Recognition Chi-Square 3 2.437 0.487
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Table 37

Analysis of Variance with Product as a Factor

A. Rggg1l_Aggg;ggy (Maximum Likelihood Estimates)

Saum DE Pdlalm
Intercept 1 38.00 0.0001
Task 2 21.48 0.0001
Learning 1 ' 29.96 0.0001
Product 3 2.02 0.5678
Task * Learning 2 1. 16 0.5610

B. (Maximum Likelihood Estimates)

imma DE Qmmmm P$@.1m
Intercept 1 1.01 0.3161
Task 2 22.48 0.0001
Learning 1 2 . 89 0 . 0001
Product 3 2 . 89 0 . 4088
Task * Learning 2 2. 86 0. 2389
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Table 37(A)

Effect of Products on Recall and Recognition Confidence

Confideuce = Task LRNG Task * LRNG Subject (Task LRNG)
PROD MTEST TASK * MTEST LRNG * MTEST

'&w;s& DE ANmLA.S§ E lduhm

Task 2 51397 9.16 0.0003

LRNG 1 63563 22.66 0.0001

Task * LRNG 2 6068 1.08 0.3437

Sub (Task LRNG) 84 235637 7.95 0.0001

MTEST 1 41027 116.27 0.0001
PROD 3 3575 3.38 0.0181
LRNG * MTEST 1 4883 13.84 0.0002
Task * MTEST 2 917 1.30 0.2734

Corrected Residual 623 219833
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for testing differences due to product, the residual mean square (cor-

rected for subject-related variations) was used. It may be seen from

Table 37(A) that except for a significant product main effect, other re-

sults confirm the earlier findings. That is, product-related differences

are significant (p = 0.018) when tested against corrected residuals.

However, given the small variation explained by this factor (0.57%) and

considering that other main and interaction effects were still in ac-

cordance with the hypotheses, the difference due to product cannot be

considered to confound the research results. '

Price-related confounds

V
It was recognized that the actual price levels may influence sub-

jects° recall and recognition performance. To check for such differences,

the items were divided into two categories depending upon whether their

prices were less than or more than one dollar. The prices of canned soups

(45¢ to 69C) and frozen orange juice (83¢ to 99¢) were less than one

dollar whereas the prices of pasta dinner ($1.03 to $1.29) and breakfast

cereal ($1.53 to $1.99) were more than one dollar. Based on these two

categories, distinction, two analyses of variance were carried out with

price level as a third factor. The first ANOVA relates to the recall

accuracy (proportion correct) and the second relates to recognition ac-

curacy (proportion correct).
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Effect of Prices on Recall Accuracy

The mean recall accuracy and the corresponding ANOVA table are pre-

sented in Table 38. Although the recall accuracy for the items greater

than one dollar was marginally greater than that of the items with less

than one dollar such difference was not found to be statistically sig-

nificant with or without the two experimental conditions (p = 0.4699).

Effect of Prices on Recognition Accuracy

· The mean recognition accuracy and the corresponding ANOVA table are

presented in Table 39. Subjects were more accurate in recognizing the

items priced at less than one dollar (with 2 digits) than the items prices

at greater than one dollar. However, the null hypothesis of no difference

could not be rejected at p = 0.13 level.

Subject-Rglgted cogfounds

It was recognized in Chapter III that subjects° individual charac-

teristics may influence their memory test performance. The possible

differences could be on account of their demographic factors (like

household income, age, and average per capita spending on grocery items)

and their price consciousness. To test for such difference two sets of
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Table 38

Effect of Item Prices on Recall Accuracy

Canned Orange Pasta Breakfast
Sau Eu ILi.n.ur Quul
45C 83C $1.03 $1.53
49C 85C $1.09 $1.59
SSC 89C $1.13 $1.73
59C 93C $1.19 $1.79
6SC 95C $1.23 $1.93
69C 99C $1.29 $1.99

For Items For Items
Less Than More Than
@D2iLlu9.ue.Ik>.L1ar

Number (or percentage) Correct (N = 180) 58 (32%) 64 (36%)

Chi—Square (df = 1) = 0.446 (p = 0.504)

C. (Maximum Likelihood Estimates)

@@4
DE 'Qhiiquu Emu

Intercept 1 37.86 0.0001
Task 2 21.39 ° 0.0001
Learning 1 29.85 0.0001
Price Level' 1 0.52 0.4699
Task * Learning 2 1.16 0.5596
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Table 39

Effect of Item Prices on Recognition Accuracy

A-For Items For Items
Less Than More Than
§k1s.D2l.Lar Qna.1b.1.1.¤.:

Number (or Proportion) Correct (N = 180) 93 (52%) 80 (44%)
Chi-Square (df = 1) = 1.881 (p = 0.170)

B-Source
DEIntercept1 1.01 0.3156
Task 2 22.45 0.0001
Learning 1 37 . 15 0 . 0001
Price Level 1 2.24 0.1348
Task * Learning 2 2.86 0.2395
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analyses were carried out. In the first set, four analyses of variance

were conducted to check if there were any systematic differences on the

above-mentioned factors acorss different experimental conditions. In the

second analysis, these individual characteristics were correlated with

subjects' memory test performance to ascertain their relationships.

Homogeneity of Subject characteristics Across Conditions

Table 40 provides the means and standard deviations of subjects°

household income, monthly grocery expenses per household member, age, and

their price consciousness scores. Household income was coded on a 1-6

scale as follows:

Less than $10,000 per year
V

1
Between $10,000 and $25,000 2
Between $25,000 and $40,000 3
Between $40,000 and $55,000 4
Between $55,000 and $70,000 5
More than $70,000 per year 6

Per capita grocery expenses and age were computed from the subjects° re-

sponses. The price consciousness scores were the means of the thirteen

item five point agree-disagree scales (see Figure 24).

A careful inspection of Table 40 indicates reasonable homogeneity

of subjects on account of their income, spending on grocery items, age,

and their price consciousnes across experimental conditions. However,

some minor variations detected were due to subjects' spending across both
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learning and choice task conditions and subjects° price consciousness

across learning conditions.

To explore these differences further, analyses of variance were

carried out involving each of these four individual characteristics (Ta-

ble 41). No significant differences due to subjects° income were found.

As pointed out before, a small Variation due to subjects° spending was

detected across both learning and choice task conditions. That is, sub-

jects assigned to the intentional learning groups were found to spend

smaller amount on grocery items than did subjects in the incidental

learning group (p = 0.08). Also, subjects assigned to the mixed choice

condition spent greater amounts on grocery items than subjects in price-

based and non-price-based choice task conditions (p = 0.08). No differ-

ences on account of subjects° age were found across experimental

conditions. However, a significant difference due to subjects' price

consciousness across learning conditions was detected (Part D of Table

41). That is, the subjects in the intentional learning group were sig-

nificantly more price conscious (p = 0.03) than subjects assigned to the

incidental group.

Clearly, the above analyses would suggest that apart from the three

situations, subjects were reasonably homogeneous across conditions.

However, to complete the analysis, it was necessary to ascertain if these

individual factors were related to subjects' memory test performances.
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Table 41

Test For Individual Differences Across conditions

Smrm DE ANSBLAJZS E P;1@.1ua
Task 2 0.02 0.01 0.99

Learning 1 1.41 0.79 0.37

Error 82 145.56

D.E ANMLE; E klelm
Task 2 8733.58 2.55 0.08

Learning 1 $410.56 3.15 0.08 ·

Error 83 142360.68

C. Age

Smm D.E ANQYLSS E P;SL¤J.m .
Task 2 71.50 0.27 0.76

Learning 1 3.29 0.03 0.87

Error 85 11100.85

Smxm DE ANQJLAJS E Pißlua

Task 2 0.02 0.01 0.99

Learning 1 2.71 4.72 0.03

Error 86 49.32
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Impact of Individual characteristics on Memory Tests

Table 42 provides the Pearson Correlation coefficients between the

individual characteristics and the subjects° accuracies in the three

memory tests. While household income, grocery spending, and subjects'

age had no significant relationship to their memory test performances,

subjects° price consciousness did correlate positively with their recall

and recognition accuracies (p = 0.05 and 0.10 respectively). Clearly,

subjects° price consciousness may have had moderating effect on their

recall and recognition scores.
'

To test this effect, two analyses of covariance were carried out with

n

price consciousness as a covariate (Table 43). ANACOVAs evaluate the

effect of the experimental factors after correcting for the influence of ·

the covariate. The analyses indicated that subjects° price consciousness

was not a significant covariate in presence of the two experimental fac-

tors. Stated differently, the effects of the experimental factors turn

out to be statistically significant in spite of the effect of subjects'

price consciousness on memory test performance.

The correlation matrix in Table 42 offers two additional interesting

findings. First, subjects° price consciousness were found to be nega-

tively correlated with their spending on grocery items. Second, older

subjects in the sample were found to spend more on groceries perhaps due

to their greater household income.
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Table 43

Analyses of covariance with $ubjects' Price
Consciousness as a covariate

A-$21119; DE ANSBLAAS E Pitalua

Task 2 19.12 11.47 0.0001

Learning 1 26.11 31.33 0.0001

Price-Consciousness 1 0.99 1.18 0.2799

Error 85 70.84

B-Sgiusa DE AN9!A.$.$ E P;1L¤.1ya

Task 2 20.59 11.61 0.0001

Learning _ 1 32.79 36.98 0.0001 I
Price-Consciousness 1 0.29 0.33 0.5679

Error 85 75.38
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Qthgg; ggtentig; gonfgundg

Apart from the product-, price- and subject- related confounds there

may be at least three other factors that could influence subjects° memory

test performance. These factors are: (1) total shopping time, (2) the

elapsed time between stimulus presentation and memory test, and (3)

latency or the time to respond to memory tests. To check for these in-

fluences, the mean shopping time, elapsed time, and latency across the

task and learning conditions were compared (Table 44). It appears that

there is a systematic reduction in shopping time across the three choice

task conditions. Also, the elapsed time for price-based choice task is

smaller than both non-price and mixed choice tasks.

To check if such time differences are significant, three analyses

of variance were conducted (Table 45). Clearly, the shopping time dif-

ferences across choice task conditions are significant (p = 0.0001).

Also, the elapsed time difference is marginally significant (p ä 0.1638).

However, no other significant differences were found across either choice

task or learning conditions.

To analyze the impact of shopping time, elapsed time, and latency

on memory performance, these times were correlated against the accuracies

and confidence judgments of the three memory tests (Table 46). Tbtal

shopping time was not found to have any effect on recall and recognition

test performance but it was positively correlated with the ranking accu-

racy. This finding is consistent with Zeithaml (1981) in that greater

shopping (or encoding) time allows buyer to compare the prices of dif-
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‘
Table 44

Comparison of Shopping Time, Elapsed Time, and Latency

Shopping Elapsed Latency

Non-Price Choice (N = 120) 118.42 975.10 202.83
(88.89)* (282.10) (87.81)

Mixed Choice (N = 120) 85.67 1030.14 229.02
(45.38) (312.90) (103.43)

Price-based Choice (N = 120) 76.85 961.11 218.17
(29.93) (293.25) (89.27)

Shopping Elapsed Latency
.(.s.•.·&§.).

Incidental Learning (N = 180) 97.16 1003.77 220.27
(69.21) (286.31) (96.77)

Intentional Learning (N = 180) 90.13 ‘ 973.80 216.41
(55.20) (307.44) (91.19)

*Figures in parentheses indicate the Standard Deviations.
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Table 45

Comparing Di-f-ferences in Shopping Time, Elapse Time, and Latency

A. (seconds)

Saaraa DE AN9lA.ä E Balalua
Task 2 115123 15 . 84 0 . 0001

Learning 1 4438 1 . 22 0 . 2689

Task * Learning 2 1363 0.19 0.8291

Error 354 1286278

B. (seconds) ‘

Sauraa _ DI AhIQYA..S§. E Palalm

Task 2 319638 1 . 82 0 . 1638

Learning 1 80820 0 . 92 0 . 3383

Task * Learning 2 157064 0.89 0.4102

Error 354 31116623

C- Léäusäl (seconds)

Saaraa DI ANQ1LAj§ E Prjluia

Task 2 26950 1.52 0.2192

Learning 1 1345 0. 15 0. 6967

Task * Learning 2 7852 0.44 0.6418

Error 354 3129763
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ferent items resulting in greater accuracy in ranking them in terms of

their expensiveness. However, since the relationship involving the ef-

fect of choice task orientations on relative recall accuracy was not hy-

pothesized in this research, the impact of shopping time was not a major

concern here.

As regards the elapsed time, Table 46 indicates that there is no

impact of elapsed time on any of the memory tests. Therefore, the

differrences in elapsed time across the choice task conditions did not

seem to have confounded the results.

The analysis involving relationship between latency and the differ-

ent memory tests produced mixed results. Given the crude measure of

latency used in this research, these results should be interpreted with

some caution. First, separate latency measures for each memory test were

not recorded. Instead, the total time for responding to recall, recog-

nition, and relative recall test for each product was recorded. Second,

typically subjects took longer to respond to the first set of tests be-

cause they had to read the complete instructions involving the tests.

Finally, the time measuring instruments were not so sensitive as to cap-

ture the effect of latency on memory tests. Given these qualifications,

a few comments can be made about the results in Table 46. First, the

recognition accuracy is negatively correlated with the latency implying

that subjects took a shorter time to respond when they were accurate.

Second, latency was found to be positively correlated with subjects'

confidence about their response accuracies in each of the tests. Finally,

latency did not correlate will recall accuracy.
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Table 46

correlation of Shopping Time, Elapsed Time, and Latency on Memory Test
Performance

Shopping Elapsed
lim lime L.¤§.cns;x

Recall Accuracy -0.03 0.02 -0.02
(0.52)* (0.67) (0.73)

Recognition Accuracy -0.06 -0.02 -0.10
(0.26) (0.65) (0.05)

Ranking Accuracy 0.09 -0.00 -0.08
(0.10) (0.95) (0.13)

Recall Confidence -0.08 -0.03 0.07
(0.15) (0.63) (0.16)

Recognition Confidence -0.01 -0.00 0.09
a (0.86) (0.96) (0.09)

Ranking Confidence -0.04 0.04 0.21
(0.51) 0.40) _ (0.0001)

\

*Figures in parentheses indicate the probability levels.
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§UMMAß1

This chapter analyzed the data collected in the experiment and pre-

sented the research results. Before testing the postulated hypotheses,

the strengths of experimental inductions were assessed and consistency

of the responses analyzed. The results showed that both choice task

orientations and intentional learning manipulations were effectively in-

duced. However, the choice task manipulation appeared to be stronger than

the intentional learning in that subjects° learning of price information

was facilitated (or impared) more an account of their choice tasks rather

than the prelearning instructions about a subsequent memory test. In a

way this avoided the possibility of intentional learning manipulation
l

washing out the choice task inductions. As regards the consistency of

subjects° responses in the memory tests, the statistically significant

correlations among the several measures of accuracy and confidence in

recall and recognition tests assured that the subjects were consistent

in their responses. '

Being assured of the strength of manipulations and response con-

sistency, the hypotheses were tested. When the memory test accuracies

were operationalized as proportion correct, both general linear models

as well as log-linear models were tested using weighted least squares and

maximum likelihood estimation procedures. These procedures were neces-

sary to avoid the problems of non-normality and heteroskedastic error

terms associated with dichotomous response variables. However, when hy-

potheses involved continuous responses, analyses of variance were used
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with ordinary least square estimations. Also, when tests required com-

parisons of cell means, Scheffe°s F statistic was used to avoid the danger

of multiple use of the same information and to protect the overall

experiment-wise error rate.

The test results of the sixteen hypotheses were summarized in Table

35. All except one hypothesis (H9) were supported. Several substantive

inferences can be drawn from these findings.

(1) The extent to which buyers learn prices during their shopping

will very according to the choice criteria used for buying decisions and

their specific intent to remember prices for later use.

(2) Greater use of price than non-price factors in the choice deci-

sions results in buyers° greater ability to recall and recognize prices

of the items purchased. The respective confidence about the accuracy also

improves.

(3) When buyers anticipate the need for price information and at-

tempts to remember the prices for later use, the ability to recall and

their confidence about recall accuracy increases.

(ß) Overall, when price information is learned in the process of

making a purchase decision, buyers exhibit greater accuracy and confi-

dence in detecting the correct price from among incorrect ones than being

able to recall them. ·

(5) The need for remembering a specific price for later use focuses
5

buyers' attention on the to-be-remembered price. Thus, they may not be
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able to rank the items against other items in the product category in

terms of their expensiveness.

(6) The lack of support of H9 suggests that when buyers make their

purchase decisions based on unit prices, they would, in general, find it

easier to rank the items within a product category in terms of their unit

prices rather than their item price.

(7) Although previous research has typically associated recall with

intentional learning and recognition with incidental learning, this re-

search found improvement in recognition performance as well for inten-

tional learning. That is, subjects° recognition accuracy increased

considerably when they were asked to °remember° the prices. This finding

could be due to the nature of the intentional learning induction use where

specific memory test (recall or recognition) was not mentioned. Also,
‘

it is possible that the relatively stronger choice task manipulation

dominated the intentional learning manipulation.

In order to check if there were any alternative explanations for the

above findings, additional analyses were conducted. Although some dif-

ferences were found on account of products, subjects° individual charac-

teristics, encoding time, elapsed time, and latency, such differences

were not found to affect the hypothesized relationships.
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CHAPTEQ V

§UMMAß! Agb CONCLU§]0N§

The final chapter of this dissertation examines the substantive,

theoretical, and methodological implications of the study and provides

directions for future research. With this objective, the chapter is or-

ganized as follows. The first section summarizes the important conceptual

issues and presents a brief overview of the methodology. The second

section offers substantive interpretations of the major findings of the

research. The third section examines the theoretical and methodological

contribution of the research and highlights some implications that man-

agers may derive. The fourth section examines some of the methodological

limitations of the study. Finally, some possible extensions and future

research opportunities are presented.

ß§SEARCI·I §UgMAß1

This section presents the theoretical background against which the

research was conducted and provides a brief overview of the methodology

employed.
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Theoretical Background

Price theorists are in general agreement that buyers usually make

judgments about price against some pre-formed perceptual reference

prices. However, it remains unclear as to how the reference prices are

formed in buyers° minds (Monroe 1973; Olson 1980) and how buyers use

reference prices during their choice decisions (Rao 1984; Winer 1986).

In other words, little is known about how buyers encode and store price

information in their memories and how they retrieve the information when

they need it for making some purchase decisions.

Evidence suggests that the prices buyers paid (or were exposed to)

in their previous purchase occasion(s) produce considerable influence in

the formation of reference prices (Scitovsky 1945; Gabor and Granger 1966;

Olander 1969; Uhl 1970). But it is unclear as to how buyers process the

price information they encounter, how they encode and store the informa-

tion in memory in a meaningful manner, and how they retrieve the infor-

mation when such a need arises. In general, early researchers assumed

that encoded prices are isomorphic with the physical price stimuli and

could be recalled easily whenever buyers needed them (Gabor and Granger

1961; Allen, Harrell, and Hutt 1976). However, recent theorists argue

that the encoded prices may or may not match with the physical prices

depending upon how buyers choose to interpret the stimuli (Jacoby and

Olson 1977; Olson 1980). Therefore, recalling exact prices may not be

the only mechanism by which buyers retrieve previously encoded prices

(Zeithaml 1981; Powell 1985; Monroe, Powell, and Choudhury 1986).
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The issues of encoding, storage, and retrieval were examined in this

research in the context of human learning and memory. Previous research

indicates that buyers differ in terms of their overall shopping orien-

tations depending upon their individual factors and shopping goals

(Guiltinan and Monroe 1980; Dickson and Sawyer 1986). Because of such

differences, the manner in which they encode, store, and retrieve price

(or other information) differs depending primarily upon the learning plan

they employ and the nature of choice tasks they perform (Bettman 1979b).

Assessment of learning therefore involves understanding how buyers encode

information and then administering retrieval tasks (or memory tests)

which are compatible with the way information was originally encoded.

The main problem in selecting appropriate memory tests lies in the
V

researcher's inability to make an a priori and independent assessment of

the encoding levels. One way to address this problem would be to admin-

ister several memory tests and then use the relative successes or failures

to respond in these tests to infer about original encoding. In this re-

search, the objective was to induce in a laboratory setting different

learning plans and choice task orientations, to simulate specific char-

acteristics of different types of grocery shoppers and then administer

different memory tests so that some inferences can be drawn as to how

price information was encoded by shoppers under different learning and

choice task conditions. Thus, this research was ng; interested in whether

subjects did or did not learn price information. Instead, the objective

was to develop appropriate memory tests that allow for better inference
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as to how buyers encoded information and to use these memory test in

subsequent field tests for Validation purposes.

With this background, it would be useful to summarize the effects

of learning plans and choice task orientations on buyers° encoding,

storage and retrieval processes.

Plans of Learning

The plans that buyers adopt for learning price information depends

upon their relative reliance on their internal memory or external sources

for price information (Bettman 1979b). Typically, when buyers anticipate

that the required price information may not be easily available from ex-

ternal sources (e.g. in store price comparisons), they would encode the

information in a way that allows them to reconstruct the previously en-

countered stimuli without external cues (Bettman 1979a; b). This type

of learning is referred to as ig;gg;iggg1_lgg;ging and is usually asso-

ciated with successful recall performance (Deese 1964; Tversky 1973).

However, in most other purchase situations, buyers may perceive

little need for memorizing price information for later recall because the

required information is available from external sources (Dickson and

Sawyer 1986). However, this perception does not necessarily mean that

buyers have no memorial representations of previously encountered prices.

In such situations, and if price is an important choice criterion, buyers '

may use the externally observed prices as cues to compare against the

internal reference price (Bettman 1979a; b). This type of learning is
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referred to as 1ggjggg;al_1gg;ging and is usually associated with suc-

cessful recognition performance (Powell 1985; Monroe, Powell, and

Choudhury 1986).

choice Task Orientations
”

While plan of learning is important, buyers° learning of price in-

formation is also affected by the nature of the choice tasks they perform.

Previous research indicates that shoppers differ in terms of thier per-

ceived importance of price and non-price factors in a given choice deci-

sion (Dickson and Sawyer 1986). Buyers who make their decisions based

T on non-price attributes are usually distracted from price information,

and thus learning price information may not be effective. It is possible

that a portion of such buyers may not even be cognitively exposed to

prices even though such information was available to them.

On the other hand, some buyers may guide their buying decisions

simply on the basis of price-related factors. These buyers are likely

to process price information elaborately, compare prices of different

items within a product category, and thereby produce a stable memory trace

of the previously encountered prices. These buyers are likely to be able

to recall and recognize prices more accurately than the buyers who use

non-price factors in making choice decisions. Also, these price-oriented

buyers should be able to rank correctly different items within a product

category in terms of their relative expensiveness.
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Given the above theoretical explanations, this research argues that

the manner in which buyers encode and store price information will vary

depending upon their learning plans and their choice task orientations.

As far as retrieval is concerned, buyers are postulated to be more suc-

cessful when the retrieval tasks match the encoding process than when they

do not. Several hypotheses involving the relationships between learning-

and choice task-related factors and retrieval performance were proposed

and tested in a laboratory experiment.

Overview of Methodology

Two levels of learning (incidental and intentional) and three levels

of choice task orientations (non-price, mixed, and price) were fully

crossed in a 2 x 3 factorial between-subjects (on both factors) design.

Ninety women shoppers after being randomly assigned to each of the six

experimental conditions (fifteen subjects per cell) took part in a simu-

lated grocery shopping where they were provided with salient attribute

information about seven packaged food products. Subjects selected one

item from each of the seven categories using specific choice criteria

corresponding to different choice task orientations. Intentional learn-

ing was induced by alerting the subjects about a possible memory test

involving prices of selected items. No such instructions were given to

the subjects in incidental learning conditions.

After completion of the shopping task, subjects were given recall,

recognition, and relative recall tests involving prices of four of their
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selections. The scores from these memory tests were used to test the

hypotheses.

§UB§TA§I;V§ E;NDINGS

Several substantive inferences regarding the effects of learning-

and choice task-related factors on buyers° processing and retrieval of

price information can be drawn from the research results.

Learning

The research found that when subjects were told that they would need

the price information for later use and that such information will not

be available to them from external sources, they were more successful in

recalling the prices than the subjects who were not given such instruc-
”

tion. The latter group of subjects however was more accurate recognizing

the prices when these were presented externally. ·

Substantively, the results imply that when shoppers place more re-

liance on internal memory then external sources for price information (for

example, shoppers comparing prices of different stores and prices of one

store is not available at the other) they are, in general able to recall ‘

prices better than in situations when reliance is placed primarily on

external sources (for example, shoppers visiting a store and making de-

cisions simply based upon information available at the store). While

these latter group of shoppers are unable to correctly recall previously
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encountered prices, they would be relatively more accurate in recognizing

them if these prices are presented to them.

Based on these findings, it can be concluded that since most purchase

decisions involving low-priced frequently purchased grocery items take

place at the point-of·purchase, recognition (rather than recall) appears

to be a more likely mechanism by which buyers retrieve price information

from memory.

choice Tasks

The research found support for the hypothesis that greater usage of

price-related factors than non-price-related attributes results in
[

greater memorability, and therefore better retrieval performance (in both
·

recall and recognition) of price information. This implies that the

buyers whose buying decisions are guided primarily by non-price factors

like brand name, nutritional values, and convenience pay less attention

to prices. Therefore, for these shoppers, in-store price information will

have less impact on the formation (or change) of their reference prices.

Although not examined in this research, these shoppers may have an ap-

proximate idea of price in that they may be able to tell, with some degree

of confidence, whether the price falls within a broad price range or

whether the price had a specific first digit.

On the other hand, the shoppers whose buying decisions were guided

by price-related factors were found to pay closer attention to prices of

not only the items they selected but also other items in their choice set.
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These shoppers had a stable memorial representation of the prices they

paid and were more successful in recalling and recognizing them. Also,

these shoppers were found to have a fairly accurate idea about the rela-

tive expensiveness of the items. However, this research found that when

buyers use unit prices (rather than item prices) to make their purchase

decisions, they ordered the expensiveness of different items based on

their unit prices rather than the item prices.

Finally, when buyers use both price and non-price factors in their

buying decisions, the extent to which they learn price information depends

upon the complementarity or disparity of the information. In this re-

search, the subjects in the mixed task group were asked to process price

and nutritional information. While these subjects performed more accu-

rately in the memory tests than the subjects in the non-price-based choice l

task condition, their accuracy was lower than subjects in the price-based

choice task condition who used item prices and weights (or servings) to

make their purchase decisions. Item prices and item weights seemed to

have complemented each other more effectively when choices are based on

unit prices than when buyers used price and nutritional values to find

the most nutritious item with the lowest price.

superiority o-F a Recognition Test

This research found that subjects were more accurate in a recognition

test than in a recall test not only for incidental learning conditions

but also for all levels of learning and choice task conditions. In other
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words, the subjects who recalled the prices correctly also identified the

correct price from a set of distractor prices. Moreover, the subjects

who could not recall the correct prices were more able to recognize them

when they were presented externally. Substantively, this result implies

that buyers generally may expect that prices will be available from ex-

ternal sources providing them with cues that activate °the retrieval

process rather than having to reconstruct the stimuli without external

help. Therefore, in most grocery shopping situations, recognition ap-

pears to be more appropriate test to assess buyers° price knowledge than

recall.

However, the superiority of recognition. performance over recall

performance tends to decrease with buyers° greater expectation of a future

need to recall prices and with greater use of prices in the purchase de-·
l

cisions. In fact, this research found that when subjects were alerted

about a possible memory test and when they made their selections based

on price-related factors, the recognition accuracy (and confidence) was

not statistically significantly greater than recall accuracy (and confi-

dence).

CONTEIBUT;ON$ OE THE BESEARCLI

This research makes several important contributions at the concep-

tual and methodological levels. At the conceptual level, this research

uses the theories of human learning and memory to develop a conceptual

framework for understanding how buyers encode, store, and retrieve price!
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information. The framework is expected to be useful for guiding future

research in price awareness and price perception. At the methodological

level, the research develops an argument for and finds empirical support

for using different memory tests to measure buyers° price knowledge.

Practitions are also likely to benefit from this research by understanding

some of the determinants of price awareness and by being able to segment

the market on these dimensions. These issues are expanded below.

Theoretical contributions

Consumer information processing models involving price simuli have

generally considered a hierarchical ordering of the three cognitive

processes: encoding, storage, and retrieval (Jacoby and Olson 1977;

T Helgeson and Beatty 1985). According to these models, once price infor-

mation is encoded, it is stored in some memory locations, and is retrieved

by buyers when the associative network connecting the target price in-

formation and other information is activated. While these models are

useful in identifying the three critical memory processes, it is unclear

as to why some information is encoded while other information is not used,

and why different buyers encode similar information differently.

The first, and perhaps the most important theoretical contribution

of this research examines the interrelationships among the three cogni-

tive processes. The literature review brings out the following important

issues:

1. Buyers may encode price information depending upon (a) whether
or not they perceive the need for its storage (Bettman 1979b),
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and (b) the nature of retrieval tasks they expect to encounter
when they need the information (Newell and Simon 1958; Tversky
1973).

2. The encoding process determines the storage locations depending
upon how elaborately the information was processed and what kinds
of linkages are established as a result (Craik and Lockhart
1972). Buyers may pay only cursory attention to price or may
process it in a more elaborate fashion, again depending upon the
perceived need to store price information and the expected re-
trieval tasks. The more extensive the processing of price in-
formation, the greater is the likelihood that the price will be
retained in memory (Helgeson and Beatty 1985).

3. Successful retrieval requires a close correspondence between the
encoding process and the retrieval mechanism (Tulving and Thomson
1973). One problem of selecting an appropriate retrieval task
(or memory test) lies in making an a priori assumption about the
original encoding. Fortunately, the reticulated view proposed
in this research alleviates a part of the problem. For example,
if the researcher can make an a priori assessment about buyers°
potential needs for storing price information and about the kinds
of retrieval mechanism they would normally employ, appropriate
memory tests approximating the original encoding could be ad-
ministered. In this research, it was assumed that buyers who
rely on external sources for price information would normally
expect to have the information presented to them. For these
buyers, a recognition test would be a more appropriate memory
test than recall.

4. The failure to retrieve price information may not be unambig-
uously interpreted because such failure may imply either lack
of information in storage or ineffectiveness of the retrieval
mechansim (Eysenck 1977). Thus, conclusive inference about
buyers° knowledge of price may be problematic.

The second theoretical contribution of the research derives from the

above theoretical issues. Previous research has typically used shopper

demographics, visible point-of-purchase behavior, product- and store-

related characteristics to explain buyers' retrieval of price informa-

tion. However, this research argues that understanding buyers° cognitive

processes provides a better explanations of the differences in their

learning and retrieval of price information. It has been suggested that
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learning- and choice-task-related factors produce a greater impact on the

perceptual process than demographic or other factors. Learning plans

simulate the effect of expected retrieval tasks on how price information

will be encoded while the choice tasks simulate the extent of information

processing elaborations that might take place.

Identification of these two factors is also likely to offer expla-

nations as to how these factors might influence buyers° formations of

reference prices. For example, buyers who make purchase decisions based

on only non-price factors may not have stable memorial representations

of the prices they pay, and thus rely more on point-of-purchase price

information when they need it. On the other hand, price-conscious shop-

pers who also carry out extensive store price comparisons are more likely

to have a readily accessible reference price in memory and are more able

to retrieve the information without additional external cues.

Finally, this research raises some fundamental questions about the

validity of the perfect price information assumption in economic theory.

It is clear from the theoretical arguments as well as the empirical re-

sults of this research that buyers may not be as knowledgable about prices

as economic theory suggests. However, this fact does not necessarily

imply imperfect functioning of the market and detrimental consequences

on the welfare of buyers and seller as Brown and Oxenfeldt (1972) have

predicted. This observation may simply mean that price may not be the

only variable that guides buyers° purchase decisions. Also, given the

limited cognitive capacity at buyers° disposal and given the numerous
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choices available, buyers are selective in their allocation of the cog-

nitive capacity depending upon their needs and goals.

Methodological Contributions

Winer (1986) in his concluding comment emphasized the need for future

research to investigate "how price enters the consumer choice process and

how reference prices can be better measured" (p. 255). These are the

issues of retrieval and how retrieval performance can be used to make

inference about buyers° price knowledge. This research takes a step to-

ward addressing this issue.

It has been argued that buyers' recall accuracy alone may not be an

adequate (or even an appropriate) measure of their price knowledge. Se-

veral different memory tests are necessary to tap different levels of

encoding depending upon the learning plans buyers adopt and their re-

spective choice task orientations. This research used exact price recall,

recognition, and relative price recall to assess buyers° retrieval per-

formance under different types of encoding. Based upon the results, three

important inferences can be drawn:

l. In general, when buyers learn prices in the process of making
purchase decisions (incidental learning) and when they expect
that price information will again be available to them from ex-
ternal sources, the mechansim through which they would expect
to retrieve information is recognition. Since this kind of
learning orientation is prevalent in most purchase situations,
recognition accuracy is expected to provide a better measures
of buyers' price knowledge than recall accuracy.
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2. The superiority of recognition performance over recall tends to
decrease with buyers° greater expectation of a recall test or
need to remember and with greater use of prices in a choice de-
cisions.

3. When buyers make purchase decisions based upon prices of dif-
ferent items in a choice set, they perform better in ranking the
expensiveness of the items than being able to recall exact prices
of the chosen items.

Apart from using different memory tests, this research makes addi-

tional methodological contribution by using subjects° confidence judg-

ments (about their response accuracies) as a supporting measure of

knowledge. Use of confidence in addition to accuracy is important because

it takes into account subjects' response lbiases and the effects of

p guessing.

Third, this is perhaps the only research in price awareness area that

employs a controlled laboratory experiment to test the hypotheses. Most

research on price awareness has used survey and observational methods and
‘ as such has not examined the possibilities of alternative explanations

for the results. A detailed investigation was carried out in this re-

search to check the effects of possible confounds like product- and

price-related differences, differences due to individual factors, total

shopping time, elapsed time, and latency. Except for buyers' price con-

sciousness, the study could not detect significant effects due to these

confounding factors on retrieval performance. Therefore, internal va-

lidity represents a major methodological strength of this research as

compared to previous price awareness research.

Finally, this research can claim to have taken several steps towards

achieving statistical conclusion validity. First, the research obtained
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sufficient number of observations to achieve required power of the sta-

tistical tests. Second, the research used a log-linear model and maximum

likelihood estimation procedure to test the effects of experimental fac-

tors on the dichotomous response variable. Most previous research (except

Dickson and Sawyer 1985) has simply used the test of difference in pro-

portions.

The main difference between the two procedure is that in test of

differences in proportions, the populations are assumed to be independ-

ent, whereas in the maximum likelihood method, the parameters are esti-

mated on the basis of probability of joint occurrence.

Managerial Implications

Price is often used by managers as an important demand stimulating

device. Consistent with the economic view, it is generally assumed that

buyers pay close attention to prices, remember them, and make their buying

decisions based upon price-related factors. This research found that the

extent buyers learn about prices during their shopping trips depends upon

their learning plans and the nature of choice tasks they perform. When

a segment of buyers is more interested in non-price factors and does not

make an attempt to memorize prices for later use, it is unlikely that

providing deals or other price-related inducements to this segment would

be an effective means to stimulate demand unless believable external

reference prices are provided. On the other hand, the price-conscious

shoppers who also carry out extensive comparison of prices of different
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stores are likely to have more accurate knowledge of prices they pay.

It is likely that this segment of shoppers will be more able to detect

price changes and likely will alter their buying decisions accordingly.

Therefore, it may be useful for managers to examine buyers° learning- and

choice task-related factors and appeal to their respective shopping ori-
·

entations through proper pricing, promotional, and product positioning

decisions.

Second, the research fbund that in grpcery shopping situations, re-

cognition is the most likely retrieval mechansim employed by shoppers.

Recognition requires buyers to discriminate the previously encountered

prices from the ones they are now presented with. Several factors affect

successful recognition: closeness of the distractor items, frequency of

occurrence, and the time pressur during the retrieval tasks. While the

impact of these factors were not tested in this research, several mana-

gerial implications can be drawn. For example, when the prices of dif-

ferent items are set very close to each other, buyers' ability to

discriminate may decline considerably. On the other hand if the price

of an item is set substantially apart from prices of other items, it will

be recognized more easily. Similar effects may also take place for buy-

ers° ability to notice price change. For example, a large magnitude of

price change will be recognized easily; whereas, a relatively small change

will go unnoticed. Also, when·the prices of items are changed frequently,

buyers may not be able to recognize the change without additional infor-
l

mation. But if the price which has remained stable for a fairly long time
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is changed, buyers are more likely to notice such change because of buy-

ers° greater ability to discriminate between the two prices.

Finally, the research could not find support for the effects of

buyers° demographic factors and product and store characteristics on

buyers' learning of prices. This result implies that rather than relying

on these factors, managers should examine the cognitive dimensions of

buyers more closely to assess their reactions to pricing and price change

decisions.

LI§;TATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
'

One of the major limitations of this study is its lack of external _

validity. Although the research used actual grocery shoppers as subjects,

several other concerns regarding generalizing the research results re-

main.

First the research setting in which the subjects made their se-

lections and responded to the memory tests were contrived and artificial.

Although an attempt was made to introduce some mundane realism through

the cover story and through description of the choice tasks, the realism

of context was clearly absent. This limitation was however unavoidable

given the requirements of theory testing.

Second, the research operations were obtrusive in terms of forcing

the subjects to make selections from only a few alternatives and based

on some choice criteria which may not have matched their own. Also, the
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product- and price information was altered to avoid confounds and may have

produced some impact on their learning and memory test performance.

Third, a number of unspecified variables which may have influenced

subjects° learning are either held constant or are assumed to cancel out

due to randomization. The effects of these variables at the individual

levels were not examined.

Finally, the research methodology, although appropriate for

internally valid research results, does not allow generalization of the

results to other buyers, other settings, and other product categories.

Apart from the concern of external validity, the resarch did not

properly examine the relationships of encoding time, elapsed time, and

latency with the retention test performance because of the non-

availability of an appropriate time measuring device. Future research

should examine this aspect more carefully.

EUTURE, RESEAQCQ

The research opens up several interesting future research opportu-

nities in the price awareness area.

First, the research found that a considerable proportion of subjects

could not respond accurately in any of the three memory tests. While

possibility of lack of price information in memory cannot be ruled out

for some of the subjects, it is likely that others failed to retrieve

because of incompatible memory tests. Future research should develop

additional memory tests to tap other levels of encoding. Some possible
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tests could include buyers' ability to indicate with some degree of con-

fidence the possible range or simply the first digit of price.

Second, future research needs to examine how buyers categorize price

information in their memories when the number of stimulus items becomes

larger. Also, the effect of closeness or disparity of prices may have

some influence on such memory organization.

Third, longitudinal studies with the help of a panel of subjects

should examine how buyers° learning and retrieval performance vary over

time. Also, the effects of price change (increase or decrease) over time

needs to be examined.

Fourth, as a step toward external validity, the research should be

replicated in an actual store setting using a panel of grocery shoppers.

Subjects could be pre-classified depending upon their shopping strategy

so that the experimental manipulation become more meaningful for the re-

spective groups. _Also, the research could be replicated using non-grocery

products and examine the validity of the postulated relationships on

high-priced and less frequently purchased items as well.

Finally, the validity of the theoretical arguments made in this re-‘

search could be tested for other non-price stimuli like advertisement

awareness, brand awareness, and new product awareness.
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Appendix A

Complete Experimental Procedure: IncidentalLearning and Non-Price Choice Task (Cell 111
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. THE R. B. PAMPLIN COLI.EGE OF BUSINESS

g VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
3'“•i}'I$¤~*”;

Blaclxburg, Virgimb 24061

'lhank you liir agrccing to participatc in this rcscarch. Wc hopc, you will find it to bc an intcrcsting
cxpcricncc.

Thc purposc of this rcscarch is to invcstigatc how goccry shoppcrs cvaluatc diffcrcnt altcmativcs in
a supcrmarkct and how thcy dccidc on a particular itcm to purchasc. Wc proposc to do this by dcvcloping
a situation whcrc you will takc part in a groccry shopping trip. llowcvcr, you will bc askcd to do thc
shopping for a fricnd whosc shopping habits may or may not match with your own. That is, instcad of
cmploying your own critcria for sclccting dilfcrcnt itcms in thc storc, you will bc askcd to usc thc sclcction
critcria that charactcrizc thc fricnd you arc going to shop for.

You will bc providcd with six booklcts, cach rcprcscnting a food product catcgory, likc canncd soup,
cold brcakfast ccrcal, and so on. Within cach product catcgory, thcrc will bc six itcms. Your task would
bc to makc onc sclcction from. cach of thc six product catcgorics bascd upon somc spccilic guidclincs and
instructions. Aftcr you havc madc all six sclcctions, you will bc askcd to rcspond to a fcw qucstions about
your purchasc dccisions.

'l'o familiarizc you with thc sclcction proccdurcs and thc critcria your fricnd uscs to makc a sclcction,
thcrc will bc a practicc scssion and you will havc thc opportunity to ask any qucstions that you may havc
about thc task at that timc.

Rcmcmbcr, how you makc your sclcctions and how you rcspond to thc qucstions in no way rcflcct
your ability, talcnt, or actual shopping habits. Your rcsponscs will bc kcpt strictly conlidcntial. Do not
writc your namc anywhcrc in thc booklcts or thc qucstionnairc.

Whcn you havc complctcd all aspccts of this shopping cxpcricncc, thc rcscarchcr will providc a morc
dctailcd cxplanation about this invcstigation.
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General Overview

ln the accompanying packet, there are seven booklets arranged in a specific order, marked 0through 6. Please do not change the order of the booklets.

Booklet No. O is to acquaint you with the instructions and to give you an opportunity to practicethe selection tasks that you will be asked to perform in the subsequent booklets. After you havecompleted the task required in Booklet No. 0, you will be able to ask any question that you may haveat that time. Once you are clear about the task instructions, we will proceed with the actual shoppingtrip beginning with Booklet No. 1, then Booklet No. 2, and so on, until you have completed with BookletNo. 6 in the order presented.

As mentioned before, each booklet represents a food product category found in a supermarket:

Booklet Product Category

0 Canned Vegetables (For Practice)
1 Margarine
2 Pasta Dinner
3 Cold Breakfast Cereal
4 Canned Soup
5 Frozen Orange Juice (Canned)
6 Salad Dressing

Each product category will have six items. For example, in the category of Canned Vegetables,there will be: Cut Beets, Carrots, Whole-leaf Spinach, Mixed Vegetables, Sweet Peas, and Cut Green‘
Beans.

At the beginning of the booklets. there will be a brief description of your friend and the criteria
she normally uses when evaluating each item within a product category. Your task will be to use these
criteria and to select one item from the six alternatives in each product category. Please try to ignore
your personal tastes and preferences to the extent possible and select the items that best match theselection criteria of your friend. '

At various stages of your selection process, and filling out the questionnaire. you will be re-
quired to record the current time in the designated spaces. For this purpose. a clock is provided in
front of you.°Please make sure that all of you can see the readings in the clock clearly.

lf you have any questions. please ask them now. Othervvise wait for the next instruction.
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1. Please pick Booklet No. 0 marked ”Practice Session" and set it in front of you.

2. Please do not turn the page of Booklet No. 0 until lnstructed.
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BOOKLET NO. 0

PRACTICE SESSION

CANNED VEGETABLES
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F

Assume that you are entering the "Canned Vegetables" section of a supermarket. Today, thereare six items of canned vegetables available in the store. This booklet contains the necessary infor-mation that you will need to make your selection based on the following instructions.

1. HOW TO MAKE A SELECTION

Your friend is extremely conscious of her health and nutrition. She watches her weight carefullyand performs regular work·outs. When it comes to buying food products, she is not concerned abouttheir prices but she pays a very close attention to calorie and nutritional information and selects theitems that are low on calories but high on nutritional values.

The calories generally come from fats, sugar, and carbohydrate contents of the food, whereasthe nutritional value mainly comes from the protein and vitamins. Information regarding the caloriecontents and the nutritional values of the different items will be provided to you later in this booklet.
A dilemma that a health conscious shopper faces in deciding which item to buy is that the foodwith low calorie content does not necessarily provide the required nutritional value. Also, the food ·with high nutritional value does not always ensure low calories. Given this kind of a dilemma, youhave decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examininig both the calorie content andthe nutritional value of different items and selecting the item that gives the best possible combinationof calorie and nutritional value.

However, if you find two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of calorieand nutrition, you would select the more reputable brand.

2. SELECTION

Based upon the above criteria. you are required to select gg can of vegetables from the six A
alternatives given later in this booklet. Again, please try to avoid using your own tastes and prefer·ences as much as possible when making your selection. Also note that written calculations in thebooklets are not germitted. Calculations, if necessary, will have to be carried out mentally.

To indicate the selection you make. you are provided with a "$election Card" that has a list ofall the grocery items. Please keep the Selection Card in front of you. As soon as you have made yourdecision as to which item to select, please check (N/) against the item’s name in the Selection Card.

3. TIME LIMIT

For this practice session, you will have Five Minutes to make your selection. You will be alertedwhen the time count begins.

lf you have any questions. please stop here and ask. Otherwise, go on to the next page.
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1. You have entered the "Canned Vegetables" section of the supermarket. Your time count oflive minutes now begins.

2. Please look at the clock in front of you and write below the current time:
U

Hours Minutes Seconds

I; lll li.!

Please go to the next gage.
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cAnn6¤ vacsnauzs

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Can Can Can Per Can
Can
(Ounce)

§1Vonda1 HEIHÄ
.1ui.1snns cmnovs Avanaaie 17
120WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW BEK„„„„ „G„„1„.„. Av„„„.„.

17CUTGREEN BEANS Avondale 7 720

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents. .

1. To indicate your selection, check („/) the item selected in the “Selection Card.'

2. Please record the current time below as soon as you have checked the 'Selection Card': 1

3. Do not tum this page: wait for the next instruction.
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ACTUAL SHOPPING TRIP

Your actual shopping trip is now going to begin. Before you start, please read the followingcarefully.

1. PRODUCT CATEGORIES:

You have agreed to purchase for your friend one item from each of the following six food productcategories. The supermarket has these product categories arranged in the following order to controlthe normal trafüc flow through the aisles. Therefore, the booklets are arranged in the following se-quence and you will have to follow the same seguence while shopping.

1. Margarine
2. Pasta Dinner
3. Cold Breakfast Cereal
4. Canned Soup
5. Frozen Orange Juice (Canned)
6. Salad Dressing

2. TIME LIMIT

You will have 20 minutes for your entire shopping trip. You will be alerted when the time countbegins.

3. HOW TO MAKE A SELECTION _
The following instructions are similar to the one you received for the practice session. None-

_

theless, please read them again.

Your friend is extremely conscious of her health and nutrition. She watches her weight carefully
and performs regular work-outs. When it comes to buying food products, she is not concerned about
their prices but she pays a very close attention to calorie and nutritional information and selects the
items that are low on calories but high on nutritional values.

The calories generally come from fats. sugar, and carbohydrate contents of the food, whereas
the nutritional value mainly comes from the protein and vitamins. Information regarding the calorie .contents and the nutritional values of the different items will be provided to you later in the booklets.

A dilemma that a health conscious shopper faces in deciding which item to buy is that the food
with low calorie content does not necessarily provide the required nutritional value. Also, the foodwith high nutritional value does not always ensure low calories. Given this kind of a dilemma, you
have decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examininig both the calorie content andthe nutritional value of different items and selecting the item that gives the best possible combinationof calorie and nutritional value.

However. if you find two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of calorieand nutrition, you would select the more reputable brand.

Please go on to the next gage.
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4. SELECTION
Based upon the above criteria, select item from each of the six product categories. Again,please try to avoid using your own tastes and preferences as much as possible when making yourselection. Also note that written calculations in the booklets are not permitted. Calculations, if nec-essary, will have to be carried out mentally.

To Indicate the selections you make, you are provided with a 'Selection Card" that has a list ofall the grocery items. Please keep the Selection Card in front of you. As soon as you have made yourdecision as to which item to select. please check („/) against the item’s name In the Selection Card.

·
Please wait for the next Instruction
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' BOOKLET NO. 1

MARGARINE

The time count of 20 minutes now begins. Before turning this page, please write below the cur-rent time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

Iäl I..iII;_I

Please go to the next gage.
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MARGARINE

Manufacturer Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
or Weight Per Per Per Value (')

Distributor Per Package Package Package Per
Package Package
(Ounce)

I=LEIscHMANN's
LIGHT

sHEDD*s SPREAD Lever 288
Brothers

ä W Hßää
PREMIUM MAZOLA General

Foods

LAND 0 LAKES Land o 17
· Lakes ‘

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.”

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET NO. 2

PASTA DINNER

Before turnlng this page, please write below the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

I_._l l;_I II

Please go to the next page
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PASTA DINNER

Net Price Servings Calories Nutritlonal
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Package Package Package Per
Package Package
(Ounce)

DELUXE MACARONI
CHEESE

EGG NOODLE WITH 760CHICKEN

^ HNI am Ä
VELVEETA SHELLS Kraft 750 _& CHEESE

MACARONI & Kralt's 14 $1.19 7 750 375CHEESE

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the "Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET No. 3

COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL

Before turning this page, please write the current time below:

Hours Minutes Seconds

ILI Lil ILI

Please go to the next gage.
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COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritlonal
· Weight Per Per Per Value (')

Per Box Box Box Per Box
Box
(Ounce)

HMEME
ALL-BRAN FRUIT Ke||0gg's $1.79
AND ALMONDS

SSSSSS SS M S aß
FROSTED Kellogg's
MINI-WHEATS

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the "Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET No. 4

CANNED SOUP

Before turning this page, please write the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

li! lij li]

Please go to the next gage
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cmnso soup

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritlonal
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Can Can Can Per Can
Can
(Ounce)

cum.11 uooma c.1mp¤„11i·s 46¢ 175 1oawm-1 cmcxsu

CREAM OF CampbeIl’s 2.75 67Asvmmcus

HEEHÄ
CREAMY CHICKEN Campbell'sMusunoom*°“^*°
“·CHUNCKYCHICKEN Campbell'svscsmaua

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the "Selection Card?

muss eo ro THE Nsxr aookm
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BOOKLET No. 5

FROZEN ORANGE JUICE (CANNED)

Before tuming this page, please write the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

I-I I-I I-I

Please go to the next gage
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FROZEN ORANGE JUICE

Manufacturer Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
or Weight Per Per Per Value (')

Distributor Per Can Can Can Can Per
Can

(Fl. Oz.)

Proctor 720 1024& Gamble

FLORIDA GOLD Lykes 12 480
Pasco

SUN GOLD Pace Dairy 89¢
¤

720 720

IS¢¤==a HNI

IIHNH(')A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the ’Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET No. 6

SALAD DRESSING

Before turning this page. please write the current time below:

Hours Minutes Seconds

Lil l_il ILI

Please go to the next gage
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SALAD DRESSINGS
‘

Brand Net Price Servings Caiories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (') ·Per Bottle Bottle Bottle Per
Bottle Bottle

CREAMY CUCUMBER Kraft 17 480 696

EEECATALINASPICY 89¢ 18
SWEET

O E O EE
THOUSAND ISLAND Kraft ' 8.00 480 672

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.
u

l Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the '$election Card."

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT PAGE
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1, Please record the current time below as soon as you have checked the ”Selection Card' :

Hours Minutes Seconds

läl l__l Li.!

2. You have completed your shopping trip. Please wait for further instructions.

3. Please Do not talk with anyone.
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SELECTION CARD

Please check („/) only one item from each of the following product categories to indicate your selection:
0. CANNED VEGETABLE
_Cut Beets
_JuIienne Carrots

iWhole~Lea! Spinach

iMixed Vegetables

_Sweet Peas
__Cut Green Beans

1. MARGARINE 2. PASTA DINNER
__FIeischmann's Light _DeIuxe Macaroni & Cheese
__Shedd’s Spread __Egg Noodle with Chicken
i_Blue Bonnet __Creamy Pasta
iKroger Margarine ivelveeta Shells & Cheese
iPremium Mazola iCheese Supreme
_Land O Lakes __Macaroni & Cheese

3. COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL 4. CANNED SOUP
_Raisin Bran __Curly Noodle with Chicken
__Corn Flakes i_Cream of Asparagus
__AIl·Bran Fruit and Almonds _Chicken Broth
__Raisin Square lCreamy Chicken Mushroom
__Just Right ___Tomato Bisque _

_Frosted Mini—Wheats __Chunky Chicken Vegetable

5. FROZEN ORANGE JUICE 6. SALAD DRESSINGS
__Citrus Hill ;_Creamy Cucumber A
__Florida Gold iRoca Blue '
_Sun Gold __CataIina Spicy Sweet
_Seneca ___Presto Italian
_Minute Maid __Thousand Island
__Kroger ;French
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Appendix B

— Complete Experimental Procedure: Intentional
Learning and Non-Price Choice Task (cell 12)
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'lhank you fbr agrccing to participatc in this rcscarch. Wc hopc, you will find it to bc an intcrcsting
cxpcricncc.

Thc purposc of this rcscarch is to invcstigatc how goccry shoppcrs cvaluatc di|Tcrcnt altcmativcs in
a supcrmarkct and how thcy dccidc on a particular itcm to purchasc. Wc pmposc to do this by dcvcloping
a situation whcrc you will takc part in a groccry shopping trip. llowcvcr, you will bc askcd to do thc
shopping for a fricnd whosc shopping habits may or may not match with your own. That is, instcad of
cmploying your own critcria for sclccting dillcrcnt itcms in thc storc, you will hc askcd to usc thc sclcction
critcria that charactcrizc thc fricnd you arc going to shop for.

You will bc pmvidcd with six booklcts, cach rcprcscnting a food product catcgory, likc canncd soup,
cold brcakfast ccrcal, and so on. Within cach product catcgory, thcrc will bc six itcms. Your task would
bc to makc onc sclcction from cach of thc six product catcgorics bascd upon somc spccitic guidclincs and
instructions. Aftcr you havc madc all six sclcctions, you will bc askcd to rcspond to a fcw qucstions about
your purchasc dccisions.

°l'o familiarizc you with thc sclcction proccdurcs and thc critcria your fricnd uscs to makc a sclcction,
thcrc will bc a practicc scssion and you will havc thc opportunity to ask any qucstions that you may havc
about thc task at that timc.

Rcmcmbcr, how you makc your sclcctions and how you rcspond to thc qucstions in no way rcflcct
your ability, talcnt, or actual shopping habits. Your rcsponscs will bc kcpt strictly confidcntial. Do not
writc your namc anywhcrc in thc booklcts or thc qucstionnairc.

Whcn you havc complctcd all aspccts of this shopping cxpcricncc, thc rcscarchcr will pmvidc a morc
dctailcd cxplanation about this invcstigation.
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General Overview

In the accompanying packet. there are seven booklets arranged in a specific order, marked 0through 6. Please do not change the order of the booklets.

Booklet No. 0 is to acquaint you with the instructions and to give you an opportunity to practice
the selection tasks that you will be asked to perform in the subsequent booklets. After you have
completed the task required in Booklet No. 0, you will be able to ask any question that you may haveat that time. Once you are clear about the task instructions. we will proceed with the actual shoppingtrip beginning with Booklet No. 1, then Booklet No. 2, and so on, until you have completed with Booklet
No. 6 in the order presented.

As mentioned before, each booklet represents a food product category found in a supermarket:

Booklet Product Category

0 Canned Vegetables (For Practice)
1 Margarine
2 Pasta Dinner
3 Cold Breakfast Cereal
4 Canned Soup
5 Frozen Orange Juice (Canned) *
6 Salad Dressing

Each product category will have six items. For example, in the category of Canned Vegetables.
there will be: Cut Beets, Carrots. Wh_ole·leaf Spinach, Mixed Vegetables, Sweet Peas, and Cut Green _
Beans.

At the beginning of the booklets, there will be a brief description of your friend and the criteria
she normally uses when evaluating each item within a product category. Your task will be to use these
criteria and to select one item from the six alternatives in each product category. Please try to ignore
your personal tastes and preferences to the extent possible and select the items that best match the
selection criteria of your friend.

At various stages of your selection process, and filling out the questionnaire. you will be re-
quired to record the current time in the designated spaces, For this purpose, a clock is provided in
front of you. Please make sure that all of you can see the readings in the clock clearly.

lf you have any questions, please ask them now. Otherwise wait for the next lnstruction.
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1. Please pick Booklet No. 0 marked "Practice Session" and set it in front of you.

2. Please do not turn the page of Booklet No. 0 until instructed.
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BOOKLET NO. 0

PRACTICE SESSION

CANNED VEGETABLES
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Assume that you are entering the ”Canned Vegetables" section of a supermarket. Today, thereare six items of canned vegetables available in the store. This booklet contains the necessary infor-
mation that you will need to make your selection based on the following instructions.

1. HOW TO MAKE A SELECTION

Your friend is extremely conscious of her health and nutrition. She watches her weight carefullyand performs regular work-outs. When it comes to buying food products, she is not concerned abouttheir prices but she pays a very close attention to calorie and nutritional information and selects theitems that are low on calories but high on nutritional values.

The calories generally come from fats, sugar, and carbohydrate contents of the food, whereasthe nutritional value mainly comes from the protein and vitamins. Information regarding the caloriecontents and the nutritional values of the different items will be provided to you later in this booklet.

A dilemma that a health conscious shopper faces in deciding which item to buy is that the foodwith low calorie content does not necessarily provide the required nutritional value. Also, the food
with high nutritional value does not always ensure low calories. Given this kind of a dilemma, youhave decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examininig both the calorie content andthe nutritional value of different items and selecting the item that gives the best possible combination
of calorie and nutritional value.

However, if you find two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of calorie
and nutrition, you would select the more reputable brand.

2. SELECTION A
°Based upon the above criteria, you are required to select ge can of vegetables from the six

alternatives given later in this booklet. Again, please try to avold using your own tastes and prefer-
ences as much as possible when making your selection. Also note that written calculations in the
booklets are not germitted. Calculations, if necessary, will have to be carried out mentally.

To indicate the selection you make. you are provided with a ”SeIection Card" that has a list of
all the grocery items. Please keep the Selection Card in front ol you. As soon as you have made your
decision as to which item to select. please check („/') against the item's name in the Selection Card.

3. TIME LIMIT

For this practice session, you will have Five Minutes to make your selection. You will be alerted
when the time count begins.

lf you have any questions. please stop here and ask. Otherwise. go on to the next page.
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1. You have entered the 'Canned Vegetables' section of the supermarket. Your time count ofhve minutes now begins.
2. Please look at the clock inlront of you and write below the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds
I; Iii l_._I

Please go lo the next gage.
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CANNED vscametss

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (°)
Per Can Can Can Per Can
Can
(Ounce)
HHN1“¤~¤¤1 HEHNH

Juusuus cmmors Avondale 17 960
WWWWWW·WW W W HEHNH
Mixen vscsmeuas Avondale 17 840

WWWWWWW W EH ·
6111 GREEN „„„1 1.„„„.1. 1 111 720

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

1. To indlcate your selection, check (\/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card."

2. Please record the current time below as soon as you have checked the 'SeIection Card':

3. Do not tum this page; wait for the next instruction.
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ACTUAL SHOPPING TRIP

Your actual shopping trip is now going to begin. Before you start, please read the followingcarefully.

1. PRODUCT CATEGORIES:

You have agreed to purchase for your friend one item from each of the following six food productcategories. The supermarket has these product categories arranged in the following order to controlthe normal trafüc flow through the aisles. Therefore, the booklets are arranged in the following se-quence and you will have to follow the same seguence while shopping.

1. Margarine
2. Pasta Dinner
3. Cold Breakfast Cereal
4. Canned Soup
5. Frozen Orange Juice (Canned)
6. Salad Dressing

2. TIME LIMIT

You will have 20 minutes for your entire shopping trip. You will be alerted when the time count
begins.

3. l-IOW TO MAKE A SELECTION

The following instructions are similar to the one you received for the practice session. None-
theless. please read them again.

Your friend is extremely conscious of her health and nutrition. She watches her weight carefully
and performs regular work·outs. When it comes to buying food products. she is not concerned about
their prices but she pays a very close attention to calorie and nutritional information and selects the
items that are low on calories but high on nutritional values.

The calories generally come from fats. sugar, and carbohydrate contents of the food. whereas
the nutritional value mainly comes from the protein and vitamins. Information regarding the calorie
contents and the nutritional values of the different items will be provided to you later in the booklets.

A dilemma that a health conscious shopper faces in deciding which item to buy is that the food
with low calorie content does not necessarily provide the required nutritional value. Also, the food
with high nutritional value does not always ensure low calories. Given this kind of a dilemma, you

. have decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examininig both the calorie content and
the nutritional value of different items and selecting the item that gives the best possible combination
of calorie and nutritional value.

However, if you find two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of calorie
and nutrition, you would select the more reputable brand.

·
Please go on to the next gage.
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4. SELECTION
Based upon the above criteria, select item from each of the six product categories. Again,please try to avoid using your own tastes and preferences as much as possible when making yourselection. Also note that written calculations in the booklets are not permitted. Calculations. if nec-essary, will have to be carried out mentally.

To indicate the selections you make, you are provided with a 'Selection Card' that has a list ofall the grocery items. Please keep the Selection Card in front of you. As soon as you have made yourdecision as to which item to select, please check („/) against the item’s name in the Selection Card.

5. AFTER THE SHOPPING TRIP
Apart from making selections based on the above criteria. assume that after this shopping trip,you are going to visit another store where your friend normally goes for her grocery shopping. Theonly reason for your visiting this other store is to check if the prices at this store are more, less, orthe same as the prices you paid for your purchases. To do that, you will have to remember the pricesof the items that you are going to select because at the next store, the prices of the first store will notbe available.

Given the above scenario, you should be prepared to do two things alter completing yourshopping trip. First, you should be prepared to explain to your friend that you have indeed followedher selection criteria described in '3' above while making the selections. Second, you should be ina position to remember the prices of the items you selected for her so that she can compare theseprices herself against the prices she normally pays at her favorite store described above.

Please wait for the next instruction -
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BOOKLET NO. 1

MARGARINE

The tlme count of 20 minutes now begins. Before turning this page, please write below the cur-rent time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

I_..l lillll

Please go to the next gage.
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Mnaanmns

Manufacturer Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
or Weight Per Per Per Value (')

Distributor Per Package Package Package Per
Package Package
(Ounce)

uam

SHEDD'$ SPREAD Lever 288
Brothers

BLUE *7****** *7
7* E Häß

PREMIUM MAZOLA General 95¢
Foods

LAND o LAKES Lana o 17
Lakes

”

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

PLEASE ao ro ms waxr BOOKLET
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BOOKLET NO. 2
PASTA DINNER

Before turning this page, please write below the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds
l._l lll Lil

‘ Please go to the next gage
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PASTA DINNER

Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Package Package Package Per
Package Package
(Ounce)

DELUXE MACARONI Kraft
cl-IEESE

EGG NOODLE WITH Kraft 760CHICKEN

imVELVEETAsHELLs Kran 11 750a CHEESE

MAcARoN| & Kran's 7 750 375CHEESE

(°) A composite index of Protein and Vltamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the "Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET No. 3

COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL

Before turning this page. please write the current time below:

Hours Minutes Seconds

Lil Ill Iii

Please go to the next gage.

l
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COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional .Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Box Box Box Per Box
Box
(Ounce)

****7*ALL~BRAN FRUIT Kellogg’s $1.79
AND ALMONDS

****7* *7 N *7 EN
FROSTED Kellogg’s
MINI·WHEATS

(') A composite index ot Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check (V') the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET No. 4

CANNED SOUP

Before turning this page. please write the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

Ill lll |_....I

Please go to the next gage
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CANNED SOUP

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (°)
Per Can Can Can Per Can
Can
(Ounce)

CURLY NOOOLE CampbeII’s 175wmv CHICKEN

CREAM OF CampbeIl’s 2.75 67ASPARAGUS

BBBBB HEEHK
CREAMY CHICKEN CampbeIl's
MusHRooM

CHUNCKY CHICKEN CampbeIl's
vEcETAaLE

(') A composlte index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET No. 5

FROZEN ORANGE JUICE (CANNED)

Before turning this page, please write the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

|._I Ill |_.._.I

Please go to the next gage
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FROZEN ORANGE JUICE

Manufacturer Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
or Weight Per Per Per Value (')

Distributor Per Can Can Can Can Per
Can

(Fl. Oz.)

CITRUS HILL Proctor 720
& Gamble

FLORIDA GOLD Lykes 480
Pasco

SUN GOLD Pace Dairy
¤

89¢
¤

720 720

END m ··»

ääßußM ~·¤
‘

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check (N/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET No. 6

SALAD DRESSING

Before turning this page, please write the current time below:

Hours Minutes Seconds

IL! IL! LL!

Please go to the next gage
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SALAD DRESSINGS

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Bottle Bottle Bottle Per
Bottle Bottle
(Fl.Oz.)

CREAMY CUCUMBER Krait 17 480 696

CATALINA SPICY 89¢
SWEET

O NH O BEOOOOOOO OOOOONE§
EH O KE

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check (N/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT PAGE
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1. Please record the current time below as soon as you have checked the 'Selection Card' :

Hours Minutes Seconds
Iii ll_I I__l

2. You have completed your shopping trip. Please wait for further instructions. _

3. Please Do not talk with anyone.
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SELECTION CARD

Please check (,/) only one item from each of the following product categories to indicate your selection:
' 0. CANNED VEGETABLE

_Cut Beets
iJuIienne Carrots

lWhoIe~Leaf Spinach

__Mixed Vegetables

_Sweet Peas
iCut Green Beans

1. MARGAR/NE 2. PASTA D/NNER
__Fleischmann’s Light lüeluxe Macaroni & Cheese
__Shedd's Spread __Egg Noodle with Chicken
ißlue Bonnet __Creamy Pasta
;Kroger Margarine __Velveeta Shells & Cheese
_Premium Mazola ___Cheese Supreme
_Land O Lakes _Macaroni & Cheese

3. COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL 4. CANNED SOUP
__Raisin Bran _Curly Noodle with Chicken
_Corn Flakes iCream of Asparagus
ÄAII-Bran Fruit and Almonds · lChicken Broth
iläaisin Square ;Creamy Chicken Mushroom
__Just Right - __Tomato Bisque
_Frosted Mini-Wheats __Chunky Chicken Vegetable

5. FROZEN ORANGE JUICE 6. SALAD DRESSINGS
lCitrus Hill i_Creamy Cucumber
_Florida Gold ;Roca Blue
iSun Gold __CataIina Spicy Sweet
iSeneca __Presto Italian
;Minute Maid iThousand Island
_Kroger ___French
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Appendix c

‘ complete Experimental Procedure: Incidental
Learning and Mixed choice Task (cell 21)
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„__„%
THE tt. n. rauruu COLLEGE or BUSINESS_, VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY”’·~·w··*‘°

. .Blulrburg, Vnrgmü 24061

'lhank you for agreeing to participate in this research. We hope, you will find it to be an interestingexperience.

The purpow of this research is to invcstigatc how gocery shoppers cvaluatc different altematives ina supennarket and how they decide on a particular item to purchase. We propose to do this by developinga situation where you will take part in a grocery shopping trip. llowever, you will be asked to do theshopping for a friend whose shopping habits may or may not match with your own. That is, instead ofemploying your own criteria for selccting different itcms in the store, you will be asked to use thc selectioncriteria that characterizc the friend you are going to shop for.
You will be provided with six booklets, each representing a food pmduct category, like canned soup,cold breakfast cereal, and so on. Within each pmduct category, there will bc six items. Your task wouldbe to make one selection from cach of the six pmduct categories based upon some specific guidelines andinstructions. After you have made all six selections, you will be asked to rcspond to a few questions aboutyour purchase decisions.

_ To familiarize you with thc selection procedures and the criteria your friend uses to make a selection,there will be a practice session and you will have the opportunity to ask any questions that you may haveabout the task at that time.

Remember, how you make your selections and how you rcspond to the questions in no way reflectyour ability, talent, or actual shopping habits. Your responses will be kept strictly conlidential. Do notwrite your name anywhere in the booklets or thc questionnaire.
When you have completed all aspects of this shopping experience, the rescarcher will pmvide a moredetailed explanation about this investigation.
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General Overview

ln the accompanying packet, there are seven booklets arranged in a specific order, marked 0through 6. Please do not change the order of the booklets.

Booklet No. 0 is to acquaint you with the instructions and to give you an opportunity to practlcethe selection tasks that you will be asked to perform in the subsequent booklets. After you havecompleted the task required in Booklet No. 0, you will be able to ask any question that you may haveat that time. Once you are clear about the task instructions, we will proceed with the actual shoppingtrip beginning with Booklet No. 1. then Booklet No. 2, and so on, until you have completed with BookletNo. 6 in the order presented.

As mentioned before, each booklet represents a food product category found in a supermarket:

Booklet Product Category

0 Canned Vegetables (For Practice)
1 Margarine .
2 Pasta Dinner
3 Cold Breakfast Cereal
4 Canned Soup ,
5 Frozen Orange Juice (Canned)
6 Salad Dressing

Each product category will have six items. For example, in the category of Canned Vegetables,there will be: Cut Beets, Carrots, Whole-leaf Spinach. Mixed Vegetables, Sweet Peas, and Cut GreenBeans.

At the beginning of the booklets. there will be a brief description of your friend and the criteriashe normally uses when evaluating each item within a product category. Your task will be to use thesecriteria, and to select one item from the six alternatives in each product category. Please try to ignoreyour personal tastes and preferences to the extent possible and select the items that best match theselection criteria of your friend.

At various stages of your selection process, and filling out the questionnaire, you will be re-quired to record the current time in the designaled spaces. For this purpose, a clock is provided infront of you. Please make sure that all of you can see the readings in the clock clearly.

lf you have any questions. please ask them now. Otherwise wait for the next instruction.
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1. Please pick Booklet No. O marked 'Practice Session' and set it in front of you.

2. Please do not turn the page of Booklet No. 0 until instructed.
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. BOOKLET NO. 0

PRACTICE SESSION

CANNED VEGETABLES
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Assume that you are entering the "Canned Vegetables' section of a supermarket. Today, there
are six items of canned vegetables available in the store. This booklet contains the necessary infor-
mation that you will need to make your selection based on the following instructions.

1. HOW TO MAKE A SELECTION
Your friend is an involved home-maker. She plans her menu, prepares a shopping list beforeshopping, and tries to stay within her shopping budget. When it comes to buying food products, she

wants to buy the items that can provide adeguate nutritional value to the members of her family andat the same time she is very careful about the prices she pays. She is not concerned about the calorie
contents of different food items but she would buy the items that are high on nutritional values but low
on price.

The nutritional value primarily comes from protein and vitamin contents of the food items. The
Information regarding the nutritional values and prices of the different food items will be provided toyou later in this booklet.

A dilemma that a nutrition- and price-conscious shopper faces in deciding which item to buy is
that the items with high nutritional values are not always available at acceptable prices. Conversely,
the items with low prices do not always provide the desired nutrition. value. Given this kind of a di-
lemma, you have decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examining both the prices
and the nutritional values of different items and selecting the item that gives the best possible com-
bination of price and nutritional value. .

However, if you find two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of price and
nutritional value, you would select the more reputable brand.

2. SELECTION
Based upon the above criteria, you are required to select can of vegetables from the six

alternatives given later in this booklet. Again, please try to avoid using your own tastes and prefer-
ences as much as possible when making your selection. Also note that written calculations in the
booklets are not permitted. Calculations, if necessary, will have to be carried out mentally.

To indicate the selection you make. you are provided with a 'Selection Card' that has a list of
all the grocery items. Please keep the Selection Card in front of you. As soon as you have made yourdecision as to which item to select. please check („/) against the item’s name in the Selection Card.3. TIME LIMIT '

For this practice session. you will have Five Minutes to make your selection. You will be alerted
when the time count begins.

lf you have any questions, please stop here and ask. Otherwise. go on to the next page.
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1. You have entered the 'Canned Vegetables' section of the supermarket. Your time count offive minutes now begins.
2. Please look at the clock in front of you and write below the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds
Iii I_._l lll

Please go to the next gage.
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CANNED VEGETABLES

Brand Net Price Servings Calorles Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Can Can Can Per Can
Can
(Ounce)

EEKHÄ*7 *7
7^** 7*7*****7

HNIEMIXEDVEGETABLES Avondale 17 840

CUT GREEN BEANS Av0nda|¤ 7 720

(') A composlte index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

1. To Indicate your selection. check („/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

2. Please record the current time below as soon as you have checked the 'Selection Card':

§@ E
3. Do not turn this page; wait for the next Instruction.
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ACTUAL SHOPPING TRIP

Your actual shopping trip is now going to begin. Before you start, please read the following
carefully.

1. PRODUCT CATEGORIES:

You have agreed to purchase for your friend one item from each of the following six food product
categories. The supermarket has these product categories arranged in the following order to control
the normal traffic flow through the aisles. Therefore, the booklets are arranged in the following se-
quence and you will have to follow the same seguence while shopping.

1. Margarine
2. Pasta Dinner
3. Cold Breakfast Cereal4. Canned Soup _
5. Frozen Orange Juice (Canned)
6. Salad Dressing

2. TIME LIMIT

You will have 20 minutes for your entire shopping trip. You will be alerted when the time count
begins.

3. HOW TO MAKE A SELECTION

The following instructions are similar to the one you received for the practice session. None-
theless. please read them again.

Your friend is an involved home-maker. She plans her menu, prepares a shopping list before
A

shopping, and tries to stay within her shopping budget. When it comes to buying food products, she
wants to buy the items that can provide adeguate nutritional value to the members of her family and
at the same time she is vegy careful about the prices she pays. She is not concerned about the calorie
contents of different food items but she would buy the items that are high on nutritional values but low
on price.

The nutritional value primarily comes from protein and vitamin contents of the food items. The
information regarding the nutritional values and prices of the different food items will be provided to
you later in the booklets.

A dilemma that a nutrition- and price-conscious shopper faces in deciding which item to buy is
that the items with high nutritional values are not always available at acceptable prices. Conversely,
the items with low prices do not always provide the desired nutrition. value. Given this kind ol a di-
lemma, you have decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examining both the prices
and the nutritional values of different items and selecting the item that gives the best possible com-
bination of price and nutritional value.

However, if you find two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of price and
nutritional value, you would select the more reputable brand.

Please go on to the next page.
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4. SELECTION
Based upon the above criteria, select item from each of the six product categories. Again,

please try to avoid using your own tastes and prelerences as much as possible when making yourselection. Also note that written calculations in the booklets are not permitted. Calculations, if nec-
essary, will have to be carried out mentally.

To indicate the selections you make. you are provided with a 'Selection Card" that has a list of
all the grocery items. Please keep the Selection Card in front of you. As soon as you have made your
decision as to which item to select, please check (N/) against the item’s name in the Selection Card.

Please wait for the next instruction · P
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BOOKLET NO. 1

MARGARINE

The time count of 20 minutes now begins. Before turning this page, please write below the cur-
rent time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

l_.I l_._.II__I

Please go to the next gage.
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MARGARINE

Manufacturer Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
or Weight Per Per Per Value (')

Distributor Per Package Package Package Per
Package Package
(Ounce)

l=LElscHMAuM's Nabisoo
t.1<;HT

$HEDD'$ SPREAD Lever 31 288
Brothers

ä ~ HHWE
KNHEÄ

PREMIUM MAZOLA General
Foods

LAND 0 LAKES Land 0 17 406
Lakes

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check (\/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card."

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT 600KLET
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BOOKLET NO. 2

PASTA DINNER

Before tuming this page. please write below the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

I;I I_._| 1..iI

Please go to the next gage
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PASTA DINNER

Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (°)
Per Package Package Package Per
Package Package
(Ounce)

DELUXE MAcARON1 Kran 1300cHEEsE

EGG NOODLE WITH krart 760cH1ckEN

imVELVEETASHELLS 11 $1.09 750& CHEESE

“
MACARONI & Kraft’s 14 7 750 375
CHEESE

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT Bo0kLET
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BOOKLET No. 3

COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL

Before turning this page, please write the current time below:

Hours Minutes Seconds °

I._l I.__I li_|

Please go to the next gage.
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COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Box Box Box Per Box
Box
(Ounce)

HMEHE
ALL-BRAN FRUIT Ke||0gg's $1.79
AND ALMONDS

_ RAISIN SQUARE Kellogg's 17 $1.99

17FROSTEDKellogg's
MIN|·WHEATS

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOK LET
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BOOKLET No. 4
CANNED SOUP

Before turning this page, please write the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds
lk! l__iI lll

* Please go to the next gage
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cA~uE¤ souP

. Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
I

Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Can Can Can Per Can
Can
(Ounce)

CURLY NOODLE Campbell's 175wma ci-uci<Eu

CREAM OF Campbell's 2.75 67AsPAnAcus

CREAMY CHICKEN Campbell’sMusi-moon

EEEEE
CHUNCKY CHICKEN CampbeII’svE6E·rAaLE

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check (N/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

PLEASE So ro THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET NO. 5

FROZEN ORANGE JUICE QCANNED[

Before tuming this page, please write the current time:

Hours Mlnutes Seconds

· |._,| Iii Ii!

Please go to the next gage
‘

-
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FROZEN ORANGE .1u1c:E

Manufacturer Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
or Weight Per Per Per Value (')

Distributor Per Can Can Can Can Per
Can

(Fl. Oz.)

CITRUS HILL Proctor 720
& Gamble

FLORIDA GOLD Lykes 480
Pasco

§

E(')A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the "Selection Card."

PLEASE eo TO THE NEXT eookLE'r
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BOOKLET No. 6

SALAD DRESSING

Before turning this page, please write the current time below:

Hours Minutes Seconds

lll lll Il.!

Please go to the next gage
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> G

SALAD DREsslNGS

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritlonal
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Bottle Bottle Bottle PerBottle Bottle(FI,Oz.)

GREAMY cucUMBER Kran 17 480 696

CATALINA SPICY 89¢SWEET

O NN O EETHousAN0 ISLAND Kran 8.00 480 672

(') A composile index ol Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT PAGE
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1. Please record the current time below as soon as you have checked the "Selection Card' :

Hours Minutes Seconds
I; lll Iii

2. You have completed your shopping trip. Please wait for further instructions.

3. Please Do not talk with anyone.
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SELECTION CARD

Please check („/) only one item from each of the following product categories to indicate your selection:

0. CANNED VEGETABLE
lCut Beets
_JuIienne Carrots
_Who|e-Leaf Spinach

__Mixed Vegetables

lSweet Peas
iCut Green Beans

1. MARGAR/NE 2. PASTA DINNER
__F|eischmann’s Light ____Deluxe Macaroni & Cheese

_Shedd’s Spread _Egg Noodle with Chicken

_Blue Bonnet ;Creamy Pasta
_Kroger Margarine lvelveeta Shells & Cheese

__Premium Mazola _Cheese Supreme

_Land O Lakes _Macaroni & Cheese

3. COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL 4. CANNED SOUP
__Raisin Bran __CurIy Noodle with Chicken

_Corn Flakes icream of Asparagus

_All-Bran Fruit and Almonds ‘ iChicken Broth
iRaisin Square lCreamy Chicken Mushroom

__Just Right iTomato Bisque

iFrosted Mini~V\fheats ' ___Chunky Chicken Vegetahle

5. FROZEN ORANGE JU/CE B. SALAD DRESSINGS
_Citrus Hill __Creamy Cucumber

_Florida Gold
u __Roca Blue

__Sun Gold _Catalina Spicy Sweet

__Seneca __Presto Italian
___Minute Maid _Thousand Island

iKroger __French
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' Appendix D

complete Experimental Procedure: Intentional
Learning and Mixed choice Task (cell 22)
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THE R. B. PAMPLIN G)LLEGE OF BUSINESS

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY’*••rT{«~^'g _
Bladrblrg, Vrrgirnh 24061

Thank you fin agreeing to participate in this research. Wc hope, you will find it to be an interesting
experience.

The purpose of this research is to investigate how grocery shoppcrs evaluate different altcmatives ina supemrarket and how they decide on a particular item to purchase. We propose to do this by developing
a situation where you will take part in a groeery shopping trip. I lowcver, you will be asked to do the
shopping for a friend whose shopping habits may or may not match with your own. 'lhat is, instead of
employing your own criteria for selccting different items in the store, you will be asked to use the selection
criteria that characterize the friend you are going to shop for.

You will be pmvidcd with six hooklets, each reprcsenting a food product category, like canned soup,
cold breakfast cercal, and so on. Within each pmduct category, there will be six items. Your task would
be to make one selection from each of the six product categories based upon some specific guidelines and
instructions. After you have made all six selections, you will be asked to respond to a few questions about
your purchase dccisions.

To farniliarize you with the selection proccdures and the criteria your friend uses to make a selection,
there will be a practice session and you will have the opportunity to ask any questions that you may have. about the task at that time.

Remember, how you make your selections and how you respond to thc questions in no way reflect
your ability, talent, or actual shopping habits. Your responses will be kept strictly confidential. Do not
write your name anywhere in the booklets or the questionnaire.

When you have cornpleted all aspects of this shopping experience, thc researcher will pmvide a more
detailed cxplanation about this investigation.
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General Overview

In the accompanying packet, there are seven booklets arranged in a specific order, marked 0
through 6. Please do not change the order of the booklets. .

Booklet No. 0 is to acquaint you with the instructions and to give you an opportunity to practice
the selection tasks that you will be asked to perform in the subsequent booklets. Alter you have
completed the task required in Booklet No. 0, you will be able to ask any question that you may have
at that time. Once you are clear about the task instructions, we will proceed with the actual shopping
trip beginning with Booklet No. 1, then Booklet No. 2, and so on. until you have completed with Booklet
No. 6 in the order presented.

As mentioned before, each booklet represents a food product category found in a supermarket:

Booklet Product Category

0 Canned Vegetables (For Practice) ·
1 Margarine
2 Pasta Dinner
3 Cold Breakfast Cereal
4 Canned Soup
5 Frozen Orange Juice (Canned)
6 Salad Dressing

Each product category will have six items. For example, in the category of Canned Vegetables,
there will be: Cut Beets, Carrots, Whole-leaf Spinach, Mixed Vegetables, Sweet Peas, and Cut Green
Beans.

At the beginning of the booklets, there will be a brief description of your friend and the criteria
she normally uses when evaluating each item within a product category. Your task will be to use these
criteria, and to select one item from the six alternatives in each product category. Please try to ignore
your personal tastes and preferences to the extent possible and select the items that best match thei selection criteria of your friend.

At various stages of your selection process, and tilling out the questionnaire, you will be re-
quired to record the current time in the designated spaces. For this purpose, a clock is provided in
front of you. Please make sure that all of you can see the readings in the clock clearly.

lf you have any questions, please ask them now. Otherwise wait for the next instruction.
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1. Please pick Booklet No. 0 marked "Practice Session' and set it in front of you.

2. Please do not turn the page of Booklet No. 0 until instructed.
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BOOKLET NO. 0

PRACTICE SESSION

CANNED VEGETABLES
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Assume that you are entering the "Canned Vegetables" section of a supermarket. Today, thereare six items of canned vegetables available in the store. This booklet contains the necessary infor-mation that you will need to make your selection based on the following instructions.

1. HOW TO MAKE A SELECTION

Your friend is an involved home·maker. She plans her menu. prepares a shopping list beforeshopping, and tries to stay within her shopping budget. When it comes to buying food products, she
wants to buy the items that can provide adeguate nutritional value to the members of her family andat the same time she is vegy careful about the prices she pays. She is not concerned about the caloriecontents of different food items but she would buy the items that are high on nutritional values but lowon price.

The nutritional value primarily comes from protein and vitamin contents of the food items. The
information regarding the nutritional values and prices of the different food items will be provided toyou later in this booklet.

A dilemma that a nutrition- and price·conscious shopper faces in deciding which item to buy is
that the items with high nutritional values are not always available at acceptable prices. Conversely,
the items with low prices do not always provide the desired nutrition. value. Given this kind of a dl-
lemma. you have decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examining both the prices
and the nutritional values of different items and selecting the item that gives the best possible com-bination of price and nutritional value. “

However. if you ünd two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of price and
nutritional value, you would select the more reputable brand.

2. SELECTION .

Based upon the above criteria, you are required to select can of vegetables from the six
alternatives given later in this booklet. Again, please try to avoid using your own tastes and prefer-
ences as much as possible when making your selection. Also note that written calculations in the
booklets are not permitted. Calculations, if necessary, will have to be carried out mentally.

To indicate the selection you make. you are provided with a "Selection Card' that has a list of
all the grocery items. Please keep the Selection Card in front of you. As soon as you have made your
decision as to which item to select. please check („/) against the item’s name in the Selection Card.

3. TIME LIMIT

For this practice session, you will have Five Minutes to make your selection. You will be alerted
when the time count begins.

If you have any questions, please stop here and ask. Otherwise, go on to the next page.
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1. You have entered the 'Canned Vegetables" section ol the supermarket. Your time count oflive minutes now begins.

2. Please look at the clock in front of you and write below the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds
I_.l I_._l I_..l

Please go to the next gage.
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CANNED VEGETABLES

Brand Net Price Senrings Calories Nutritlonal
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Can Can Can Per Can
Can
(Ounce)
EE

E7 *7 EEEEE77 777***7* *7 EEEE*777 77777**7 EEEEEMm VEGETABLES 17 „.„„
7777***7 *7EE„„777„„„ ms 7 720

(') A composite index of Protein and Vltamins contents.

1. To indicate your selection, check („/) the item selected in the "Selection Card.'

2. Please record the current time below as soon as you have checked the ”Selection Card":

3. Do not turn this page; wait for the next instruction.
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ACTUAL SHOPPING TRIP

Your actual shopping trip is now going to begin. Before you start, please read the following
carefully.

1. PRODUCT CATEGORIES:

You have agreed to purchase for your friend one item from each of the following six food productcategories. The supermarket has these product categories arranged in the following order to control
the normal traffic flow through the aisles. Therefore, the booklets are arranged in the following se—
quence and you will have to follow the same seguence while shopping.

1. Margarine
2. Pasta Dinner
3. Cold Breakfast Cereal
4. Canned Soup
5. Frozen Orange Juice (Canned)
6. Salad Dressing2. TIME LIMIT -

You will have 20 minutes for your entire shopping trip. You will be alerted when the time countbegins.

3. HOW TO MAKE A SELECTION

The following instructions are similar to the one you received for the practice session. None·
theless, please read them again.

Your friend is an involved home-maker. She plans her menu, prepares a shopping list before
shopping, and tries to stay within her shopping budget. When it comes to buying food products, she
wants to buy the items that can provide adeguate nutritional value to the members of her family andat the same time she is vegy careful about the prices she pays. She is not concerned about the calorie
contents of different food items but she would buy the items that are high on nutritional values but low
on price.

The nutritional value primarily comes from protein and vitamin contents of the food items.' The
information regarding the nutritional values and prices of the different food items will be provided to
you later in the booklets.

A dilemma that a nutrition- and price-conscious shopper faces in deciding which item to buy is
that the items with high nutritional values are not always available at acceptable prices. Conversely,
the items with low prices do not always provide the desired nutrition. value. Given this kind of a di-
lemma, you have decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examining both the prices
and the nutritional values of different items and selecting the item that gives the best possible com·
bination of price and nutritional value.

However. if you find two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of price and
A

nutritional value, you would select the more reputable brand.

Please go on to the next page.
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4. SELECTION

Based upon the above criteria, select ggg item from each of the six product categories. Again,
please try to avold using your own tastes and preferences as much as possible when making yourselection. Also note that written calculations in the booklets are not germitted. Calculations, if nec-
essary, will have to be carried out mentally.

To indicate the selections you make, you are provided with a 'Selection Card' that has a list of
all the grocery items. Please keep the Selection Card in front of you. As soon as you have made yourdecision as to which item to select, please check („j) against the item’s name in the Selection Card.

5. AFTER THE SHOPPING TRIP

Apart from making selections based on the above criteria, assume that after this shopping trip,
you are going to visit another store where your friend normally goes for her grocery shopping. The
only reason for your visiting this other store is to check if the prices at this store are more, less, or
the same as the prices you paid for your purchases. To do that, you will have to remember the prices
of the items that you are going to select because at the next store, the prices of the first store will notbe available.

Given the above scenario, you should be prepared to do two things alter completing your
shopping trip. First, you should be prepared to explain to your friend that you have indeed followed
her selection criteria described in "3" above while making the selections. Second, you should be in
a position to remember the prices of the items you selected for her so that she can compare these
prices herself against the prices she normally pays at her favorite store described above.

Please wait for the next instruction _
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BOOKLET NO. 1

MARGARINE

The time count of 20 minutes now begins. Before turning this page, please write below the cur-
rent time:

Hours Minutes Seconds ,

I_.l l_..;Il_.._l

Please go to the next gage.
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MAPoAR1HE

' Manufacturer Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
or Weight Per Per Per Value (°)

Distributor Per Package Package Package Per
Package Package
(Ounce)

FLE|SCHMANN'S
LIGHT

SI·|EDD'S SPREAD Lever 288
Brothers

BLUE *7****** *7
*7 KNHÄÄ

PREMIUM MAZOLA General
Foods

LAND O LAKES Land 0 17
Lakes .

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check (,/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

PLEASE eo TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET NO. 2

PASTA DINNER

Before turning this page, please write below the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

I;.] I;_.,I l..__l _

Please go to the next gage
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PASTA DINNER

Manufacturer Net Price Servings Calories Nutritlonal
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Package Package Package Per
Package Package
(Ounce)

DELUXE MACARONI Kraft 1300
CHEESE

EGG NOODLE WITH 760
CHICKEN

PPP PPPPP KNKEÄ
VELVEETA SHELLS Kraft 750
& CHEESE

MACARONI & Kraft’s 7 750 375
CHEESE

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the "Selection Card."

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET No. 3

COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL

Before turning this page. please write the current time below:

Hours Minutes Seconds

I;I Lil I.iI

Please go to the next gage.
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COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (°)
Per Box Box Box Per Box
Box
(Ounce)

HERNE
ALL·BRAN FRUIT KeIIogg's $1.79 13
AND ALMONDS

***^** *7 N *7 HK
FROSTED KeIIogg’s $1.59 _
MINI·WHEAT$

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET No. 4

CANNED SOUP

Before turning this page, please write the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds ‘

I._l _l_.._I Ill

Please goto the next gage
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CANNED SouP

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (°)
Per Can Can Can Per Can
Can
(Ounce)

CURLY NOODLE CampbeIl's 10 175wm-: cH•ckEn

CREAM OF CampbeII’s 2.75 67Asmmcus

EEEKH
CREAMY CHICKEN CampbelI’s 185MusHaooM

* GENRE
CHUNCKY CHICKEN
CampbelI’sVEGETABLE

(°) A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check (N/) the item selected in the ”Selection Card."

PLEASE eo TO THE NEXT eookLET
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BOOKLET No. 5
FROZEN ORANGE JUICE (CANNED)

Before turning this page, please write the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds
I?} I?} I.?}

Please go to the next gage
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FROZEN ORANGE JUICE

Manufacturer Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
or Weight Per Per Per Value (')

Distributor Per Can Can Can Can Per
Can

(Fl. Oz.)

CITRUS HILL ”Proctor 720 1024
& Gamble

FLORIDA GOLD Lykes 12 480
Pasco

SUN GOLD Pace Dairy 89¢
¤

720 720

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the "Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
E
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BOOKLET No. 6

SALAD DRESSING

Before turning this page, please write the current time below:

Hours Minutes Seconds

|._I Ill l._......l

Please go to the next gage
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SALAD DRESSINGS

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional '
Weight Per Per Per Value (°)
Per Bottle Bottle Bottle Per
Bottle Bottle

CREAMY CUCUMBER Kraft 17 480 696

CATALINA SPICY Kraft 89¢
SWEET

”**$*O NE O EKT„„„„„„ ISLAND „„„ „.„„ „„ 672
§ EE O HK

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.
A

Please remember to check (N/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card?

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT PAGE
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1. Please record the current time below as soon as you have checked the 'Selection Card' :

Hours Minutes Seconds
Ill Ill lll

2. You have completed your shopping trip. Please wait for further instructions.

3. Please Do not talk with anyone. -
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SELECTION CARD

Please check („/) only one item from each of the following product categories to lndicate your selection:
0. CANNED VEGETABLE

U

iCut Beets

iJuIienne Carrots

lwhole-Leaf Spinach

iMixed Vegetables

__Sweet Peas
_Cut Green Beans

1. MARGARINE 2. PASTA DINNER _
_FIeischmann’s Light _Deluxe Macaroni & Cheese
lShedd’s Spread iEgg Noodle with Chicken
__BIue Bonnet _Creamy Pasta
___Kroger Margarine lvelveeta Shells & Cheese
_Premium Mazola _Cheese Supreme
iLand O Lakes _Macaroni & Cheese

3. COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL 4. CANNED SOUP
iRaisin Bran _CurIy Noodle with Chicken

I

__Corn Flakes iCream of Asparagus
»

___AlI-Bran Fruit and Almonds __Chicken Broth'
__Raisin Square __Creamy Chicken Mushroom
___Just Right __Tomato Bisque
___Frosted Mini-Wheats iChunky Chicken Vegetable

5. FROZEN ORANGE JUICE 6. SALAD DRESSINGS
iCitrus Hill _Creamy Cucumber
_Florida Gold __Roca Blue
__Sun Gold _Catalina Spicy Sweet
iSeneca __Presto Italian
_Minute Maid _Thousand Island
_Kroger iFrench
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Appendix E

complete Experimental Procedure: Incidental
Learning and Price·Based choice Task (cell 311
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Ynmwe THE R. B. PAMPLIN (DILEGE OF BUSINESS
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

Wg ' .

Blulrbsrg, Virginia 24061

'lhank you for agrccing to participatc in this rcscarch. Wc hopc, you will find it to bc an intcrcsting
cxpcricncc.

'Ihc purposc of this rcscarcli is to invcstigatc how groccry shoppcrs cvaluatc diffcrcnt altcmativcs in
a supcrmarkct and how thcy dccidc on a particular itcm to purchasc. Wc proposc to do this by dcvcloping
a situation whcrc you will takc part in a gmccry shopping trip. llowcvcr, you will bc askcd to do thc '
shopping lbr a fricnd whosc shopping habits may or may not match with your own. '1'hat is, instcad of
cmploying your own critcria for sclccting dilfcrcnt itcms in thc storc, you will bc askcd to usc thc sclcction
critcria that charactcrizc thc fricnd you arc going to shop for.

You will bc pmvidcd with six booklcts, cach rcprcscnting a food product catcgory, likc canncd soup,
cold brcakfast cqrcal, and so on. Within cach product catcgory, thcrc will bc six itcms. Your task would
bc to makc onc sclcction from cach of thc six product catcgorics bascd upon somc spccilic guidclincs and
instructions. Aftcr you havc madc all six sclcctions, you will bc askcd to rcspond to a fcw qucstions about
your purchasc dccisions. _

'l'o familiarizc you with thc sclcction proccdurcs and thc critcria your fricnd uscs to makc a sclcction,
thcrc will bc a practicc scssion and you will havc thc opportunity to ask any qucstions that you may havc
about thc task at that timc. 4 .

‘ Rcmcmbcr, how you makc your sclcctions and how you rcspond to thc qucstions in no way rcllcct
your ability, talcnt, or actual shopping habits. Your rcsponscs will bc kcpt strictly confidcntial. Do not
writc your namc anywhcrc in thc booklcts or thc qucstionnairc.

Whcn you havc complctcd all aspccts of this shopping cxpcricncc, thc rcscarchcr will providc a morc
dctailcd cxplanation about this invcstigation. g
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General Overview

In the accompanying packet, there are seven booklets arranged in a specific order, marked 0
through 6. Please do not change the order of the booklets.

Booklet No. 0 is to acquaint you with the instructions and to give you an opportunity to practice
the selection tasks that you will be asked to perform in the subsequent booklets. After you have
completed the task required in Booklet No. 0. you will be able to ask any question that you may have
at that time. Once you are clear about the task instructions, we will proceed with the actual shopping
trip beginning with Booklet No. 1, then Booklet No. 2, and so on. until you have completed with Booklet
No. 6 in the order presented.

As mentioned before, each booklet represents a food product category found in a supermarket:

Booklet Product Category

0 Canned Vegetables (For Practice)
1 Margarine
2 Pasta Dinner
3 Cold Breakfast Cereal
4 Canned Soup
5 Frozen Orange Juice (Canned)
6 Salad Dressing

Each product category will have six ilems._ For example. in the category of Canned Vegetables,
there will be: Cut Beets. Carrots, Whole~Ieaf Spinach, Mixed Vegetables, Sweet Peas. and Cut Green
Beans.

At the beginning of the booklets. there will be a brief description of your friend and the criteria
she normally uses when evaluating each item within a product category. Your task will be to use these
criteria, and to select one item from the six alternatives in each product category. Please try to ignore
your personal tastes and preferences to the extent possible and select the items that best match the
selection criteria of your friend.

J
At various stages of your selection process, and filling out the questionnaire. you will be re—

quired to record the current time in the designated spaces. For this purpose, a clock is provided in
front of you. Please make sure that all of you can see the readings in the clock clearly.

lf you have any questions, please ask them now. Olherwise wait for the next instructlon.

~
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1. Please pick Booklet No. 0 marked 'Practice Session' and set it in front of you.

2. Please do not turn the page of Booklet No. 0 until instructed.
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BOOKLET NO, 0

PRACTICE SESSION

CANNED VEGETABLES
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Assume that you are entering the 'Canned Vegetables" section of a supermarket. Today, thereare six items of canned vegetables available in the store. This booklet contains the necessary infor-mation that you will need, to make your selection based on the following instructions.~ 1. HOW TO MAKE A SELECTION
Your friend is an extremely price-conscious shopper. She loves to shop around for bargains andselects stores because of the low prices they offer. She is not concerned about the calorie contentsor the nutritional values of different food items, but she pays a very close attention to the prices ofdifferent items to lind out how the items rank against each other in terms oftheir expensiveness. Suchranking helps her identify the items that fall within her acceptable price limit. However, she does notnecessarily select the lowest-priced item because she is aware that the items may vary in terms of

their contents, weights, and sizes.

Some stores provide on the shelves the unit prices (for example, price per ounce) which make
the price comparison easier for such price—conscious shoppers. Unfortunately, the store you are now
going to visit does not give you the unit price (price per ounce) information. This makes it difficult for
you to carry out the kind of price comparison your friend expects you to do. Given this kind of a sit-
uation. you have decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examining both the prices
as well as the weights of different food items and selecting the item that provides the best possible
combination of price and weight.

However, if you find two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of price and
weight, you would carefully consider the item or brand names and select the most reputable brand
because your friend will perceive it to be a bargain.

2. SELECTION
Based upon the above criteria, you are required to select can of vegetables from the six

alternatives given later in this booklet. Again, please try to avoid using your own tastes and prefer-
ences as much as possible when making your selection. Also note that written calculations in the
booklets are not permitted. Calculations. if necessary, will have to be carried out mentally.

To indicate the selection you make, you are provided with a 'Selection Card" that has a list of
all the grocery items. Please keep the Selection Card in front of you. As soon as you have made your
decision as to which item to select, please check (N/) against the item’s name in the Selection Card.3. TIME LIMIT ·

For this practice session, you will have Five Minutes to make your selection. You will be alerted
when the time count begins.

lf you have any question. please stop here and ask. Otherwise. go on to the next page.
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1. You have entered the 'Canned Vegetables' section of the supermarket. Your time count oflive minutes now begins.

2. Please look at the clock in front of you and write below the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds
I._I Lil I.il

Please go fo the next gage.
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CANNED VEGETABLES

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Can Can Can Per CanCan
(Ounce)

Q^«¤¤«¤~ §¤¤¤§JULIENNE CARROTS Avondale 17 960

AAAAAAAAA t.o„„...

AAA„A„A„..„BEÄNS AAAAAAlé A ¤ AAA
(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

1. To indicate your selection, check („/) the item selected in the ”Selection Card.'

2. Please record the current time below as soon as you have checked the "Selection Card":

3. Do not turn this page; wait for the next instruction.
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ACTUAL SHOPPING TRIP

Your actual shopping trip is now going to begin. Before you start, please read the following
carefully.

1. PRODUCT CATEGORIES:

You have agreed to purchase for your friend one item from each ol the following six food product
categories. The supermarket has these product categories arranged in the following order to control
the normal traffic flow through the aisles. Therefore, the booklets are arranged in the following se-
quence and you will have to follow the same seguence while shopping.

1. Margarine
2. Pasta Dinner
3. C¤ld Breakfast Cereal
4. Canned Soup
5. Frozen Orange Juice (Canned)
6. Salad Dressing

2. TIME LIMIT

You will have 20 minutes for your entire shopping trip. You will be alerted when the time count
begins.

3. HOW TO MAKE A SELECTION

The following instructions are similar to the one you received for the practice session. None-
theless. please read them again.

Your friend is an extremely price-conscious shogger. She Ioves to shop around for bargains and
selects stores because of the low prices they offer. She is not concerned about the calorie contents
or the nutritional values of different food items. but she pays a very close attention to the prices of
different items to find out how the items rank against each other in terms of their expensiveness. Such
ranking helps her identity the items that fall within her acceptable price limit. However. she does not
necessarily select the lowest-priced item because she is aware that the items may vary in terms of
their contents, weights, and sizes.

Some stores provide on the shelves the unit prices (for example. price per ounce) which make
the price comparison easier for such price-conscious shoppers. Unfortunately, the store you are now
going to visit does not give you the unit price (price per ounce) information. This makes it difficult for
you to carry out the kind of price comparison your friend expects you to do. Given this kind of a sit-
uation. you have decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examining both the prices
as well as the weights of different food items and selecting the item that provides the best possible
combination of price and weight.

However, if you Hnd two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of price and
weight. you would carefully consider the item or brand names and select the most reputable brand
because your friend will perceive it to be a bargain.

Please go on to the next page.
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4. SELECTION
Based upon the above criteria. select item from each of the six product categories. Again,

please try to avoid using your own tastes and preferences as much as possible when making yourselection. Also note that written calculations in the booklets are not oermitted. Calculations, if nec~
essary, will have to be carried out mentally.

To.indicate the selections you make, you are provided with a ”Selection Card' that has a list of
all the grocery items. Please keep the Selection Card in front of you. As soon as you have made your
decision as to which item to select, please check („/) against the item’s name in the Selection Card.

Please wait for the next instruction
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BOOKLET NO. 1

MARGARINE

The tlme count of 20 minutes now begins, Before turning this page, please write below the cur-
rent time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

Ill I__Il_._I

Please go to the next gage.
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MAR6AR1uE

Manufacturer Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
or Weight Per Per Per Value (')

Distributor Per Package Package Package Per
Package Package
(Ounce)

FLEISCHMANWS ·LIGHT

$HEDD’S SPREAD Lever 288
Brothers

*77**7* *7 EEEE777“** *7 EMEEE
PREMIUM MAZOLA General

Foods

LAND o LAKES Land o 17
— Lakes

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check (\/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'
u

PLEASE so ro THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET NO. 2

PASTA DINNER

Before turning this page, please write below the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

Ill lll Ill '

Please go to the next gage
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PASTA ¤1NNER

Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Package Package Package Per
Package Package
(Ounce)

DELUXE MACARONI Kraft
ct-tEEsE

EGG NOODLE WITH Kran 760c1·1lckEu

PPPPPP PPPPP
PPPVELVEETASl-IELLS Kralt 750at cHEEsE

MAcARoMt a 7 750 :175cHEEsE

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the 'Seiection Card.'

PLEASE GO 1*0 THE NEXT a0okLET
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BOOKLET No.

3COLDBREAKFAST CEREAL

Before turning this page, please write the current time below:

Hours Minutes Seconds

Please go to the next gage.
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COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Box Box Box Per Box
Box
(Ounce)

ALL-BRAN FRUIT Kellogg’s $1.79 13
AND ALMONDS

SSSSSS S M SS
EKFROSTEDKellogg’s
MINI·WI·IEATS

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check (N/) the item selected in the ”Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET No. 4

CANNED SOUP

Before turning this page. please write the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

l__I l_._I l„I

Please go to the next gage
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cANN6¤ soup

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Can Can Can Per Can
Can
(Ounce)

CURLY NOODLE Campbell’s 175wma cmcksn

CREAM OF Campbe||'s 2.75 67Asmnmus

mmCREAMYCHICKEN CampbeIl’sMusnnoom*°“^*° =· HEEEK
CHUNCKY CHICKEN CampbeII's 1.00vscsrnsuz

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check (N/) the item selected in the ”Selection Card,' -

m.aAss co ro ms maxr aookuzr
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BOOKLET No. 5

FROZEN ORANGE JUICE (CANNED)

\

Before turning this page, please write the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

Ii! Ii! Ill

Please go to the next gage
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FROZEN ORANGE JUICE

Manufacturer Net Price Servings Calories Nutritlonal
or Weight Per Per Per Value (°)

Distributor Per Can Can Can Can Per
Can

(FI. Oz.)

CITRUS HILL Proctor 720
& Gamble

FLORIDA GOLD Lykes 480
Pasco

SUN GOLD Pace Dairy 89¢
¤

720 720

NSSSSSS SSS uu- ¤

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the 'Selectlon Card."

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BookLET
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BOOKLET No. 6

SALAD DRESSING

Before turning this page. please write the current time below:

Hours Minutes Seconds

I....| Ill l__.I ·

Please go to the next gage
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SALAD DRESSINGS

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (")
Per Bottle Bottle Bottle Per
Bottle Bottle

*******7 EH *7 ** E
CATALINA SPICY Kraft 89¢
SWEET

**7*7* NN *7 HET„„„„„„„s„„„ „„„ „.„„ „„
H¤E *7 HE

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents;

Please remember to check („]) the item selected in the ”Selection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT PAGE

L
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1. Please record the current time below as soon as you have checked the 'Selection Card' :

Hours Minutes Seconds
I..._I l_,l Ill

2. You have completed your shopping trip. Please wait for further instructions.

3. Please Oo not talk with anyone.
Q
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° SELECTION CARD

Please check („/) only one item from each of the following product categories to indicate your selection:
0. CANNED VEGETABLE‘

__Cut Beels
lJulienne Carrots
__Whole-Leaf Spinach

iMIxed Vegetables
iSweet Peas
lCut Green Beans

1. MARGARINE 2. PASTA D/NNER
__Fleischmann's Light __DeIuxe Macäroni & Cheese
__Shedd’s Spread lEgg Noodle with Chicken
__Blue Bonnet icreamy Pasta
___Kroger Margarine __VeIveeta Shells & Cheese

_ _Premium Mazola __Cheese Supreme
__Land O Lakes _Macaroni & Cheese

3. COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL 4. CANNED SOUP
___Raisin Bran ' __CurIy Noodle with Chicken
__Corn Flakes · __Cream of Asparagus
__AlI-Bran Fruit and Almonds - ;Chicken Broth
iRaisin Square _Creamy Chicken Mushroom
___Just Right _Tomato Bisque
__Frosted Mini-Wheats · ichunky Chicken Vegetable

5. FROZEN ORANGE JUICE 6. SALAD DRESSINGS
_Citrus Hill __Creamy Cucumber
__Florida Gold __Roca Blue
__Sun Gold __CataIina Spicy Sweet
__Seneca _Presto Italian
__Minute Maid __Thousand Island
iKroger _French

”
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Appendix F

complete Experimental Procedure: Intentional
Learning and Price·Based choice Task (Cell 32)

i
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THE tt. tt. PAMPUN COLLEGE or nustNt=.ss
_, VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITYä ··- . u

Blazlrburg, Virgin:} 24061

'Ihank you lbr agmccing to participatc in this rcscarch. Wc hopc, you will ünd it to bc an intcrcsting
cxpcricncc.

Thc purposc of this rcscarch is to invcstigatc how groccry shoppcrs cvaluatc difl”crcnt altcmativcs in
a supcrmarkct and how thcy dccidc on a particular itcm to purchasc. Wc proposc to do this by dcvcloping
a situation whcrc you will takc part in a groccry shopping trip. llowcvcr, you will bc askcd to do thc
shopping for a fricnd whosc shopping habits may or may not match with your own. That is, instcad of
cmploying your own critcria for sclccting diflcrcnt itcms in thc storc, you will bc askcd to usc thc sclcction
critcria that charactcrin: thc fricnd you arc going to shop for.

You will bc providcd with six booklcts, cach rcprcscnting a food product catcgory, likc canncd soup,
cold brcakfast ccrcal, and so on. Within cach product catcgory, thcrc will bc six itcms. Your task would
bc to makc onc sclcction from cach of thc six product catcgorics bascd upon somc spccific guidclincs and
instructions. Aftcr you havc madc all six sclcctions, you will bc askcd to rcspond to a fcw qucstions about
your purchasc dccisions.

To familiarizc you with thc sclcction proccdurcs and thc critcria your fricnd uscs to makc a sclcction,
thcrc will bc a practicc scssion and you will havc thc opportunity to ask any qucstions that you may havcabout thc task at that timc.

Rcmcmbcr, how you makc your sclcctions and how you rcspond to thc qucstions in no way rcflcct
i

your ability, talcnt, or actual shopping habits. Your rcsponscs will bc kcpt strictly contidcntiztl. Do not
writc your namc anywhcrc in thc booklcts or thc qucstionnairc.

Whcn you havc complctcd all aspccts of this shopping cxpcricncc, thc rcscarchcr will providc a morc
dctailcd cxplanation about this invcstigation.
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General Overview

ln the accompanying packet, there are seven booklets arranged in a specific order, marked 0
through 6. Please do not change the order of the booklets.

Booklet No. 0 is to acquaint you with the instructions and to give you an opportunity to practice
the selection tasks that you will be asked to perform in the subsequent booklets. After you have
completed the task required in Booklet No. 0, you will be able to ask any question that you may have
at that time. Once you are clear about the task instructions, we will proceed with the actual shopping
trip beginning with Booklet No. 1, then Booklet No. 2, and so on, until you have completed with Booklet
No. 6 in the order presented.

As mentioned before, each booklet represents a food product category found in a supermarket:

Booklet Product Category

0 Canned Vegetables (For Practice)
1 Margarine
2 Pasta Dinner
3 Cold Breakfast Cereal
4 Canned Soup
5 Frozen Orange Juice (Canned) -
6 Salad Dressing

Each product category will have six items. For example. in the category of Canned Vegetables.
there will be: Cut Beets, Carrots, Whole-leaf Spinach, Mixed Vegetables, Sweet Peas, and Cut Green
Beans.

At the beginning of the booklets. there will be a brief description of your friend and the criteria
she normally uses when evaluating each item within a product category. Your task will be to use these .
criteria, and to select one item from the six alternatives in each product category. Please try to ignore
your personal tastes and prelerences to the extent possible and select the items that best match the
selection criteria of your friend.

At various stages of your selection process, and tilling out the questionnaire, you will be re-
quired to record the current time in the designated spaces. For this purpose, a clock is provided in
front of you. Please make sure that all of you can see the readings in the clock clearly.

lf you have any questions, please ask them now. Otherwise wait for the next instruction.

·
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1. Please pick Booklet No. 0 marked 'Practice Session' and set it in front ol you.

. 2. Please do not turn the page ol Booklet No. 0 until instructed.

. 416



BOOKLET NO. 0

PRACTICE SESSION

CANNED VEGETABLES

417
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Assume that you are entering the 'Canned Vegetables” section of a supermarket. Today, there
are six items of canned vegetables available in the store. This booklet contains the necessary infor-
mation that you will need to make your selection based on the following instructions.

1. HOW TO MAKE A SELECTION

Your friend is an extremely grice-conscious shogger. She loves to shop around for bargains and
selects stores because of the low prices they offer. She is not concerned about the calorie contents
or the nutritional values of different food items, but she pays a very close attention to the prices of
different items to lind out how the items rank against each other in terms of their expensiveness. Such
ranking helps her identify the items that fall within her acceptable price limit. However, she does not '
necessarily select the lowest-priced item because she is aware that the items may vary in terms of
their contents, weights, and sizes.

Some stores provide on the shelves the unit prices (for example, price per ounce) which make
the price comparison easier for such price·conscious shoppers. Unfortunately, the store you are now
going to visit does not give you the unit price (price per ounce) information. This makes it difficult for
you to carry out the kind of price comparison your friend expects you to do. Given this kind of a sit-
uation, you have decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examining both the prices
as well as the weights of different food items and selecting the ite‘m that provides the best possible
combination of price and weight.

-

However, if you find two items having the same or similarly attractive combinations of price and
l

weight. you would carefully consider the item or brand names and select the most reputable brand
because your friend will perceive it to be a bargain.

2. SELECTION

Based upon the above criteria, you are required to select gig can of vegetables from the six
alternatives given later in this booklet. Again, please try to avoid using your own tastes and prefer-
ences as much as possible when making your selection. Also note that written calculations in the
booklets are not germitted. Calculations, if necessary, will have to be carried out mentally.

To indicate the selection you make, you are provided with a "Selection Card" that has a list of
all the grocery items. Please keep the Selection Card in front of you. As soon as you have made your
decision as to which item to select, please check („/) against the item’s name in the Selection Card.

3. TIME LIMIT

For this practice session. you will have Five Minutes to make your selection. You will be alerted
when the time count begins.

lf you have any question, please stop here and ask. Otherwise, go on to the next page.
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1. You have entered the 'Canned Vegetables' section of the supermarket. Your time count of
five minutes now begins.

2. Please look at the clock in front of you and write below the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

i
I; I__.I Ill

Please go to the next gage.
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CANNED VEGETABLES

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Can Can Can Per Can
Can
(Ounce)ä7 7 HNHEÄ7^77777 77777 77 KHÄ777777777 77777777 HEIM}

MIXED VEGETABLES Avondale 17 45¢ 840

^7777777 77
BECUTGREEN „„„s 7 ¤ 720

(') A composite index ol Protein and Vitamins contents.

1. To indicate your selection, check („/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

2. Please record the current time below as soon as you have checked the 'Selection Card':

3. Do not turn this page; wait lor the next instruction.
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ACTUAL SHOPPING TRIP

Your actual shopping trip is now going to begin. Before you start, please read the following
carefully.

1. PRODUCT CATEGORIES:

You have agreed to purchase for your friend one item from each of the following six food product
categories. The supermarket has these product categories arranged in the following order to control
the normal traffic flow through the aisles. Therefore. the booklets are arranged in the following se-
quence and you will have to follow the same seguence while shopping.

1. Margarine
2. Pasta Dinner
3. Cold Breakfast Cereal
4. Canned Soup
5. Frozen Orange Juice (Canned)
6. Salad Dressing

2. TIME LIMIT

You will have 20 minutes for your entire shopping trip. You will be alerted when the time count
begins.

3. HOW TO MAKE A SELECTION

The following instructions are similar to the one you received for the practice session. None-
theless, please read them again.

Your friend is an extremely price-conscious shogger. She loves to shop around for bargains and
selects stores because of the low prices they offer. She is not concerned about the calorie contents
or the nutritional values of different food items. but she pays a very close attention lo the prices of
different items to ünd out how the items rank against each other in terms of their expensiveness. Such
ranking helps her identify the items that fall within her acceptable price limit. However. she does not
necessarily select the lowest~priced item because she is aware that the items may vary in terms of
their contents, weights, and sizes.

Some stores provide on the shelves the unit prices (for example, price per ounce) which make
the price comparison easier for such price-conscious shoppers. Unfortunately, the store you are now
going to visit does not give you the unit price (price per ounce) information. This makes it difficult for
you to carry out the kind of price comparison your friend expects you to do. Given this kind of a sit-
uation, you have decided that you can best serve your friend by carefully examining both the prices
as well as the weights of different food items and selecting the item that provides the best possible
combination of price and weight.

However, if you find two items having the same or similarly attractive combinafions of price and
weight, you would carefully consider the item or brand names and select the most reputable brand
because your friend will perceive it fo be a bargain.

Please go on to the next gage.
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4. SELECTION

Based upon the above criteria, select gig item from each of the six product categories. Again,
please try to avoid using your own tastes and preferences as much as possible when making your
selection. Also note that written calculations in the booklets are not germitted. Calculations, if nec-
essary, will have to be carried out mentally.

To indicate the selections you make, you are provided with a 'Selection Card' that has a list of
all the grocery items. Please keep the Selection Card in front ofyou. As soon as you have made your
decision as to which item to select, please check (\/) against the item’s name in the Selection Card.

5. AFTER THE SHOPPING TRIP

Apart from making selections based on the above criteria. assume that after this shopping trip,
you are going to visit another store where your friend normally goes for her grocery shopping, The
only reason for your visiting this other store is to check if the prices at this store are more, less, or
the same as the prices you paid for your purchases. To do that. you will have to remember the prices
of the items that you are going to select because at the next store, the prices ofthe ürst store will not
be available.

Given the above scenario, you should be prepared to do two things after completing your
shopping trip. First, you should be prepared to explain to your friend that you have indeed followed
her selection criteria described in '3” above while making the selections. Second. you should be in
a position to remember the prices of the items you selected for her so that she can compare these
prices herself against the prices she normally pays at her favorite store described above.

Please wait for the next instruction
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BOOKLET NO. 1

MARGARINE

The time count of 20 minutes now begins. Before turning this page, please write below the cur-
rent time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

I...__IPlease

go to the next page.
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MARGARTNE

Manufacturer Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
or Weight Per Per Per Value (')

Distributor Per Package Package Package Per
Package Package
(Ounce)

FLEI$CHMANN'S 99¢
LIGHT

$HEDD'$ SPREAD Lever 35¢ 288
Brothers

BLUE *******7*
*7“******7*77*7 EWE
PREMIUM MAZOLA General 95¢

Foods

LAND 0 LAKES Land O 17 69¢ _
Lakes

(°) A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the 'Selection Card.'

PLEASE so TO THE NEXT aookLET
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BOOKLET NO. 2

PASTA DINNER

Before turning this page, please write below the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

lll Ill lll

Please go to the next page
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PASTA 0lNNER

Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Package Package Package Per
Package Package
(Ounce)

DELUXE MACARONI
cl·lEEsE

EGG Noo¤t.E wm·l Kran 760cl-llcKEN

PPPPPP PPPPP
PPPVELVEETASl-IELLS Kralt 750E cl·lEEsE

MACARONI & Kraft's $1.19 7 750 375cHEEsE

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.
I

Please remember to check (X/) the item selected in the 'SeIection Card.'

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BooKLET
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BOOKLET No. 3

COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL

Before turning this page, please write the current time below:

Hours Minutes Seconds

Ill I;._I Ill .

Please go to the next gage.
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COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per ' Per Value (')
Per Box Box Box Per Box
Box
(Ounce)

7******
77^*ALL-BRANFRUIT KeIlogg's $1.79
AND ALMONDS

*77*77 *7 N *7 EK
FROSTED KeIlogg’s $1.59
MINI-WHEATS

(') A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check (N/) the item selected in the "Selection Card."

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET No. 4

CANNED SOUP

Before tuming this page, please write the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds I
I—..l ll.! lll

Please go to the next gage
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cANNs¤ soup

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Can Can Can Per Can
Can
(Ounce)

cuntv uooouz campbeiis 4s¢ 175 1oawma ci-ucxsu

CREAM OF CampbelI’s 2.75 67Asmmeus

CREAMY CHICKEN CampbeII's 10 59¢wiusmzoom

CHUNCKY CHICKEN CampbelI’s 11 .vscrrnais

(°) A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the “SeIection Card."

pLsAss co ro ms Nsxr eooxtsr
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BOOKLET No. 5

FROZEN ORANGE JUICE (CANNED)

Before tuming this page. please write the current time:

Hours Minutes Seconds

Ill Ii.! lll

Please go to the next gage
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FROZEN ORANGE JUICE

Manufacturer Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
or Weight Per Per Per Value (°)

Distributor Per Can Can Can Can Per
Can

(Fl. Oz.)

CITRUS HILL Proctor 95¢ 720
& Gamble

FLORIDA GOLD Lykes 93¢ 480
Pasco

§
2 *22* *2

_

22*

(°) A composite index of Protein and Vitamins contents.

Please remember to check („/) the item selected in the "Selection Card.' u

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT BOOKLET
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BOOKLET No. 6

SALAD DRESSING

Before tuming this page, please write the current time below:

Hours Minutes Seconds

l...e.I Ill li!

Please go to the next gage
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SALAD DRESSINGS

Brand Net Price Servings Calories Nutritional
Weight Per Per Per Value (')
Per Bottle Bottle Bottle Per
Bottle Bottle
(Fl.Oz.)

*7******7 KH *7 Ä
CATALINA SPICY Kraft 89¢
SWEET

7**7*7* HH *7 EE
THOUSAND ISLAND 8.00 83¢ 480 872

(') A composite index ot Protein and Vitamins contents.
I

Please remember to check (N/) the item selected in the "SeIection Card.' _

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT PAGE
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1. Please record the current time below as soon as you have checked the "SeIection Card' :

Hours Minutes Seconds

Ill I_..._l Ill '

2. You have completed your shopping trip. Please wait for further instructions.

3. Please Do not talk with anyone.
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. SELECTION CARD

Please check („/) only one item from each of the following product categories to indicate your selection:
0. CANNED VEGETABLE

_Cut Beets
iJuIienne Carrots
iwhole-Leaf Spinach

_Mixed Vegetables
_Sweet Peas

n

__Cut Green Beans

1. MARGARINE 2. PASTA D/NNER

_Fleischmann’s Light __DeIuxe Macaroni & Cheese
;Shedd’s Spread __Egg Noodle with Chicken

_Blue Bonnet
u

;Creamy Pasta
tKroger Margarine _VeIveeta Shells & Cheese
_Premium Mazola __Cheese Supreme

_Land O Lakes __Macaroni & Cheese

3. COLD BREAKFAST CEREAL 4. CANNED SOUP

;Raisin Bran iCurly Noodle with Chicken

__Corn Flakes _ iCream of Asparagus

__All·Bran Fruit and Almonds _Chicken Broth

__Raisin Square _Creamy Chicken Mushroom

lJust Right __Tomato Bisque
___Frosted Mini-Wheats __Chunky Chicken Vegetable

5. FROZEN ORANGE JUICE 6. SALAD DRESSINGS

iCitrus Hill ___Creamy Cucumber

__Florida Gold __Roca Blue
isun Gold lCatalina Spicy Sweet

_Seneca _Presto Italian
_Minute Maid __Thousand Island
_Kroger iFrench
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Appendix G

Complete Questionnaire and Memory Tests
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QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire asks you a few questions about the shopping trip you have just concluded.
The questionnaire has four sections. Each section explains the nature of the information you are
asked to provide. Please respond to the questions as carefully and as conscientiously as possible.
Remember, your responses are in no way reflective of your talent. abilities, and shopping habits. Your
responses will be kept completely conüdential. Do not write your name anywhere in the question-
naire.

Please indicate your response by placing a cross (x) in the space that most correctly describes
your responses.

Once you have completed a page, please do not go back to it after turning to the next page.

Please Go To The Next Page
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Section l

In the booklets, you were presented with seven different pieces of information about the items in each
product category. You were also instructed to make your selections on the basis of a friend's se-
lection criteria. This section tries to determine the extent to which you used the information provided.

A. Please indicate the extent to which you used the following pieces of information during the
selections. Please place a cross (x) in the appropriate space in each row below that best
describes your response.

Never used Moderately Always used
the informa- used the the informa-
tion information tion

l.._....i.|_.l|____|_._._I._i|
1 2 3 4 5

1. NUTRITIONAL VALUES I I I I I I ·

2. CALORIE CONTENTS I I I I | I

3. NUMBER OF SERVINGS I I I | I I

4, PRICES |____ll|__I_I__l__I

5. NET WElGl-ITS I I · I I I I

6. MANUFACTURER$' OR
D|STRlBUTORS' NAMES I | I I I I

7. NAMES OF THE ITEMS | | I I I I
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B. Please indicate the extent you paid attention to the following pieces of information during the
sections. Please place a cross (x) in the appropriate space in each row below that best describes
your response.

Paid no Paid moderate Paid very
attention attention close atten-
to the to the tion to the
information information information

|;__||.___||i.__l
1 2 3 4 5

1. NUTRITIONAL VALUES [ [ [ [ [ [

2. CALORIE CONTENTS [ [ [ [ [ [

3. NUMBER OF SERVINGS [ [ [ [ [ [

4. PRICES |___|____l[__i|____l[____i[

5. NET WEIGHTS [ [ [ [ [ [

6. MANUFACTURERS' OR
DISTRlBUTORS' NAMES [ [ [ [ [ [

6. NAMES OF THE ITEMS [ [ [ [ [ [
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Section II

This section assesses the extent to which you attempted to remember the prices of the items you
selected.

A. Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the statements below by placing a cross
(x) in the appropriate spaces:

Completely Somewhat Neither Somewhat Completely
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

nor
Agree

l.____I.I.l_lill_.._.I

1. ltried to remember the
prices of the
items selected. | | | l l |

2. I dld not make an
attempt to remember
the prices ol the
items selected. | | | | | I

3. I paid no attention to
”

the prices ol items I
did not select. | | | ( | (

4. I knew that I would be
asked to remember the
prices of the items
selected. |______|_|____|l____|__i|
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B. For some ol the next set of questions, you may believe that the task asked ot you is somewhat
difficult. or perhaps unnecessary. However, each task is important, so please do the best you can.
The reasons for asking you these questions will be explained when you complete the question-
naire.

While responding to some of the questions that follow, you may or may not be completely sure
whether your responses are correct. To assess how sure you are, the following scale is provided:

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Absolutely Very Somewhat Somewhat Very Absolutely
Unsure Unsure Unsure Sure Sure Sure

lf you are absolutely sure that your response is correct, write 100% in the appropriate spaces
in the questionnaire. lt you are absolutely unsure about the correctness of your response, write 0%.
If your certainty level is somewhere in between these two extremes, write the number that best re-
presents your level of surety.

Keep this page ln tront ot you and use it whenever you have to indicate how sure you are about
your responses. _

lf you have any question about the surety scale, please let me know. Otherwise, please go on
to the next page.
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C. The following questions relate to the PASTA DINNER you had selected.

1. Please go back to the 'Shopping Cart" and write the name of the selected Pasta Dinner below.

2. Please write the current time below:

3. Can you recall the price of the box of Pasta Dinner you selected? lf yes, write the price below. If
you cannot recall the price. give your best estimate. Please write only in one of the two spaces

. below. Do not write on both.

Recalled Price: or Estimated Price: .

4. Using the scale given earlier, indicate how sure you are that the recalled or estimated price is
correct.

Your level of surety that
the recalled or estimated price
in "3" above is correct I | % Sure
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5. Following are the names of the six items ol Pasta Dinner that were presented to you in the booklet.
Please do two things:

(1) Rank the items in terms of their prices per box ( Q price per ounce. That is, write "1" for the
item you think had the lowest price per box, "2' for the next more expensive, and so on. and '6"
for the item you think had the highest price per box of Pasta Dinner.

(2) Indicate the level of surety that each ol your six ranking responses is correct by using the
surety scale provided earlier.

ltems Expensiveness Your level ot

_

Ranks ("1' for surety that
The least expen- the response in
sive, '6' for the the second column
most expensive is correct
item)

Deluxe Macaroni and cheese Lil l , I % Sure

Egg Noodle with Chicken Ill
l_

I % Sure

Creamy Pasta I.......l L_I % Sure

Velveeta Shells and Cheese lll I, I % Sure

Cheese Supreme l__l I I % Sure

Macaroni and Cheese l ,._,I I I % Sure
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6. Following are six prices for a box of Pasta Dinner. These six prices include the correct price of the
box of pasta dinner you had selected. Please do the following;

(1) Identify the correct price ol the box of pasta dinner you had selected and place a cross (x) in
the corresponding "Yes" column. Then, go to the last column and indicate your level ol surety
that the price you have identiüed as correct is indeed the correct price.

Please remember that only one of the six prices is correct. Therefore. you should place no more
than one cross (x) in the "Yes" column.

Prices Place an 'x' in Your level ol
the appropriate surety that
spaces to indicate each of your
your responses. responses in the

previous Yes or No
columns is correct.

$1.03 [ [ Yes; No [ [ [ [ % Sure

$1.19 [ [ Yes; No [ [ [ [ °/s Sure

$1.29 [ [ Yes; No [ [ [ [ % Sure

$1.09 [ [ Yes; No [ [ | [ % Sure

· $1.23 [ [ Yes; No [ [ [ [ % Sure

$1.13 [ [ Yes; No [ [ [ [ % Sure

(2) Place a cross (x) in the "No' column for each ol the other live prices to indicate that these üve
prices are not the correct prices ol the box of Pasta Dinner you had selected. Then. go to the last
column and indicate how certain you are that each ol these live prices are indeed the incorrect prices.
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D. The following questions relate to the box of GOLD BREAKFAST GEREAL you had selected.

1. Please go back to the 'Selection Card" and write below the name of the selected Breakfast Cereal.

2. Please write the current time below:

3. Can you recall the price of the box of Breakfast Cereal you selected? lfyes. write the price below.
lt you cannot recall the price, give your best estimate. Please write only in one of the two spaces
below. Do not write on both.

Recalled Price: : or Estimated Price: .

4. Using the scale given earlier, indicate how sure you are that the recalled or estimated price is
correct.

Your level of surety that
the recalled or estimated price
in "3' above is correct | | % Sure
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5. Following are the names of the six items of Cold Breakfast Cereal that were presented to you in
the booklet. Please do two things:

(1) Rank the items in terms of their prices per box ( gg price per ounce). That is. write "1" for the
item you think had the lowest price per box. "2" for the next more expensive. and so on, and '6"
for the item you think had the highest price per box of Cold Breakfast Cereal.

(2) lndicate the level of surety that each of your six ranking responses is correct by using the
surety scale provided earlier.

ltems Expensiveness Your level of
Ranks ("1' for surety that
The least expen- the response in
slve, '6" for the < the second column
most expensive is correct
item)

Raisin Bran ( ( ( ( % Sure

Corn Flakes ( ( · ( ( % Sure

All-Bran Fruit and Almonds ( ( ( ( % Sure

Raisin Square - ( ( . ( ( % Sure

Just Right ( ( ( ( % Sure

Frosted Mini-Wheats ( | ( ( % Sure
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6. Following are six prices for a box ol Cold Breakfast Cereal. These six prices include the correct
price ot the box ol cereal you had selected. Please do the following:

(1) Identify the correct price of the box of cereal you had selected and place a cross (x) in the
corresponding 'Yes' column. Then, go to the last column and indicate your level of surety that
the price you have identilied as correct is indeed the correct price.

Please remember that only one ot the six prices is correct. Therefore, you should place no more
than one cross (x) in the 'Yes* column.

Prices Place an "x' in Your level ol
. the appropriate surety that

spaces to indicate each ol your
your responses. responses in the

previous Yes or No
columns is correct.

$1.59 | | Yes; No | [ | | % Sure

$1.73 | | Yes; No | | | | % Sure

$1.99 | | Yes; No | | | l % Sure

$1.79 | | Yes; No | | | | % Sure

$1.53 | | Yes; No | | | | % Sure
I

$1.93 [
· l Yes; No | l | | % Sure

(2) Place a cross (x) in the 'No' column tor each of the other üve prices to indicate that these live
prices are not the correct prices ot the box ot cereal you had selected. Then, go to the last column
and indicate how certain you are that each ol these tive prices are indeed the lncorrect prices.
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E. The following questions relate to the can of SOUP you had selected.

1. Please go back to the 'Selection Card" and write below the name of the selected can ol soup.

2. Please write the current time below:

H¤¤r$ Il

3. Can you recall the price of the can of soup you selected? lf yes, write the price below. lf you cannot
recall the price, give your best estimate. Please write only in one of the two spaces below. Do
not write on both.

Recalled Price: ; or Estimated Price: .

4. Using the scale given earlier, indicate how sure you are that the recalled or estimated price is
correct.

Your level of surety that
the recalled or estimated price
in "3' above is correct | | % Sure
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5. Following are the names of the six items of canned soup that were presented to you in the booklet.
Please do two things:

(1) Rank the items in terms of their prices per can ( ngt price per ounce). That is, write "1" tor the
Item you think had the lowest price per can, "2' for the next more expensive, and so on. and "6"
tor the Item you thlnk had the hlghest price per can ot soup.

(2) Indicate the level of surety that each ol your six ranking responses is correct by using the
surety scale provided earlier.

Items Expensiveness Your level ol
Ranks ('1" for surety that
The least_expen- the response in
sive, "6" for the the second column
most expensive is correct
item)

Curly Noodle with Chicken [ [ [ [ f/o Sure

Cream ol Asparagus [ [ [ [ % Sure

Chicken Broth [ [ ·[ [ % Sure

Creamy Chicken Mushroom [ [ [ [ % Sure

Tomato Bisque [ [ [ | % Sure

Chunky Chicken Vegetable [ [ [ [ % Sure
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6. Following are six prices for a can of soup. These six prices include the correct price of the can
of soup you had selected. Please do the following;

(1) ldentify the correct price of the can of soup you had selected and place a cross (x) in the
corresponding 'Yes' column. Then, go to the last column and indicate your level of surety that
the price you have identiüed as correct is indeed the correct price.

Please remember that only one of the six prices is correct. Therelore, you should place no more
than one cross (x) in the "Yes" column.

Prices Place an "x' in Your level ol
the appropriate surety that
spaces to indicate each ol your
your responses. responses in the

previous Yes or No
columns is correct.

69¢ ( ( Yes; No | | | | % Sure

65¢ ( | Yes; No | ( ( | % Sure
V

59¢ ( ( Yes; No ( ( ( | % Sure

49¢ ( ( Yes; No ( ( ( ( % Sure

55¢ ( ( Yes; No ( ( ( ( % Sure .

. 45¢ | ( Yes; No ( | ( ( % Sure ‘ u

(2) Place a cross (x) in the 'No" column tor each ol the other live prices to indicate that these tive
prices are not the correct prices ol the can of soup you had selected. Then. go to the last column and
indicate how certain you are that each ol these live prices are indeed the lncorrect prices.
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F. The following questions relate to the can of FROZEN ORANGE JUICE you selected.

1. Please go back to the 'Selection Card" and write below the name of the selected Orange Juice.

2. Please write the current time below:

l·l<>¤iS3.

Can you recall the price of the can of frozen orange juice you selected? lf yes, write the price
below. lf you cannot recall the price, give your best estimate. Please write only in one of the two
spaces below. Do not write on both.

Recalled Price: . : or Estimated Price: . .

4. Using the scale given earlier, indicate how sure you are that the recalled or estimated price is
correct.

Your level of surety that
the recalled or estimated price
in '3' above is correct. | | % Sure

’
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5. Following are the names of the six items of frozen orange juice that were presented to you in the
booklét. Please do two things:

(1) Rank the items in terms of their prices per can ( ggg price per fluid ounce). That is, write "1"for the item you think had the lowest price per can,
“2"

for the next more expensive, and so on,
and "6" for the Item you think had the highest price per can of frozen orange juice.

(2) Indicate the level of certainty that each of your six ranking responses is correct by using the
surety scale provided earlier.

Items Expensiveness Your level of
Ranks ("1' for surety that
The least expen- the response in
sive, "6" for the the second column
most expensive is correct
item)

ßitrus Hill | l | l % Sure

Florida Gold l | l | % Sure

Sun Gold l l | l % Sure

Seneca | l l l % Sure

Minute Maid l l l l % Sure

Kroger l | l l % Sure
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6. Following are six prlces lor a can ol orange juice. These six prices include the correct price ol the
can of orange juice you selected. Please do the following:

(1) ldentify the oorrect price ol the can of orange juice you selected by placing a cross (x) in the
corresponding "Yes" column. Then, go to the last column and indicate your level ol surety that
the price you have identilied as correct is indeed the correct price.

. Please remember that only of the six prices is correct. Theretore, you should place no more
than one cross (x) in the "Yes" column.

Prices Place an 'x" in the Your level ot
appropriate spaces below surety that
to indicate your responses. _ each of your

responses in the
previous Yes or No

column is correct.

83¢ | | Yes; No | | | | % Sure

99¢ | j Yes; No | | j | % Sure

8S¢ [ | Yes; No | | | | % Sure

89¢ | | Yes; No | | | | % Sure

93¢ | | Yes; No | j | | % Sure

95¢ j | Yes; No | | | | % Sure

(2) Place a cross (x) in the 'No' column lor each of the other tive prices to indicate that these live
prices are not the correct prices lor the can ol orange juice you selected. Then, go to the last column
and indicate how certain you are that each ol these live prices is indeed the lncorrect price,

7. Please write the current time below:
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Section Ill

III. The following questions relate to your own grocery shopping hablts. Please evaluate each of the
following statements and indicale the extent to which you agree with them by placing a cross (x)
in the appropriate spaces below:

Completely
U

Somewhat Neither Somewhat Completely
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

nor
Agree

l.i_l.iI_.llI._.ll

1. Grocery shopping is a
very important task. I | | | | |

2. I enjoy doing my _
regular grocery
s¤¤¤¤¤¤¤- I;._llil_iI.;..ll.il

3. I select a store
l

because of the low
prices it offers. | | | ( | |

4. Price is a very
‘

- important factor
when deciding
which grocery
items to buy. |__|___|__l_|_|_[

5. I always check
prices ol different
items before making
a selection. l_|___|__|___l|_i_|

6. Ialways try to
keep myself within
a budget when I
am ¤r¤¤¤rv sh¤¤¤i¤¤- I....lI...;I..iI.il;.._l

7. I usually select
store~brands
because of their
low prices. |__l|_i_||___|__i|
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Completely Somewhat Neither Somewhat Completely
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

nor
Agree .

I_.__l_iI_._I....iI..._iI

8. Before going to the
store, I check ads to
find out what items
are onsale.9.

A shopper can save
a lot of money by
shopping around for

bargains.10.

The savings that
you get by using
coupons and by
shopping for n

bargains is worth
lt- l„..Ii...l.ll_I_.I

11. I try to remember
prices of different
stores for deciding .
which store to
visit for a given „ ‘

•t¤¤¤~ I?..__Il_|.l..II|

12. I do not mind
‘

visiting several
stores if I can
get low prices. |____i|___I_||___lI

13. I feel a sense
of accomplish·
ment if I can
get a bargain
price. |_____|l___|______g____}l____I
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Section IV

IV. Please respond to the following questions as accurately as possible. These responses will be kept
completely conlidential and will be used only to interpret the research results.

1. Number of persons in your household: [ [ -

2. Total number of eaming members in your household: [ [

3. Are you currently an eaming member in your household? [ [Yes [ [No

4. Total income of your household. (Include lncomes of all the members of your household):

Less than $10.000 [ [ ~
Between $10.000 and $25.000 [ [

Between $25.000 and $40,000 | [

Between $40,000 and $55.000 [ [ _Between $55,000 and $70,000 [ [
Over $70,000 [ [

5. Approximate grocery bill of your household per month. $
U

6. Do you use an automobile for your grocery shopping? [ [Yes | _ [No

7. Your Date of Birth

8. Are you currently married? [ [Yes [ [No

This is the end of the questionnaire. Thank you for your time and ellort.
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